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In Brief. The value of the mineral
of the United States in 1900
exceeded for the-first time the billion
dollar mark according to the, geological
survey report on mineral resources
which has just been issued. The exact

products

1.

Churches..Secret
Bucksport Bel-

figures weie $1,007,003,008, as compared
with $971,900,894 in 1899, a gain of $95,-

702,714 or 9.85 per cent. Iron and coal
alone yielded more than half of the
grand total, their combined valued be-

ing

$560,000,000.Admitting that
his picture was in the rogues gallery and
for
a period of years at one time
that,
over

in liis life lie had been familiar with the
lowest depths of NewYork opium joints,
yet pleading for mercy from the court,
Franklin ,T. Moses, once governor of
South Carolina, and formerly moderator
of Wintlirop, Mass., received sentence
in the municipal court at Boston Jan.
9th for the

larceny of an overcoat.
penalty imposed was four months
prisonment.
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The annual meet-

Veterinary Medical
ation was held in Augusta Jan.
address of the retiring president,
the Maine

of Waterville, was well receivwas that of the secretary, I)r.

>

cy of

Augusta.,

The

following

elected for the ensuing
1'resident, K. 1 Salley, Skowhevn-e president, E. W. Huntington,
and: secretary, C. L. Blakeley,
-ta: treasurer, Sherman Cleaves,
••arbor.Major Joseph L. Smith
at his home on Stillwater avenue
were

_s

8th, at the age of about
and during the civil
connected w ith the firm of
Bros., operating lines of steamon the l’enobscot and St.. John

r. Jan.
srs. Before
was

and also carried on an extensive
business in the State. 1 n the latrt of the flu’s he was made major
militia of the State.A meeting
c
Republican State committee will
.eld on Friday evening, Jan. 24, at
lock at the Cony house in Augusta,
; ake some arrangements
for the
of meeting of the next convention.
,e
.Bangor historical society has
■■r

ted'the following officers for the
;ng year: lion. E. B. Xealley, pres.;
Henry Lord, vice pres; Rev. John j
all,cor. see.; Mary II. Curran, rec. I
Thomas l\ foe.treas.;X. S. Harlow
iiian.statistics compiled by the 1
ii states Fish commission as to
Maine lobster fisheries for 1901 are
lows:

Number of fishermen, 2,870;

is. uT.of n:;i tons and valued at $88,of 7*0 tons and valued
smacks,
42.ion; boats, 2.057 valued at SI<51,iulister pots. 155,015,valued at $157,sluire and accessory property, $193,asli capital. $200,409: total invest-

Sshsu.529,

pounds

i-'a

the

lobsters caught, 12,valued at
$1,002,-

annual business
meeting
of 1 l.e officers of the Maine
or
atle Club was held in Auburn
-t
Ti ere w ere only two changes
o.i the <>i.l officers, and those were
Hastings. Auburn, treasurer, in
e ni
Josepl A. McGowan. Portland,
Frank E. Mace ol Aurora, one of
vice presidents, in place of C. C.
o r.
Buckspurt... .Rev. M. F. Walsh,
lias been pastor of the Calais
•lie church for 14 years, has reeeivippointment ol St. Mary’sohurch,
,■
i. succeeding the late Vicar GenM. «
O’Brien. Rev. Er. X. J.
-a; oi Livermore Falls and Rumlord
s
vill succeed IT. Walsh at Calais.
He iben W. Weld, one of the most
!e: v know n bridge and dam builders
Maine, is dead at bis home in Liver•e Kalis,
aged i;5 years. Mr. Weld
s employed as bridge builder
by the
tine Central railroad for 13 years. He
-o bad charge of construction on the
■"

etem

..

pulp mills at Livermore Fails, Umgog mills, Livermore and Jay, and
large fiber mills at Watertown,

The annual report o{ the County Commissioners, County Treasurer and Sheriff,
for the year 1991, is published in pamphlet
form, from the press of Grace l.. llurgess
Following is a summary :
RECEIPTS.

Cash in Treasury Jail. 1, 1901. $4,295 IS
Received oil acct. Count} tax of
1S9M.
125 22
Received on acct, County tux of
1900

Received
1901

on

leaves a widow and one
.lighter.Gov. Hill lias been notified
He

the attorneys having the matter in
.irge that the United States Court of
rims has finally disposed of the State’s
am for money due on account of the
vil w ar, sustaining its former decision,
e attorneys sought to secure a much
rger sum than that allowed by the
urtashort time ago, but their claim
is md recognized as valid.
The origidecision of the court will stand. The
lount allowed was $131,000, for which
ngress will be asked to appropriate....
■ e stockholders of the
Augusta, Hallu•-11 & i lardiner Railroad ('o. have voted
sell the road to the Lewiston, WiuropA Augusta street railway for $120,
i, the par value ol the stock outstandg.1 lie Bowdoin college faculty have
nounced the men who- have receivprovisional commencement appoint-ents
They are as follows: Robeit
iiiger Benson of Snows Falls, Ralph
-iter Bodwell of Brunswick, Edward
Igecomb Carter of Bath, Lyman
obott Cousins of Portland, Richard
yant Dole of Portland. Edwin Garid Giles ot East Brownfield, Daniel
ving Gross ot Blue Hill, Charles
lenry Hunt of Portland, Eugene
'belt Kelly of Island Falls, Clifford
rmilton
Preston of Framingham,
tiph Busline!! stone of Otter River,
lass; Harry Gorden Swett of Brunsick and George Roland Walker of
•rtland.\t
Rockland, Saturday,
ipt. John (.. Crowley of Taunton,
lass., was granted a divorce from his
te. Mary E. Terms of settlement
ivate.
Mrs.
Peter
Kennedy was
mted a divorce from ('apt. Peter
■iinedy for intoxication. The terms
I the settlement are private, hut it is
.derstood that Mrs. Kennedy will reve 3i a,5(i(), about half of the amount
■ined in the writ of attachment. Capt.
Kennedy did not oppose the divorce....
i'iof. L. rT. Augell lias retired from
Hates College after a service of 33 years.
..General Manager John S. Hyde of the
Hath Ironworks says there is no truth
a the
report that the works had secured
contract for the construction of steamers from the United States
Steamship
Co.Hon. Janies P. Baxter of Portand has been chosen president of the
Kew
England Historic-Genealogical
society. lion. J. II. Drummond is one
of the vice presidents.The annual
meeting of the State council, Daughters
of the American Revolution, was held at
the Blaine mansion, the home of Governor and Mrs. John F. Hill, Jan. 11th.
1 he house was
handsomely decorated
with Hags and hunting. Fourteen Maine

chapters

were represented.
A special
guest of honor was Mrs. Lydia Wixson
01 -A ugusta, 35
years of age, whose father
sei veil in the Revolution.
Officers were
elected and a luncli was served.

4,55-1

acct. t ounty tax of

31

6,403 95

Received of Clerk of Courts for
tines and costs.
Received of Clerk of Courts lotfees of office.
Received of R. \V. Rogers, Judge
of Police Court, fines..
Received of J. VV. Black, Judge of
Municipal Court, fines.
Received of Trial justices, fines..
from sale of confiscated

OBITUARY.

joiner’s trade and worked in the yards at
Searsport and Belfast until the decline of
After an illness of four week- with paraly- that industry.
The later years of his life
sis Mrs. Mary E. Moody
passed peacefully were devoted to farming, in which he took
at
her
late
away
home, Winter street, at 2
Mr. Chase was thrice marA. m., Jan. 6th.
Mrs. Mood} was 68 years great delight.
and 6 months of age, being a native of ttel- ried, taking for his first wife Miss Lovina
and
fast, Me.,
coming to Franklin ten years Ellis of Waldo. Three children were born
ago.
During this period she has been a
faithful and consistent member of the to them, all of whom are now deceased.
Methodist Episcopal church and a regular His second wife was Miss Dorcas Hatch of
attendant at all services. She was endowed Belfast, who survived but a few years after
with a beautiful Christian character, and
His third wife was Mrs.
their marriage.
was an
inspiration and help to all who
knew her.
She will be deepl' mourned by Charlotte E. Ellis, who survives him, and
a large circle of friends.
Doe daughter, who was devoted to his interests and was
Mrs. II. I). Adams, and one son,
Charles, unselfish in her care of him in his declining
survive her. Funeral services were held at
Mr. Chase was greatly interested
the late home of the deceased Jan. 8th, Rev. years.
in national and local politics, and was an
S. A. Cook officiating.- Franklin, Mass
Sentinel.
active party worker for many years.
He
After an illness of four weeks with pa- represented his ward as Alderman during
ralysis Mrs. Mary E. Mood} passed peace- the years 1880 and 1881. Mr. Chase was an
full} away, at her late home in Franklin, honest, industrious man, ever ready to help
Mass., Monday, January 6th, aged 68 years, his neighbor in time of sickness, and for
6 months.
Mrs. Moody was a native of years was the local undertaker, performing
He was the last
Appleton, Me., and earl}* in life married his offices free of charge.
.lames L. Moody of Belfast.
They moved of his father’s family, and of his own family
to Searsmont in 1874, where they lived until except his surviving wife and five grandMr. Moody’s death, ten ears ago, when children.
The funeral occurred at his late
Mrs. Moody went to Franklin to reside. home, Sunday, Jan. 12th, Rev. L. M. BurShe was a member of tie Methodist Epis- rington officiating by request of deceased.
dopal church in Franklin, joining by letter A quartette, composed of Mrs. H. M. Furfrom Searsmont.
She was endowed with a bish, Caro (!. Hatch, W. S. Hatch and W.
beautiful Christian character and was a (J.'Hatch furnished appropriate music. The
faithful and regular attendant on all church bearers were Leonard Webster, G. F\ Brier,
services.
She was stricken with paralysis A. T. Beckwith and F. W. Brown. He was
while reading a passage of Scripture in buried in his family lot in Waldo.
Faithful and highly esSunday school.
Isaac L. Baker died at his home on Miller
teemed in church work, in her home she
was an ideal Christian mother.
She will be
deeply mourned by a large circle of friends.
One daughter, Mrs. Dairy Adams, and one

street Sunday afternoon, after an illness of
three years. I Ie was born Gilmantown, N. 11.
248 17
but the family moved to Unity where he
lived until he was 20 years old, when
tr, no
son, Charles, both of Franklin, Mass., surhe went to Jackson and worked at farming,
vive her. The funeral survices were held
2000
lie then went to Winterport, where he was
at her late home Wednesday, and the inter12 00
night watchman in the village for several
ment was in the family lot in Belfast, Janyears. He game to Belfast in 1870 and work79 99 uary nth.
liquors.
Received from sale of empty liquor
ed for the city, on the highways and as lampvessels.
3-30
lighter, until 1884, when he went to Lowell,
Received from sale of wood.
5 00
Abigail Lord Clements, wife of Oeo.
and worked on the canal three years.
loans.
2,900 no Clements, Esq. died at the home of her Mass.,
He then returned to Belfast and has since
Mrs. W. A. Thompson, in Win$21,432 42 daughter,
resided here, working lor the city and as a
Forfeited fees
n 20 terport, Dec. 24th, after four months of inas long as his health would
pertense suffering, the results of a fractured gardener
$21,443 62 hip. Mrs. Clements was one of Winter- mit. He leaves a wife, formerly Caroline
Witham of Jackson, three sons and three
EXPENDITURES.
port's oldest residents, her age being 85.
Paid Grand jurors.
daughters. The sons and daughters are
$542 64 Besides her husband, who is
88, she leaves Mrs. F. E.
Traverse jurors.
Miller of Chlemsford, Mass.,
1,847 91; three
daughters and two sons, Mrs. W. A. Mrs. Hartson
Sheriffs and Deputies.
607 50
Clark, Mrs. Carrie Emmons,
Stenographers. $120.20 Thompson, with whom she had made her Fred
A., Isaac J. and William II. Baker of
Officers for serving venires..
114 50 home for some
years, Mrs. Stephen and
Belfast. He also leaves two brothers, BenReferees.
3024
Mrs. Leonard Clarke, Henry and Dean
Cost in criminal cases.
1,767 81
jamin F. Baker of Jefferson City, Mon.,
Clements—all of Winterport—who did al*
and Asa Baker of Toledo, Ohio. Mr. Baker
$5,0»0 85 that lond children could to make her last was
an industrious and temperate man, a
County Commissioners’ serdays as comfortable as possible. She was a faithful
vices.
715 61
workman, and was respected by all
On bills of previous years....
8,646 78 fond wife and a devoted mother, and it may who knew him. The funeral was held
yesNotes and interest.
3,041 39 well be said; “Her work was finished;
terday, Wednesday, afternoon, Rev. E. S.
400 00
Sheriff.
naught remained undone.” She was ever I'hilbrook
Judge of Probate.
50OOOI
officiating.
husv for the welfare of her family, and her
oounn
Register of Probate.
Clerk of Courts.
Martin V. li. Stetson of Melrose, Mass.,
1,100110 1o:Wt> »*.:_> deepl y jjAiurned by her children,
Treasurer.
si
grandchildren
greatgrandchildren. died January loth, at the home of his
Cash on hand Dec. 31,1901,.
1,nos 99
Much sympathy is extended the family nephew, Martiu Stetson Hates of Winthrop,
$21,443 62 from a large circle of friends, and especially Maine. Mr. Stetson was a weigher in the iiel
RESOURCES.
fertile aged liusl and, who w ill sadly miss her fast Custom House in 1853, under Collector
Unpaid county taxes. $8,994 79 eonpanionship, they having lived together Smart. In 1855 he became publisher of the
Fees due Clerk of Courts office
412 86
0, years.
Since lie lost his sight and hear- Maine Free Press of this city, but which
Cash in treasury.
1,nos 99
ing she had been constantly by bis side to was moved to Rockland in 1857. He then
became foreman of the Progressive Age
$10,416 64 attend to his every want and make the dark
as she could.
as
He has our oilice, where he remained until 1868, when
LIABILITIES.

3,67130

(vi

...

days

Rills allowed and unpaid. $1,01104
Due Raw Library Association_
500 00
Excess of resources over liabilities. 8,905 60

$10,41664
AMOUNT ALLOWED

ON

GENERAL

BILL-.

Fuel at Court House and jail.
Water service for Court House and

$574 80

jail
Lighting Court House and jail_
Telegraph and telephone service..
Repairs and furnishings at Court
House and jail...
Postage, stationery, printing and
binding.
Annual indexing at Register of
Deeds.
J. H. dark, janitor of Court
House.
J. R. Mears, State Constable.
A. T. Webb,
Officers serving road notices.

144 00
47 11
89 21

eases.

7ihi

Law

Court entries

78: 11
54:

60

1.490
3 }
-9
14
L4

00
20
84
86

in criminal

tY. II. Clifford, Agt. preventation

cruelty.

3 16
18 42
210 (hi
32 45

Coroners inquest on dead bodies..
Paid for insurance.
Miscellaneous expenses.

_

$2,979

g

ass.

The
im-

MAINE, THl'RSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1902;

82

PAIR ON COURT HOUSE EXTENSION.

J. S. Randall, Contractor. $1,583 33
l’aid for book cases and files—
1,500 00
Paid for wiring for electric lights.
174 09
S3,258 02
SUPPORT OF PRISONERS

AT J

S. (7. Norton, jailer,for board...
copies of Mittiniusses,
Turnkey fees
K. I.. Stevens, M. 1J., physician at
the jail.
Clothing and bedding at the jail.

All,.

$738 71
9 75
20 80
19 50
101 55

$890 31
SUMMARY OF HILLS ALLOWED.

Police Court and Trial Justices

..

Commitments.
Prisoners at jail.

...

Ceneral bills.
Court House extension.

$01087
117 31
890 31
2,979 82
3,258 02

$7,850

33

JAILOR’S REPORT.
The whole number o: commitments to the
jail for the year ending Nov. 30, 1901, have
been fifty-two (52) and for the following
offenses, viz:
No. of prisoners in jail Nov. 30,1900. 4
No. of prisoners in jail Nov. 30,1901.10

10
Vagrants.
Drunkeness.10
2
Selling liquor.
..

Poor debtors..

Larceny.

Other

causes..

Gone Into

5
7
12

Insolvency.

Hon. K. F. Ilanson of this city entered a
petition in voluntary insolvency Jan. 10th,
which may be a surprise to some but not to
those who have beei acquainted with tiie
long, earnest snuggle lie lias made to avoid
such proceedings. Mr. Hanson’s career as
manager of tiie Dana Sarsaparilla Co.
gave him a great fame and at that time lie
built a tine residence 01, Northport avenue,
costiug §40,000. Later in connection with
the l’etit Manan Lai it Co., he became personally responsible with others for some
§20,000. This was tiie beginning of the linancial difficulty that brought about the at-

tachment upon his real estate. His total
liabilities, including accommodation notes,
endorsements, etc., amount to §16,502.54, of
which §11,917.79 are secured by real estate,
llis total assets amount to §4,156.92. Mr.
Hanson has a very Mattering otter from tiie
president of the Briggs’ Carriage & Car Co.
of Amesbury, Mass., and also a position by
a prominent Wall street
company. He w as
for two years mayor of Belfast and lias
always been identilied with movements for
public improvement to the city. His many
friends here and elsewhere deeply sympathize with him in this misfortune.—Belfast
Cor., Bangor Dailj News.
Harmless Beverages.
Down east In prohibition Portland, some
of the restaurant keepers obey the liquor
law, but they try to be good and have things
convivial too by such advertisements as
these: “Have you tried our birch beer in
steins?” “After the theatre have a welsh
rarebit with root beer drawn from the
wood.” “Order today a lemon soda with
the lobster.”—New York Sun.

bright

Heartfelt sympathy in his declining years
and we trust lie may be comforted to think
“There is no death.
The Father calls ns home.
In tender loving tones he bills us come
Away from earth, away from wear} care,
To higher, better life, to scenes more fair.
When the freed spirit
1 n realms supernal
Solves life’s mystery, life eternal.’’
Mrs. Roseltha J. Swift died at her home
Grove sti^et Saturday morning, .January
11th, of paralysis. Slie was born in Sears-

on

daughter of Tyler and Mary Marriner. She married Franklin G. Swift, and
after living a few months in Belmont they
moved to Rochelle, 111., where they remained several years. They then came to Belfast, where Mr. Swift engaged in the manufacture of cigars, but soon returned to
mont,

a

Belmont. Mr. Swift went West and died in
West Plain, Mo., March 29, 1888. After her
husband's death Mrs. Swift supported her
two children by her own exertions until
they reached man’s and woman's estate.
She was very devoted to them, and did her
utmost to make their home cheerful. She
suffered an attack of paralysis more than a
year ago and has since been an invalid,
although able to go about the house and
attend to many of her household duties.
Last Friday she had a second attack, but it
was not thought to be serious. Early Saturday morning it was noticed she was breathing heavily and her daughter raised her up,
but the end came without pain or a struggle
w hile she was thus supported in her
daughter’s arms. Mrs. Swift leaves one daughter,
Arietta A wife of George Blodgett, and
one sou, Eugene E. Swift, both of
Belfast,
and also one brother, Austin Marriner of
Searsmont. The funeral was held at her
late home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. A. A.
Smith officiating. The floral offerings were
as follows: IJr. and Mrs. E. A. Wilson,
basket of flowers; Mrs. C. C. Rowe and
Mrs. Geo. Frisbee, bouquet of white pinks;
Mr. and -Mrs. Alvin Blodgett and family,
double bouquet of pinks and roses; Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Cottrell, ferns and smilax; Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. A. Blodgett and Mr. Eugene
Swift, a pillow of flowers and 59 white

pinks.
Miss Mary S. Wood died at her home on
Cedar street, January nth, after an illness of but 7 days, aged <15 years and 3
months. She was born in Albion, but her
parents, Samuel and Sarah Wood, moved to
Northport when she was a child. She came
to Belfast when a young woman and worked
at dressmaking, and twenty-eight years ago
formed a partnership with Miss Mary Jackson. Since that time they have lived together
and carried on their business at their home.
For nineteen years past thej have lived in
the second story of Mr. Augustus Perry’s
residenceon Cedar street. Miss Wood united
with the Methodist Church in early life and
has been an earnest worker in the church
and its auxiliary societies. She was a member of the official board of the chureh, an
officer in the Epworth League, a teacher in
the Sunday school, and was constant in her
attendance at all the services. She was also
interested in other causes: was a member
of the Non-Partisan Alliance, of the executive committee of the Children’s Aid Society
and of thecomrnittee on hospital. She leaves
one sister, Mrs. Susan Blanchard of Mars
Hill, Me., and one brother, Hezekiah Wood
of Lynn, Mass. Another brother, Elbridge
Wood of Northport, died in that town in
May, 1804. The funeral was held at her
late home Monday afternoon, her pastor,
Rev. G. E. Edgett, officiating.
Oliver P. Chase died at his home in North
80 years and 6
months.
Early in life he learned the ship-

Belfast, Jan. 8th, aged

lie went to Boston and was a compositor and
subsequently assistant foreman of the composing room of the Boston Journal. He
married Eliza A. Wetherbee of Belfast, who
died December 31, 181)8. Mr. Stetson was a
thorough workman, a master of all the details of his trade, and was very careful and
punctilious about even the smallest matters.
He was very kind-hearted, yet an excellent
disciplinarian. He had a large circle of
friends in this city. The remains were
brought to Belfast Monday to be laid beside
his wife in the family lot in Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Mary (Shea) Coburn died at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Arthur Shea, Jan.
4th, at the age of 45 years and 2 months.
She was born in Belfast, and was the eldest
child of the late John Shea, who was proninent in the local orchestra of this city shortly after the war. The family moved to Rockland about twenty-five years ago, and Mr.
Shea died there.
Mary worked several
years in the newspaper offices in Belfast
and Rockland, and married Edward Coburn
of the latter city. Siie was a sister of Arthur Shea, who was born in Belfast and
who worked in the printing offices here, but
is now a plumber in Rockland.
Mrs. Sarah Bartlett died at her home in

Amesbury, Mass., Jan. 5th, at the age of 78
years, 10 months and 20 day s. She was a
daughter of the late George P. Day of Belfast, who was in the sailmaking business
here fifty years ago.
Her husband died
shortly after coining out of the army at the
close of the civil war. She leaves one son,
Seth, and two daughters, Misses Annie
and Susan, all of Amesbury.
N. R. Maxcy, for a long time a prominent
citizen of Grant County, died at Good Samaritan Hospital, Portland,Oregon, Jan. 3d,
Judge Maxcy was born in Searsmont, Me.,
i li 1830, and was 82 years of age. 1 n 1858 he
started West, settling in Kansas, where he
remained but two years, moving to Colorado
in 1860, where he engaged in mining and
was for a time associated with t.ie late Senator Tabor.
He remained in Colorado but a
few years, coining to Oregon about 1873,
locating first at Eugene, and a little later in
Grant County, where he became a prominent
figure in business and politics, lie served
as County Judge of Grant from 1886 to 1800.
lie was a prominent and enthusiastic
Mason, past master of Canyon City Lodge
No. 34, and a member of Washington Council Royal and Select Masters, No. 3, of Portland. J udge Maxcy was a man of high quality and in every relation of life won and kept
the esteem of his fellow-men. His failing
health induced him to come to Portland some
months ago in search of better climatic
conditions, and for medical treatment. He
found no relief from the fatal complications,
and gradually failed in health till the end.
Few men in Eastern Oregon were better
known, and none more highly respected.
He leaves a widowed sister, Mrs. E. S.
Potter, of Lewiston, Me., now temporarilyin Portland, to mourn her loss.
Portland, Oregon, Oregonian Jan. 4th.
—

Waldo

County

Veteran’s Association.

At the recent meeting of this association
in Freedom President Isaac F. Cook presided. The reading of the records of the
last meeting was omitted. After appointing a committee on the time and place of
next meeting adjourned to 2 p. m.
When
again called to order the committee reported
as follows: Time, the first Thursday in February ; place, North Searsport. The following program was then given: Singing by
choir;prayer by Rev. W. A. Richmond; address of welcome by Mrs. Brown of Dana B.
Carter Post; response by G. H. Fisher of
Billings Post; recitation by Pearl Carter;
solo by Miss Allen; recitation by Vivian
and Florien Small; recitation by Laurence
Clark; recitation by Lewis Flye; recitation
by Hazel Knowlton ; song by choir; reading
by Mrs. Brown ; recitation by Hazel Knowlton ; remarks by Rev. H. I. Holt and Rev.
W. A. Richmond; closed with singing by
the choir.

SUPREME

K| ,||j];|{

JUDICIAL COURT.

High

School Notes.

PERSONAL.

Hon. L. A.

Emery, Justice Presiding.
S. G. Swift went to Boston last
As a result of many class
Friday.
meetings and
The traverse juries were impaneled Thursdiscussions the Seniors, the teachers, with
Atwood Gilley arrived home from Boston
day morning. All the jurors drawn appear- the
exception of our principal, who sent his yesterday.
ed and were sworn. The full list was
pub- regrets, and Supt.
Dunton, gathered
Benjamin Kelley was in Oakland Tuesday
lished in The Journal last week. William
together at 5.15 Friday afternoon, laden with on business.
Coffin of
was chosen foreman of
boxes and baskets. C. II. Chamberlain’s
iiurnlyim
Mrs. Flora Heath spent Sunday at home
the first jury and Edwin Jenkins of Monschool team had been

chartered for the from
of the second. Fred V. Cottrell of BelAuburn.
occasion, and into that ghostly vehicle the
fast and Geo. H. Estes of Troy were exS. A. Parker was in Portland the first of
and
with
anything-but-ghostly
party piled,
cused the first day.
the week on business.
a
“grumbling that grew into a mighty
The first case to come before the jury' was
0. E. Frost left Monday for
the
heavily laden carriage
Nashua,N.II.,
Laura IT. Wagner vs. Fred Eames. The rumbling”
bound for the home of the East on business for a few days.
started,
plaintiff is a minor, and the suit is brought
Belfast class-member, Miss Lena FI. Leavitt.
Herbert YV. Edgecomb arrived home Tuesfor her by her brother. She claims that
The following impromtu class yell, the day from
Brockton, Mass.
after the death of her parents in the fall of
of which might be improved,
.Ion. L. R, Campbell of Rockland was in
1890 she went to live with the family of the grammar
but whose spirit is “ail right,” was given to
Belfast Tuesday on business.
defendant, working in the house and going
to school until the following spring. After louse up the sleeping town:
Miss Rena Mathews went to
Winchendon,
school closed she worked for wages until
“One, two, three 1 Who are we?
Mass., last Friday for a short visit.
\\ e are the Seniors. Yes we be!
Jan., 1900, when she went away. In the
Are we in it? Yes, we are!
Mrs. L. A. Knowlton went to
Cambridgefall of that year the wife and son of the deBelfast Seniors, rah, rah, rah!”
port,Mass., Monday, for a short visit.
fendant sustained severe injuries and the
Our many misgivings as to the strength of
YY illiston Grinnell of Camden is
plaintiff went back and did the work,
spoken
he horses on the long hills proved ground- of as Republican
candidate for senator from
which included the care of the invalids.
ess and “all hands”
reported on arrival. Knox county.
She claims that she was paid but $17 in
Vlthougli the cakes of ice in the door-yard
Di. YY. L. YY’est attended the nn
money, and that her clothing was given her
bad rather a chilly appearance, we were
eting of
the Maine
by a brother and sister. She sues for $2
Yreterinary Association in Auinside
the
warmly
greeted
hospitable
home,
per week for the first term of service, and
gusta Jan. 8th.
and the bright open tire did its part in
$4 per week for the second. The defendant
Mr. Cyrus YY'ood
out
cold
and
recently went to Rumtoes. Soon
lingers
claims that she was not a domestic but a thawing
ford Falls, where lie is to work for
ame the welcome announcement that
a time at
supper
member of his family; that he clothed her;
the mason’s trade.
that she had $.78 in money, and other val- was ready, and regretting that two of the
Mrs. Jesse II. Webber
uable considerations, and that she did not < ompany were missing, hut finding it
lately returned
from Worcester,
nurse the invalids.
Mass., where she v.-ited
Judge Emery charged impossible to wait for them, we sat down to
Mrs.
an ample repast, to which lull
Rosa
(Chapman) Keyes.
the jury that while a contract made with a
justice was
II. L. Lord, merchant tailor
minor is void, she is entilled to a just com- (ione. Our president had all the beans he
of this city,
pensation for her services, and that the jury wanted, and if lie asked to have the olives had been in business 40 years Tnesda v.
is to determine the value of those services, passed suspiciously often no one will ever 14th. lie bought out E. H. Reynolds in isnj.
and decide on the matters of fact as regards believe that the young lady who sat beside
Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Fogg have arrived
the money and other matters for whicli she him had anything to.do with it-especially home from
Rockland, where Mr. Fogg
as he was heard to declare chat he didn't like
should be allowed credit. The jury returnhas been very ill. ne is
rapidly
ed a verdict for the plaintiff for $142.00. olives. Supper over, we returned to the
I- M. Staples, Esq., of
liunton & llunton for plaintiff. Fellows of parlor, where our Superintendent carried off
Washington was
the honors at “ringtoss.” It was suggested one of the speakers at the Jackson day banBucksport for defendant.
of the Maine Democratic club in AuThe case of the Waterville Trust Co. vs. C. that his skill was gained at the circus quet
burn.
E. Libby, assigned for Friday, was con_ grounds, where the legend “The cane you
Ihe latest advices from Mrs. YY’. II.
tinued to next term. Hon. Enoch Foster, ring is the cane you win” attracted him
Fogler
but such an idea was scorned by the of Rockland were
yearly,
for
the
in
encouraging. This will
was
town
attorney
plaintiff,
be welcome news to her
majority.
Singing,
followed,
games,
etc.,
friends
in
many
Thursday.
and it is to be hoped that the methods of this city.
Alonzo V. Jackson et al., vs. Delesour three teachers
who
won
the
peanut
Mrs.
Susan Blanchard of Mars Hill was
tin Whittaker. Action of assumpsit for
The in Belfast the iirst of the
wood. The plaintiffs bought the standing races will never be questioned.
week to attend
entrance
of
the “Light Brigade” was one tlie funeral of her
wood on a piece of land owned by the
sister, Miss MarvJ s
of the features of the evening, and its Wood.
defendant, for $33. After taking off wood
members were ushered into the dininga few winters the defendant went in and
Lydia A. Burgess was inAmesbury,
where a late supper was served them.
cut sonic, but that, together with the wood room,
Mass., ihe past week, called there by the
wish to extend their thanks to the
They
still standing and some which had been cut
sickness and death of Mrs. Sarah ,j)av.
teacher who gave them all the assistance in
Bartlett.
by the plaintiffs, was destroyed by fire. The her
A
musical
was
power.
program
plaintiffs sued for the value of the wood rendered
Mr. Walter Hawkins of
the
but
the
efforts
during
evening,
Franklin, Mass.,
which they had not taken from the premises,
of the bass-violist consisted largely of was in town Sunday and Monday to attend
$61. The court ordered a nonsuit. Knowlthe
funeral
of
his
“tuning up” the instrument, which did not
grand-father, Mr. Oliver
ton for plaintiff. Thompson for defendant.
seem inclined to “tune”.
The time passed P. Chase.
In the case of City of Belfast vs. W. 0.
all too quickly, aided by the ever-present
Mr. Ervin Cross, who spent several
weeks
Whitcomb the Court rendered judgment for
conundrum-book, and it was about quarter as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Mitchell,
the plaintiff for $197.62.
past nine when a party of seven started returned to his home in Canton,
Mass., last
John T. Morrow vs. Chas. A. Boynton,
homeward, tw o of the class having pro- Saturday.
action for trespass on land in Searsmont ceeded us
by about half an hour, and the
At the annual meeting of the
and taking away 100 cords of cedar lumber, others
Bodwell
were left behind.
The walk in the
Watei Co., of Old Town, held in
and 20o posts, valued at $260. At the SepBangor
cool, biacing air was much enjoyed, and Jan.
8th, J. \\. Harmon was re-elected super
tember term, 1900, the case was referred to the stories told
kept us laughing so con- intendent.
Geo. E. Johnson, and F. A. Greer, who
stantly that almost before we realized it
F. I*. Walker of Rockland has
reported in favor of the defendant, with we were on Main street, where the party
gone to
costs against the plaintiff. The report was broke
to take the place of
private
up, all agreeing that a more delight- Washington
accepted. Staples for plaintiff. Thompson ful evening had not been spent for a long secretary to Congressman Littlefield, sucJ.
E.
ceeding
Rhodes.
for defendant.
time, and resolving on a repetition of its
Miss Cora A. Karnes, a graduate from tire
City of Belfast vs. Real Estate Co. and pleasures in the near future.
Belfast High school, is a teacher of elocution
City of Belfast vs. Elia F. II arriman, actions
“Are we in it? \ es we art !
to recover for sewer tax, were referred to
in Norfolk and Portsmouth, Yu., and
Belfast Seniors, Bah, rail, rah!”
has
the Court with leave to except.
been teaching there six years.
Eben W. Ilam vs. M. W. Swett and BelThe Seniors had a number of class
rllie latest reports from Rev. A. 1.
fast National Bank and Peoples National meetings last week.
Kingold are favorable, lie submitted to an
Bank, trustees. Action on account of bill i
operation for appendicitis irr the Maine
of grain, etc., amounting to $382.90. Princi- |
The Physic class lias been enjoying some General Hospital in Portland Dec. gist.
defendant
trustees
pal
defaulted;
interesting experiments lately.
The engagement of Miss Kather ine Bickfor the amounts in their hands, amounting
ford and (1. Harvey Self of New York lias
to $256.39. Dunton & Dunton for plaintiff.
Miss Nina Shiite ’Oft has left school.
been announced.
They expect to leave
Several cases of action on account, etc.,
Belfast for Brooklyn to-day after tea
days
were settled, and entered neither party.
The Juniors are reading “La Belle Niver- vacation.
CHIMIN AI
DOCKET.
iiaise,*’ by Daiulet, and the Senior French
Myron A. Pillsbury of Bethel, son of Rev.
The Grand Jury reported Thursday fore- class will begin Moliere’s “La Bourgeois
O. S. Pillsbury, a former
pastor of the
noon, having found 25 indictments, 22 of Geiitelliomme” at an early date.
Methodist church of Fairfield, has entered
which were for violations of the liquor law.
Bowdoitr Medical school. Mr. Pillsbury i>
Henry Armstrong, who claims to belong
Miss
The music lessons began Monday.
a graduate of
Colby.
in Waterville, was indicted for cruelty to a
Evelyn M. Wood plays the accompaniment.
horse, lie was one of the men who was arThe Dominion Line steamer Common
rested in Belfast last fall after cutting and
It will be of interest to the Senior class to wealth arrived at Gibraltar Monday, one
beating a horse in the streets. He pleaded know that the young lady who had her tirst day behind time. She was dtre at Genoa
guilty, and was sentenced to 30 days in jail. experience last Friday in spending the night yesterday. Miss Avis Morison and her aunt
He has been in jail 90 days awaiting trial.
Mrs. Hannah Ad rms of Boston are passen
away from home, survived the ordeal.
William Davis of Belmont was indicted
gers.
j
for an assault, in Searsport. on Susan E.
Overhead in the class room—Senior, “Oh,
Noah Brooks is at work on a memorial
Burgin. He pleaded not guilty Thursday yes! When the hens begin to crow.”
booklet of the late J. W'. Dresser of fasti
ue,
forenoon, but retracted bis plea and pleaded
which will contain the addresses of Mr
guilty. He was released on his own reThe music lesson on Tuesday was too Brooks, George
W'itherle, A. F. Richardson
cognizance. to appear at the next term of much for our canine visitor. His accom- and Rev. Norman LaMarsh on the
death of
Court.
paniment was not in time, and he was quiet- Mr. Dresser.
State vs. Robert II. Smothers. In Seply ushered out.
Harold K. Bailey has been at home several
tember last, according to the testimony, the
weeks suffering from vaccination.
He is
His
respondent was called by a small boy to go
Scores
Countrymen.
Kipling
working in the interest of the Home Corresto the house of Joseph M. Larrabee, as he i
School
of
pondence
Springfield, Mass., with
supposed on business. When he arrived
Kipling’s verses in the London Times, in headquarters at W’inthrop. He returns to
there he found Larrabee scolding his boys
which he bitterly scores Englishmen for his duties this week.
for not doing some work properly. Larratheir lack of energy and patriotism in facing
Dr. F. K. Freeman went to Augusta .Ian
bee asked Smothers about the work and
the realities of war and their blindness to 8th to attend a meeting of the Maine VeteriSmothers replied that the boys were doing ;
Dr. Freeman
the necessity of universal service, have nary Medical association.
well.
on a
Larrabee said it was a lie and a |
difficult case of veterinary
some
resentment in England, operated
excited
at
the
clinic
held
in
surgery
the
ensued
between the men, in which
quarrel
afternoon,
| especially those lines in which he sneers at and read a paper at the meeting held at
Larrabee struck at Smothers with a chain
the national sports and pastimes. After Hotel North in the evening.—Rockland star.
and Smothers fired a revolver twice but did
Albert J. Skidmore of Liberty was elected
having denounced the crippled condition of
not hit Larrabee.
The respondent says he
the volunteer movement, he writes :
vice president for Waldo county at the
did not know he had the revolver with him
Then were the judgments loosened, then meeting of the Maine Democratic Club in
until he felt in his pocket for a bolt to
was your shame revealed,.
Auburn last week.
Parker T. Fuller of
defend himself with. He also says he did At the hands of a little people, few but apt
Rockland represents Knox, Lincoln and
in
the field.
not intend to hit Larrabee, but merely to
Yet ye w ere saved by a remnant and your Waldo on the executive committee
frighten him. The jury after being out about |
land’s long-suffering star
lion. Charles F. Wildes, city editor of the
two hours returned a verdict of not guilty. When your strong men cheered in their millions, while your striplings went to war. Somerville .Journal, who has a large circle of
County Attorney Foster for the State.
Sons of the sheltered city, unmade, un- friends in
McLellan for respondent.
Belfast, has been appointed a
liandled, unmeet.
State vs. James JM. Hanson, convicted in Ye pushed them raw to the battle as ye member of the committee on Metropolitan
Affairs of tlie Massachusetts
the Belfast Police Court for assault and
picked them raw from the street.
legislature of
lie is also particularly severe on the as- like, which is considered the most desirable
battery, and appealed; nol pros on payment
committee
of
sistance limited to Christmas gifts:
that body.
of costs.
All the liquor cases under new indict- And ye sent them comfits and pictures to
General Charles
Ileywood, commandanr
them
help
of the Marine
harry your foes;
ments went to the Law Court on demurrer.
And ye vaunted your fathomless power and ville, and Mrs. Corps, formerly of Watei
Ileywood,
gave a New Veur's.
The amount of fines and costs in liquor
Haunted your iron pride
party, winch was attended liy main promiEre you fawned on the younger nations for nent
cases paid in this term was $330; and in an
Washington
There were
people.
the men who could shoot and rule.
seyeral Maine people
appealed case $1<>.
present, including..
Mis.
Flank
This
at
his
fellow
Milliken
done, Kipling gibes
and her daughter.
Both juries were discharged Friday and
Mrs. Lemly, w ife of Judge Advocate Lemh
the Court finally adjourned Saturday fore- countrymen for their presumed absorption
both formerly of Belfast, and
Navy,
?!
t'Y!
in sports, referring in a biting line to how
noon an unusually shortterm of five
W ulker, formerly of Kmbden
i;. '1
days.
W atervilJe Mail.
they contented their souls—
DIVORCES.
With the flannelled fools at the wicket and
The Rockland Courier-Gazette tells
Five divorces were decreed as follows:
this
the muddled oafs at the goals.
Minnie 11. Twombly, Monroe, from Guy
story of Mr and Mrs. Charles Bradbury
he
can hope for nothing
England,
says,
M. Twombly, Boston.
both well known heie, and who
occupied
until
-the Boulder Cottage in Camden the
Percy C. Tuttle, Belfast, from Sadie
past
can
send
ye
season:
Tuttle, Bostou.
Men—not children or servants—tempered
Hattie M.
While
out
Cameron, Palermo, from
one
and taught to the end.
driving
day they diseoveietl a dilapidated
Alexander D. Cameron, Madison, Manitoba.
house, occupied by a
Otherwise, he declares, ruin must be man and his wife with
a very
Arthur J. Smith, Monroe, from Mary K. Britain’s
family
of children; broken windowslarge
portion.
and scant
Smith of parts unknown.
He closes with this stirring appeal to the furnishings. The interior presented a poor
apology for a home.
Neva E. Higgins, Swanville, from George
Almost all the
people:
necessaries of life were absent.
This scene
F. Higgins, Searsport.
No doubt but ye are the people, absolute, made an instant
to Mr. Bradbury’s
appeal
The divorce cases of Lucie E. Nickerson,
kind
strong and wise;
heart, and he immediately took
Belfast vs. ffm, II. Nickerson, Belfast; Whatever your heart has desired ye have measures to provide this family with relief
not withheld from your eyes.
lie generously furnished liberal
Clara Hart, Winterport, vs. David Hart, On
quantities
your own head, in your own hands, the of provisions,
clothing and even
fos
sin and the saving lies.
Winterport; W. D. Sanford, Liberty, vs.
their comfort, with orders that thething
supplies
be
Artie May Sanford, Liberty, were dismissed
The Times editorially backs Kipling’s
indefinitely continued at his expense
I he house was at once made
without prejudice.
habitable by
appeal. It does not advocate conscription,
resetting the broken glass in the windows
“because it is ill-suited to our needs,” but and
needed
making
The case
repairs.
Croker has retired from the leader ittells the
government that training in rifle seems to have been neglected by the primer
Mr.
ship of Tammany Hall, and the new practice and drill must be an essential part authorities.
Bradbury’s generous
action xv 111 not be
forgotten by those beneboss is Lewis Nixon.
of the course in all the secondary schools.
fited or by the
roe

Jan'

improving'

Mrs.

charged'

I

I

—

community.

MEN AND THINGS ABROAD.

SAILED 192,260. MILES.

longer be considered the national beverage.That other British n everage.brandyand-water, or brandy-aud-soda, has also
ceased to tickle the Englishman’s palate
to any great extent, and Scotch whiskey
It
is now the almost universal tipple.
is taken hot or cold, with water or with
soda, hut in either ease is largely dilut-

SONGS OF THE EASTERN COLLEGES. I

bJlfast

free

library.

);nrg* s8 of the Packet P. M.
Tliis is the title of a large and handCupt.
List of Scientific Books.
In writing of English anil Scotch
gpi,(rtl
Bonuey.
some volume of 198 pages, published
MINERALOGY.
by
said
Thomas
“Well
Burgess
some
yes,”
Capt.
hotels 1 intended introducing
uivid Thomas.
of the trim little two-masted schooner, P. M. Hinds & Noble, New York City. The
•Ansted,
menus; but found so much to say that
253. An
Bonney, “I think I oughter know the way compilers are Robert W. Atkinson of
jn selll.() of minerals. 1880
from Belfast to Vinal aven, me and the
1 feared they would make the articles
Harvard and Ernest Carter of Prince- ! Hamlin. A*“*tus Choate.
as a reporter stepped on the deck
Bonney,”
too long. I will supply the omission
of the trim little craft which was loading for ton, and the music of several of the
Leisure'"urs among the gems.
the island of Vinalhaven, where she has
now by giving dinner menus of lliggs
....553.8. II-2 I
was also composed by them. Some
songs
been sailing in the coasting trade for many
Choate.
( rowii Hotel, Bowness, and the Bath
"brustus
ed. You call for a large Scotch or a
be
•Hamlin.
of
the
well
termed
Belfast.
songs may
classics,
years from
Hotel. Leamington- -two of the most small Scotch, and the barmaid measures
“Yes,” said lie, “me and the old Bonney such as “Fair Harvard” and “The Lone I The t,,' Niiiline. Illustrations.
553.8. II-l
desirable stopping-places on our route. out the exact quantity and pours it into know the coast down to Vinalhaven from Fish
ls73
Rail,” (the latter inserted at the
Belfast about as well as it can be learned.
AThese were not special dinners, but the the glass. There is no passing of the But then what’s the odds, if one gets caught
l-;d*ard
Martin,
several
old
of
Harvard
special request
usual daily menu. In the number of bottle or decanter. An exchange says, in the fog or a snow storm there’s about an
Story of r. piece of coal: what it
are new, outside
even chance and sometimes it’s mighty slim Alumni) while others
is, when1 e it comes, and whither
of
the
second
far
short
dishes they fall
and truly: “For between times and chances we have.”
of the colleges at least.
The preface
1800. 553. M 3
roes. Illustrated.
The schooner P. M. Bonney is a trim little
or even third class hotels in this counfor bracers for men and women in Engdddard.
schooner of some lb tons, built in the town says:
il.
Crpen,
is
considered
but
if
they land, from royalty down, the praises of Middletown, Conu., and commanded by
quality
try;
''All the world loves the college stri■Stories about famous precious
will take rank with the highest. Every are for Scotch whiskey and water.” Capt. Thomas Burgess of Belfast, from de nt, and under no circumstances is be
18(10. 553.8. Or
st„nes
craft
hails.
the
where
mo re amiable or more provocative of
dish on these menus was simply per- Some one said that the falling off in the
r l-UMNO ARCHAEOLOGY ANIi!
She is a two topmast, schooner rigged
biology
than when be sings
EVOLUTION.
fect,--nicely cooked and well served. As consumption of beer was due to the vessel, perhaps of rather a yachting cast contagious,geniality
and there have been days bis college songs.
between a menu in French of a hun- discovery, a year or more ago, of harm- than otherwise,
“In this volume have been gathered ! Clodd, Kdwiiblwhen this little vessel and her commander
dred or more dishes—few of them eat- ful ingredients in this once popular would gladly sailed with the yachts in this not only the typical songs, but also the
Childhood -1 'lie world ; a simple
able and most of them served in single amber fluid: while Scotch whiskey owes section, but now both vessel and command- most popular songs of all the Eastern
account "11111111 in early times.
er are growing old together.
571. C 6
Colleges.
18X7....
mouthfuls,—and the good wholesome something of its popularity to the reThe Bonney in official measurement is
“The collection has been made for
food served at Bowness and Leaming- commendation of physicians. Beer has 51.7 feet in length, 18 feet wide and has a two purposes; first, to provide the Clodd, Kdwunl.
Primer of evolution. Illustradepth of 4.8 feet. She was built in 1856 for
ton. give me the latter every time. The made many great fortunes in England, the packet business between the ports of Eastern College students with songs
tions. f.575. C 6-1
are
whenever
which
in
whicli
she
Boston
and
sung
Provincetown,
always
they
for
themselves:
menus speak
and brewers have been given titles;
to deepen the Clodd, Kdwai ‘i
sailed
some years, having headquarters at
second,
gather
together:
The Bath Hotel,
now it looks as though the distillers
the Eastern Packet pier, and was then one spirit of brotherhood already existing
Story of errat'on. A plain acLeamington, England.
Not only of the trimmest little crafts of a yachting between college fraternities as they
were to have their innings.
1898. 575. 0 6
count of evulution.
Tomato Soup
and especially when resplendent in a learn to
is the home consumption of Scotch style,of fresh
sing each other’s songs.
Darwin, 1 havb Robert.
coat
paint, which ever failed east
will
the
he
“All
old
favorites
found
in
salmon. white sauce and cucumbers
Origin of s|ieeies by means of
whiskey very large, and growing, hut from Boston in the early days of tliepacket- this collection,
together with many new
natural set" on. 1889. 2 v.... 575. D 2
the export of this liquor to the United ing.
Boast Beef
From the Eastern Packet pier she was songs that will stir the college man,
States is increasing by leaps and bounds. brought to this city many years ago by and revive those memories which unite Donnelly, IgnatiusAtlantis the ediluvian world.
Lamb anil mint sauce.
Capts. Samuel and Thomas Burgess, who him and his Alma Mater in bonds which
571. D 7
opened up the packet route to Vinalhaven can never be broken.
Illustration
AVe used to read occasionally in the from Belfast, where they both resided, esBoast Chicken and 11am
“it is hoped that this hook will also Drummond, He
w
hich lias been
tablishing a line business,
English newspapers comments on continued
Ibid. 575. D 8
be acceptable to the alumnus, for nothAscent of nisi
Bnkewell Bndiling
since 1868.
Americans abroad that were not flat- !
Blum lart and Bustard
'Hie little schooner is now 46 years of age,
ing brings so strongly before the grad- Foster, .Id, yf
1 .eniou cheese cakes
mind
of
uate’s
the
in active service all these years, and yet
yore
f tlse |'sided
glorious days
Pre-histi i„■ r;i
tering to our national pride. But I saw ; she
has never had but one commander 1 as the sweet strains that one time float-!
Stsiti > nj vj,
,i.
1X87. 571. F 8
and heard enough in a brief sojourn on other than ( apt. Burgess, that being ( apt. !
Cheese and Salads
ed to bis ear in the gloamings of eolleg'e
Haeckel, i-:r ...
British soil to convince me that these [ Small of Chatham, Mass., who first com- days.”
Biggs Brown Hotel,
manded her. ( apt. Burgess, now over 70!
The iiidlc i.f tl '"iverse sit the
criticisms were not unwarranted, and i years of age, is a typical seafaring man,
Bow uess-on-Windermere.
The compilers and publishers have
close of; h- jig
itury. TrunsI
the
sea
at
the
who
follow
of
ing
age
to feel heartily ashamed of the rudebegan
Soil*
alike done their part in making this
Isited from thi
12 years.
Cum* Snboise
map b\ Mcness and incivility that is sometimes
volume
and
and
it
attractive,
Of a family of i:> children of the late’
Cain : nil!]...
interesting
."...
575.11
t onsomme Koval
|
1
of
live
whom
are
are
uni
Jonathan
to
that
manifested
a people
Burgess,
('apt.
Fimi
should meet with a generous reception Hutchinson,!: Ji
<»t eight hoys, all followed the ;
and
living,
sauce
o\M,*r
Bod,
We
Extinct nioi.stei
fornily kind and courteous. Suppose : sea. becoming master mariners, competent from college men everywhere.
one of the
Whitebait.
we have a foreign visitor who loudly
Two cap- give below some specimen verses from
to handle many a large ship.
-nt animssI
larger fm s uf
r.NTUi : I -'
1
Samuel and John Burgess, live in
Veul ( Mih-ts and Spinach
life,
n
in public phn es against our tains,
the Maine college songs. The music
,ti. 5tlli. 11 9
harrangues
Bristol.
Chicken Creme
In earlier days ('apt. Thomas
manners, customs and most cherished
Burgess for the Colby song was composed by II SIXll", b :.,!!■. |[i
.Hunts
I
commanded
the brig Marshall Dutch of W. C.
denes so
Konst Lamb
pla ;e in
Crawford, formerly of llelfast,
institutions; who reviles baked beans
Searsporl. the schooners Clarissa, forest;
Ducks
Nature. Ill...
57::. 1! 9
and
ciam
intimates
that
in
in
chowder:
who
(
and
now
Massaatheriue
teaching
engaged
and,
(e.ieen,
Beale, Lapwing
last,
Situso I'm lisi:.
MsscLess:i. ...
is.
the schooner Ida S. Burgess, mimed tor his chusetts:
i; rouse
we are all cheats and swindlers, etc. Of
Mound bill ,!.
sircbii.-:
daughter, a large two-master of some 2<;o
Sw i.ts
course we would not like it.
AVe would tons burden. In these vessels he sailed
A I.M A M VTUK— Col IIY.
1
;'s'
Olliu.
eg; "f
Blackberry i'’adding
] »an -on T ar: s
say that our visitor was ill-mannered, chi ell y in tin1 West Indian and southern When gathered round the social board
1887...
71.il. M2
Or by some cheer} tire we're lolling,
trade." In this uim little coaster ( apt.
Wlepped Bream
and should regard his room as better
'Ms vsi it,
When lying oil the siuiiinei sward.
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At very many of our almshouses one Globe.
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—covered with MF Roofing Tin 50 years ago, and
good to-day as ever, is a familiar sight on the Atlantic
seaboard. The careful selection of perfect black plates,
repeated hand dipping, tinning by means of clarified
Lagos palm oil,*fcud the rejection of every imperfect

it'

sheet, gives

MF

Roofing Tin

its superior wearing quality.
NIF plates have the
richest and heaviest coating of pure tin and new
lead (the genuine old-style terne process) and are
impervious to the rust-producing atmosphere of tha
seaboard—the severest test that can be applied.
This
trademark is on every sheet of the genuine
NIF
Roofing Tin. Ask your roofer, or

@

write to

w. C. CRONEMEYER. Agent, Carnegie Building,
for Illustrated book on rooting.

Pittsburg,

AMERICAN TIN PLATE COMPANY, NEW YORK.
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Last year the women of New

and cheese: and the window is
idled w:lli cut cheeses of the different
kinds rind butter in hulk and in pack
butte1

ages.

of

j

Hamp-

shire, through the Federation of Women's Clubs, did active work in behalf of
the feeble-minded of their State and

“And then the next one—let trre see—yes, I
am sure the third
Could be employed with profit learning how
to catch a bird.
The fourth Til roll in catnip, oh, won’t that
he immense!
The fifth i think I’ll yowl away on the back
garden fence.

waters: but the
often had much

proprietor told me lie
larger ones. The one I

would make a salad for a small
party. Does it pay to make these win-

saw

dow

displays? The experiences of our
party would indicate that it does. In
every place visited we made various
small purchases, and in every instance
we were attracted by something in a
show window, or something seen there
drew ns within the shop.
In a former article I

cigarette

spoke of the
habit in Great Britain and the

apparent decadence of the pipe. It
was quite as great a surprise to find
that beer—ale, as we call it—can no

Farm ami Home, always attractive anti
interesting, appears with decided improvement tor this year. A most charming farm
and family semi-monthly; pure in tone, and
treating a diversity of subjects, it meets
the wants of every person actively engaged,
or at ail interested, in agricultural pursuits
and family life.
A line Art Calendar for
1902,with weather forecasts for every day in
the year, and five beautiful pictures, 9x13,
each a gem of art, is included in each subscription.

Unquestionable

Proof.

An article which has recently been put
sale in this district, and is becoming
well known, is Page’s Poultry Food. The
numerous testimonials in praise of this egg
producer are of such high character that
they are indisputable. They are written
by people who are well known throughout
New England, and who lend their names to
nothing that is not gilt edged. Send your
name on a postal card to ('. S. Page, Hyde
Park, Vt., and get a circular.

on

The second I’ll be older—and I think it
would he nice
Entirely to devote my second life to catching mice.

“llut no—tlrese are my pleasures, and it
isn’t right a bit—
I know I ought to live my lives for others’

benefit,
1 ought to try the philanthropic
dodge, and that
Is awful hard for such a small and ignorant

I’m

sure

little cat.

“These questions overwhelm me!” She
drew a shuddering sigh.
“I’m tired of living my nine lives, I think 1
want to die!
And with a sad, despairing moan the kitten
then and there
Gave up nine ghosts, and once again a cat
was killed by oare.
“It was almost a miracle, Burdock Blood
Bitters cured me of a terrible breaking out
all over the body. I am very grateful.”
Miss Julia Filbridge, West Cornwell, Conn.
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business, like his brothers.
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Th ree Crow
Cream Tartar

For sixty years the NEW-YOKX WEEKLY TIM BUNK 1
been a national weekly newspaper, read almost entirely by farm
and has enjoyed tie- confidence and support of the America!
people to a degree never attained by any similar publication

A

ers,

1 11 E

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMEi
is made absolutely for i'armeiand their families. Thelii'st i.a
her was issued Novembei 7. I'
Every department of agriml: ural industry is covered by spec
in then respective lines, ami
contributors who ait* Icadm
TRIBUNE FARMER wil' be in every sense a high class, up
minimi
paper, profusely illustia;
date, live, enterprising agi
with pictures of live >toek, iimdei farm building* and home*, ;u
cultural machinery, etc.
Farmers* wives, **>n- am’ d mg liters will mid special pages
their entertainment.
Regular price < I no per eai.bui on can buy it with y «>ur fav
>
B LIU AN
ite h me weekly
one y ear for S-j.-tt
fill Rl.l'UBLl1
Send your *ub'--' iptions and money :
in.i.k ■•*!'. M l.
.JOURNA 1. 1'U B. i'<

NEW

OLD

1

PAPER
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ud your

name

and address

to

the NFW'-YOKK

KAKV1KK, New York Uity, and

i;SK

slaves,

And then, quiescent, we are ruled by
knaves.
Often we rudely break restraining bars,
And confidently reach out toward the
stars.

Yet under all there Hows a hidden stream
Sprung from the Rock of Freedom, the
great dream
Of Washington and Franklin, men of old
Who knew that freedom is not bought
with gold,
This the Land we love, our heritage,
Strange mixture of the gross and fine, yet
sage

And full of promise,—destined to be great.
Drink to Our Native Land! God bless the
State.
—Robert Bridges in the January Atlantic.

Three Crow
Cream Tartar
X

....Contains Nothing But....

Pure Acid from Grapes

for your medicine and other

BIRD

COriPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1833.
Tanf 'ra and Dealers In Pure Pood Articles

ROCKLAND, ME.

cop

•
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We
articles ?
would like to have you come CRAIN,
here for them. Perhaps all
drug stores seem alike to you.
FEED,

drug

Tney
tha

store

are not

alike, any

individuals

more

alike.

are

arc working for the highresults in the compounding of medicines as prescribed
by physicians. We try hard
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detail
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ever

rushed over or slighted, l he
medicine has to be right or
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our store.
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every
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quality of
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Blacksmith

OHIIKRS PROMPTLY FILLK1)

33, 35, 37 Front St..9Belfast, Me
TELErHOiMB4-a.

Ttf

scriptions.

PROBATE NOTICES.

Johnson’s Block.
For Sale at

a

Bargain

That desirable

and well located real estate at
foot of Main street, known as the Daniel
i-aiu; wharf
will be sold low to close
property,
1,0
Estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor.
u
December ID. 1D00.—6U

Vjf

Be‘fast,

JOHN

TRIE

sample

Swan £ Sibley Co.

Do You Go

Poor & Son,

wrong.

One time tve pour out millions to be free,
Then rashly sweep an Empire from the
Sea!
One time we pull the shackles from the

free

...THE...

W here

Pure AcidfromGrape-

Huge and alert, irascible yet strong,
We make our fitful way 'mid right and

a

will be mailed to you

.".Contains Xothiii/f lint....

Native Land.
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NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
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ME. FRANK GOULD.
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“It is appalling when ! think how Tabby
Tortoise-shell
lias spent eight lives already, ami not one
of them spent well
llut 1 shall plan mitre carefully, and make
them all sublime,
And so leave noble paw-prints on the shirting sands of Time.

baby’s hull,

If he says
If he tells

you
then do as
He k::
to take it. then don’t take it.
Leave it with him. We are willing
J. C. AYER CO.. Lowe!1, v

them away.

plaice, whiting and turbot, oysters and
crabs—and there were “no Hies on
them.” In Oxford I saw a bigger crab
than any ever encountered in Southern

Semi-Monthly.

doctor.
he says.

traught,
Across her furry, furrowed brow were lines
of deepest thought.
“llow shall 1 best improve my lives'.”’ I
heard her, musing, say :
“I’ve only nine to live—I must not fritter

“I'm such a little kitten, the first lifeof them
all
Til only chase my tail around and play with

A Most Charming

Consult your

A meditative kitten looked exceedingly dis-

told that they received most of their j their efforts were crowned w ith success.
W.
butter from Australia! They also had Shall not Maine do likewise?
margerine (without the oleo)duly labelOA.*?TOriIA.
ed. and it looked quite as nice as the
11,6 Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
the
fishat
butter. Fish were displayed
mongers stalls on marble slabs—soles,
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LOGS FOUND
ON THE SHORE NEAR PATTERSON’S
Point. The owner can have the same by
and paying charges.
EM ERY O. l’EN DLETON.

Pioving property
Jwl"

East Belfast

1

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The subscribe

hereby gives notice that he has beeu duh
appointed administrator of the estate of
ROBERT E. HOWES, late of Liberty,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
CHARLES M. HOWES
immediately.
Liberty, Dec. 10, 1901.
DM INISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
; JAMES C. LAMPHIER, late of Stockton Springs,
i in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

1 bonds as the law directs. All persotis having de; mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.
Stockton

SAMUEL A. RENDELL.

Springs, Dec. 10,1901.
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Spain, Managed for Profit
Among the People. The
Aboriginal Inhabitants.
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Disease makes many a woman prematurely old. Dark-rimmed eyes, hollow
cheeks and wasted form are accompanied by listlessness and loss of ambition.
Home duties are a weariness, and social
pleasures have no attraction.
One of the commonest expressions of

Journal.]
\
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certainly not Afriicteristics. Perhaps they bethe lost continent, Atlantis,
licit are
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ancient catastrophe which

existed, these is-
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world.

At any rate, all anree that the original inhabi-
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that their wooden spears
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Their clothes
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modern
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many improvements. Among
st "sights” of the islands are
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houses
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honey-combed

aborigines, and their

ilie cliffs.

cata-

The (iuanches em-

mir dead and then hid them in

inaccessible

caverns

they

High up in a vertical cliff'
k of this port of Santa Cruz
immense caverns, said to be
mummies.
There are
notably those at Ieod de
in the rocky cliffs that en• anaria
and—greatest of all

•vith
is,

knot of ribboi
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those found in some ol tlie old Kistva-ns
of Ireland. So it may be inferred that
the (luanches were
like

smokers,—though,
Irish, they may not

the ancient

have smoked

tobacco.
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turtle with rows of seed
pearls or rubies on its back, a parrot’s
head with a diamond in its beak, or
scroll or Moral designs in Oriental finish
few of the present display.
are merely
Circlets of stones are in a hundred
a

and

styles,
broodies, composed

continent.
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Laimas,
he

on

the shores of Lake

costumes are seen only on
the peasant*, the higher classes being

Lillie Wilkes,
son

glitter

their
one

female

half of the
as

barely perceptible, and
figure occupies at least a
fan; the face so beautifully

to resemble a fine miniature.

around

Wilkes,

ftimpkut
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Aperfecl Remedy forConslipa-

Ron, Sour Stomach Diarrhoea

Worms.(
ness

I

wulsions .Feverish
and Loss of Sleep.
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brown
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EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

THC CENTAUR

by Nel-

lias a record of 2.23 1-4.

FAUJilUS

Flowers

on

but do you

F..

<

I)r\\

Tbe $1. bottle contains 2:
R. H

Elliott & try, London.
U
ST. JOHN BRODRICK.

enviable rule, as lie is be-

ing reel.v criticised on all sides for big
management of tbe Boer war.
^astohia.
The Kind You Have Always Bougtt
Bea*s the
j?

s:'re
Journey.

Tokens of

..

Frank W. Gowen rode nearly forty
nnies .Ian. 4th to insure a man over in
Somerset county, and says the late
freshet was very severe along the Ken- amethyst among the chilly banks, and
the afterglow rises higher and higher
nebec at Madison and North Anson. It

FOR

..

Rheumatism,

«?

Neuralgia,
Pain,

Ache or Soreness,

IT NEVER
FAILS.
Large
All

Betties. 2?

cents

and $1.

an»i man- ucoerni -:-»res.
SAMPLE BOTTLE EKEE.
A postal brin;;- ii.

druggist>

MINARD’S LINIMENT MFG. CO..
Boston, Mass.

good

n
'<>.,( iiicago.
t iiues tbo 5ue. size.

>IOOI>Y.

Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There
posi
| 11 vely no other remedy known to medical science
! that will so quickly and safclv do the work.

upon the health. Sent by mail, securely
sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be registered.
blt.J W, EMMONS CO., 170 TremontSt., Jlostou.

!

will make hens lav in cold weather.
the manufacturer

..

:

DEALERS IN

:

..

commended

:

It is

by

the

guaranteed by
highest authori-

drops." but a real food that nourishes the
produces egg"..
We want Agents in every village and town. Send for
our booklet; it gives or cr-, and full particulars about our
ties.

No

hot

hens and

liberal offers.

H H. Coombs & Co,

in

We send also

New

England people
They ail say the.t Page's
\

:e>

a

1 mg list of testimonials from

know

a

few

things

about

poultry.

Food is the best.

We pay the freight, guarantee the Food, and send
your money back i’ you want it.

Second-Hand Goods

CARROLL 5. PAGE,

Spring.

At last the sun. havii g been travelling clue south for six months, has
made his fartherest southing, and is
coming north again at a rate much
faster than any train that ever run
upon earth. The days are growing longer, slowly and surely, and the mornings
will soon come earlier and brighter.
The cold weather is not over. Indeed,
the chances are that our coldest weather
is yet to come, but spring is surely on
the way. At sunrise the clouds have a
pink and creamy tint, which no one
ever saw in November or December.
Our cold sunsets are no longer of jasper
and onyx. There are gleams of opal and

VOMOlTV.

:

the left shoulder

Verona Clarke.

NEW

help

Prepared only by

gracefully posed
motliei-of pearl sticks,

<"OMP»Nr.

A Good Thing,
Rub It In.

food. It gives instant, relief and never
fails to cure,. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. Thr most sensitive
stomachs can take it. J’v its nse
many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevems formation of gas on i he stomach. relieving all distress animating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to taka’

It can’t

'.be

the sasli is tied at the back of a low
neck corsage, the ends falling to the
lower edge of the skirt.

A Winter

Pmpe of Old firSAMUEL PITCHER

Dyspepsia

is

trailing garnitures falling below the
waist give a finishing touch to evening
costumes, and clusters of narrow black
velvet loops are liberally employed.
The Empire sash is new—that is to say,

an

Not Narcotic.

soft

terials.

but

Digcslion.Cheerliil-

ness and Rest.Conlains neither
Opium,Morphine nor >(ineral.

Kodol
Cure

or

thii

Promotes

up

Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
Liberty satin now enjoys j any
cause relieved immediately.
Success guargreat prestige for evening dresses, and anteed at any stage. No pain, danger, orinterference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
|
is always trimmed with lace.
Figured cases where others have failed. The most diffinet in both black or white has lately cult cases successfully treated by mail.and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. N<»
become more popular than dotted net, risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of Indies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars
and a large proportion of evening dresses and free confidential advice. Do nut
put oil too
long. All letters truthfully answered. Rememare in Princess shape, white cloth bethis
is
her,
sale
under
remedy
absolutely
every
I
ing in special demand, next to thin ma- j possible condition and positively leaves no after
ill effect

tv

ling the Stomachs and Bowels of

Thad Irish, 2,34 1-4, completes the list
of high bred, fast steppers which is a
credit to Itockland and is bard to beat
in Maine.—Itockland .Star,

■

very

Gran Canaria

Canary

opened

The queen of the stable is Belle I*., a
mare with a record of 2.17 1-4,
but which has shown a mile in trial in
2.09, thus proving herself one of Maine’s
fastest trotters. Her sire was
Merry
Monarch, he by Nelson, dam by Daniel
Lambert. Belle P. is a good sleigh animal and can show her heels to anything
in this part of the State.
Bump is another good one, with a
record of 2.22 1-4 at the Bangor fair last
autumn. She is by Altio, bv Albrino,
dam by Winthrop Morrill.
A most promising horse in the
Berry
string is Broderick, record 2.24 1-4, and
has shown a mile in 2.16, with the last
quarter in 31 seconds. He is by Gambler
and comes of fast stock.

I white gauze) for true art.
Here exquisitely shaded leaves, both broad and
slender, combine their charms, heightened by colored spangles so small that !

LKiHT-WKIOIIT

In the museum of I.os

Phot

Always Bought

AYcgclable Preparationfor Assimilating theFoodandReguIa-

chestnut

the young lovers who desire to make a

other

found a

true

|

figure. Ebony or
plain, enameled, or carved into leaves
and (lowers, are in keeping with these
artistic productions.
In addition to

found on

“middies.”
The Canary Islander of today is not
a handsome creature, whether male or
female, young or old. The common
type, universal in all the islands, consists of a tall, bony frame, an elongated
head, clumsily chiseled mouth and
nose, and brown face very large and
heavy, in which the small blue eyes
look as lonesome as two wortleberries
on a big wooden platter.
The dress of
each island shows some peculiarity dif!
ferent from all the others—that is,
among the peasantry. Of course the j

are

heart-shaped
of small stones,
with or without one contrasting jewel
Some Rockland Trotters.
at the centre, are still in good demand.
For small watches,
hand-work lias
The most, noted string of horses ,n
displaced jeweled ornamentation to a Knox county isownedby Fred II. Berry
considerable extent, and bracelets re- of Itockland, and trained and driven byEd. Kirby, one of the youngest and most
main about the same.
capable drivers arid trainers in Maine.
runs

strewn

Superior, is regarded as priceless
nuggets of proof in favor of Atlantis
by those who advocate the theory of a
lo

big clearings

forests that have been impenetrable
since the dawn of creation.
'1 lie chief reason for this unusal activity lies in the fact that the well-to-do
farmers and mechanics who stayed i.t
home from the woods in the
hope of
having work on the ice are growing disat
the outlook and have taktn
couraged
their axes in hand in order to earn a
few dollars during the dull season.
'1 hose who can find chances are
cutting
wood at so much a cord. Others, w ho
do not like the rates which are offered
are going
forth to the hillsides and
swamps and cutting hoop poles, which
they take home to shave for market,
It is a mighty poor season when t ie
av erage Maine man cannot find son etliing to do.—Bangor Daily News.
in

a

different

The Kind You Have

is so loud and clamorous that we
listen in vain for the cry of the bounds
winch are following foxes. The bounds
are there, no
doubt, and the foxes an
there, too, but the rattle of axes and
the roar of falling trees drown
every
note. '1 he slaughter of the trees near
Bangor goes on apace. The wood piles

pearl, diamond or plain gold crescent are also very pretty, as any and all
colors are used, Nature being entirely
set aside. Three very small birds, or a
larger one in dull finish, with ruby
or

Forlnfants and Children.

noise

in a

eyes,

GASTORU

I

chopping wood.
Hence, when we ride or walk out i.i
the cool morning, our ears are
sharply
assailed by the ring of numberless axes,
which are smiting the frozen trees. The

Small Mowers are on some fans combined
with leaves, or garlands of them are

HYDE PARK, VERMONT.
OF
Parties

A1.L

KINDS.

Just pat your

name nn a

postal

ano

mail

it

>-day.

having FURNITURI,

CARPETS,
STOVES, orTanything to sell
by sending us a card will receive a prompt
call. Antique Furniture a specialty.
33 Main street,

Belfast,

Wonderful

Truly

Mow

Me.

Quickly

CHAPHAlVS

Golden Crown Oil

toward

the zenith.
Here and there
not only tore bridges away but Hung
the dark fir woods the blue jay
huge drifts of ice across the highway among
is screaming, making a great outcry
and against houses and barns, in low
about the expectation of brighter days.
places. Mr. Gowen said that he rode for On the
sunny sides of cliffs the horned,
a
mile
at
a
time
between
nearly
huge owls are
building their nests, and are
cakes of ice piled on top of each other
which bad .been cut away so teams tuning their harsh voices to notes of
love. Above all else, the hens are laying
could pass, and also over long drifts of
and the price of eggs is dropping
ice that had been levelled down by chisel freely
and crow bar for a highway.
The every day. In a few weeks more, Asli
will be here, and then, after
;
scenery all along the way was pictures- Wednesday
1 forty days of vigils, we shall see Easter.
que, and one would naturally think lie Let us
keep the paths shoveled out and
was in the Arctic regions rather than in
wait patiently for the advent of
spring.
Maine.- Waterville Mail.

and children are accustomed to walk
:
r they can
barefooted over the plains that are
m
to
let
courageous enough
filled with spiny cacti and the burning
m
"\vered over the edge of the
rocks of lava which in a few hours will
lie hangs suspended above
wear out t lie stoutest shoes.
They all
s
surf, pounding more than
have shoes, but it is the fashion to wear
'•and feet below, until bis feet
them only in the easy streets of tinbump a narrow shelf of rock at
Children Especially Liable.
towns. If you meet them anywhere
m'tii of a cavern which runs
Burns, bruises and cuts are extremely
else the raen are invariably carrying
Hy downward into eternal darkpainful and if neglected often result in
their shoes at the end of a stick, and blood
poisoning. Children are especially
nobody knows to what depth. the women
economizing theirs by wear- liable to such mishaps because not so care! lu r
your correspondent nor any of
ful. As a remedy lie Witt’s Witch Hazel
ing them on their heads. The women Salve is unequalled. Draws out the fire,
1
party are brave enough to venture of
Teneriffe wear a skirt and apron of stops the pain, soon heals the wound. Beb a gruesome
ware of counterfeits.
expedition; but we cotton and a
Sure cure for piles.
well-fitted bodice with “DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve
1
been so fortunate as to meet a
cured my
of
eczema
enormous sleeves aud a sort of
after two physicians gave
baby
fichu, her
pic of zealous Scoteli antiquarians,
writes
James
N.
up,”
Mock,
Webster,
have spent several years in the which ends in points both behind and Ind. “The sores were so bad she soiled
in front.
When abroad the head is two to five dresses a day.” R. H. Moody.
anaries and
a
number
of
explored
the
aUcombs. They say that the greatest covered with a large square of white
cotton cloth, or a white knitted shawl,
A family in Nantucket was once discussanger is in the
superstition of the peoing the use of nautical phrases, when the
the comers of which dangle
"
It is almost
gracefully
to
mother
induce
impossible
said, “Girls, I never use them.”
“Yes, thee does, mother.” “Well, watch
Canary Islander to assist you in down the back. On top of the shawl is me
and see if I do.” Shortly after she
a
small
straw
''siting tlie ancient tombs, believing placed
hat, low-crowned said to one of the children,
“There, take
Ciat the gliosts of
and saucer-shaped; and on top of the this and carry it to cousin
Ph<ebe, and tell
those who were hidher this squares the yards with us; and
''en with
hat
be
a
or
may
bundle,
such care will wreak dire
jar of water, a thee must scud, for it is almost school time.”
■

are more

trenched than ever and a new ornamentation lias come up, in the way of
several short flexible wires, and to the
end of each is attached a tiny jewel set
in a slender gold band, and as the
wires art less than a half inch long and
in clusters of five or six, dotted along
at regular spaces, the effect is peculiarly
pretty. Leaves in colored enamel form
lovely brooches, either the single leaf
sprinkled with diamond dew drops or,
when r ery small, a cluster forms a
brooch or pendant for necklaces.

painted

covered with

like those

near

h

The comparaof sculptured

stones in the Canaries,

symbols precisely

at one side.

these treasure, men do not

holding water, wine and duties being
milk: howls of baked clay, unglazed;
|
small bones, supposed to represent
money: and clay pipes, similar to V

entirely Spanish or European, who
wear impoited clothes,—all but hats
M'overed—the catacombs in
and shoes, which are made in the Ca•luces of (iuimar.
The lastnaries. Strange to say, men, women
•- enis have as
been little

>

are complaining of hard
work for small
pay, and the farmers are
worrying about the fate of grass roots.
But tne men who cut cord wood
are
happy There is no snow in the woods
near Bangor.
The trees stand up stark
and tall, like sentinels. The air is
cool,
and the sun gives
plenty of light. There
was never better weather than
now for

! showy present at a moderate expendiDigests what you eat.
j ture, but connoisseurs turn to the This preparation contains all of the
Naturally French band-painted fans, ah black or digestanis and
digests all kinds of
|
work, such

c

at

vexatious

a

Long neck chains

it would be no use to offer one over any
counter in the island. In the first place,
the blanket must be white as snow—
though its wearer will soon convert it
to muddy brown and never think of
washing it, should it last a life time.
It must have two stripes of sky-blue,
one wide, the other narrow, all around
the edges; and the nap must run downward. in order to mat' it shed rain
properly. A running st ing at the top
fastens this queer garment around the
throat-, and not anothei thing needs to
be worn above or below
The fashion
of this primitive cloak s as old as the
Guanches,—as old as ;! e first attempt
at general clothing made by any nation

island, may
good many relics of the
Mailed rushe
those of the
aborigines; but nothing which seems to
women
being longer than speak of them so
forcibly as the colossal
The historian quaintly
group of statuary in the plaza of Santa
maidens of the ‘Fortunate
It represents the popular tradiCruz.
iit about quite naked, but
tion of the apparition ol the Virgin of
nseiousness of shame, such
Candelaria to the four kings of the
i.iiocence.
They sang sweet- Guanches, which is believed to
havej
eil almost as well as Frenchtaken place in the year 1392. The
religion the (JRanches were statue is oi the finest Carrara marble
dapping the (lod of earth and well executed —the beautiful
air and water; they believfemale figure upon a pedestal, supported
•otality, and in rewards and by the four Indian
monarchs, each of
'it-- after death.
A few had
whom carries a huge thigh-bone for
thatched with palm, hut
a war-club.
Sad to say, the illustrious
aty were troglodytes, or
of live enjoy but one nose
company
n caves.
By the way, the
among them, and that is the topmost—
turning the soft, volcanic
because the Virgins counteprobably
habitations has never been
attce happens to be just beyond the
'.unioned by the islanders,
reacli of vandal
es

grave-diggers

©d^

asted coni, mixed with goats
they also ate cheese, fish,
lrcsli

pitchers

pesti-

caused, it is said, bv the
of dead bodies left uu-

almost

comes

stiff and

1

of baked earth.
Wooden spears
also found in the catacombs, carved
and tipped with obsidian: arrow-heads:
hand mills for grinding golio: leather

uni nut long withstand the
in!'mins.
Most of
the

lied in the terrible

Snide

The holiday season brings out such a
variety in jewelry that selection be-

in its infancy.
It e«> responds to the
Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Med'cal
abba, worn by the A ib and the l!eAdviser is sent free on receipt of stamps
douin in the sandy i-e-ei'ts of Arabia,
to pav expense of mailing only.
Send
2i one-eent stamps for the book in paper?;
to the burnouse of me Algerian; the,
covers, or 31 stamps for it in cloth bind-* cothamore of the ni lent
Irish: the
ing. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, No. 663 J
plaid of the Ilighlanuer; the toga of the
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Roman; the fiowinu garment of the

repelled Spanexpeditions sent to
But these primitive
discs

nil t imes

-vi

>

Jeweled Leaves.

Trimmings. Painted Fans.
Evening Dresses. The Empire Sash.
f Correspondence of The Journal.]

the

Happy.

are

The teamsters are still
finding fault
about the evils of frozen
ground. The

vengeance on intruders. After you
have succeeded in hiring a company of
peasants to lower you over the cliffs
and screwed their courage up to the

Africa, because the few
have been preserved of

:

Wood Choppers

Druid, the blanket of the American are now a
very important question,
Indian; the zerape of the Mexican and and as our coldest weather is
yet to
the poncho of the South American.
are
come, good
managers
taking
Sot least important in the outfit of
advantage of C. C. Shayne’s January
every peasant in the Canaries, male or concessions and
purchasing elegant
sticking point with gold and vino, they female, is a dirty string of wool or
furs at advantageous
rates.
The
are likely to desert you at the slightest
the
worn
susaround
leather,
neck, and
woman of moderate means, who lias
noise—even to let go the rope and run
pended from it an amulet blessed by looked longingly at a Persian lamb
away, leaving you to drop into the rag- the
priest, (for a consideration) and
or a black lynx boa, may now
ing surf, or to perish in the darkness of which preserves i lie wearer from the jacket,
possess it, at a price far below what it
the catacombs.
evil eye and other harmful influences.
The mummies are found standing On Lanzarote isle: d the men, as a rule, was early in the season. The prestige
erect around the walls of rock, each are much smaller than the women, of fine quality fur is equal to tiiat of
diamonds, and if purchased from a
with a stout staff in his hand, and at
and decidedly les> masculine in appearhis feet a clay pot, which is supposed ance. The sirens wear their hair short, dealer whose name is a guarantee, a
perennial source of comfort, gratificato have contained gotio for the souls
have luxuriant mustaches on their uption and economy, since a reliable fur
food on its long journey. Xo antisepper lips, and ar> passionately fond of
will outwear several cloth
garment
tic preparation seems to have been
smoking cigars. The wives make all
A fur trimming is desirable
used in the mummifying process, but their husband’s lothes with their own coverings.
above all others for opera cloaks, a
the bowels of the corpse were removed
brawny hands a d triek their little dar- very handsome example in tucked
and the cavity tilled with seeds.
X’o lings out in p'fgeous array. Thus,
white cloth, having a deep cape (reachtrace ot bandages nor clothes of any when in full dress a Lanzarote man
ing below the waist) of Russian lace,
kind has been found, hut each mummy
with bright
w^irs knee-troesers. tied
edged by Russian sable, with collar to
is sewed up in tanned goat-skins, the
j
loi
^streamers; sleeveless match.
outer covering decorated with raw-hide
j jackets of red, s Jtn, or yellow cloth, a
SVAXOLKI) (i.U'ZE FANS
thongs, like fringe, knotted in a | silken sash of due or purple, belting
of ordinary grades continue to charm
fashion,
and
peculiar
hung with little in the white mbroidered skirt, and a

three centuries. Some
the (iuanches were an

or

■

1

Brooches.

Jewelry.

Furs.

men

out in

"Dr Pierce's medicines are the best I have
used.’’writes Mrs. C. Nelson, of Chemswa,
Marion Co.. Oregon.
"My health was badly
run down when I consulted him by letter.
My
limbs were cold and my head hurt me continually. I was so nervous that the least thing
would startle me almost into convulsions. I hail
palpitation of the ln-art so bad that 1 could
scarcely walk sometimes. I felt utt< rly disc, u.rajged but two bottles of Dr. Pierce's l-r.vorite
Prescription ami one of Golden Medical Discovery’ made a new woman out of me.”

folk, devoted to such agrihe soil and climate admits;
as might be expected under

New

blanket-cloak, which bulges
barrel-like rotundity
and looks absurd enough when the mercury is soaring up toward the nineties.
One of the greatest events in the
simple lives of these Teuerithans is the
purchase of a new cloak, which requires
days of deliberation and the combined
wisdom of the purchaser’s friends and
family. Certain qualifications must
enter into its composition, lacking which
wear

by

Pierce’9

ever

Most of tliem are sim

NEW YORK FASHIONS.

ague or rheumatism.
of the lower classes still

on

The

tion is this: "It
has made a new
woman
of me.”
There’s a world
of meaning in the
words. It mean9
the sparkle
brought back to
the eyes; the complexion tinted
with the rosy hue
of healthy blood;
the form rounded
out
anew
in
the
whole
graceful curves;
body radiant
with health.
Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite
Prescription
makes weak women strong and sick
women
well.
It dries
debilitating
drains, heals inflammation and ulceration and cures female weakness.
It
makes new women of those prematurely
aged by disease.

•i

of

cured

bring

Favorite Prescrip-

archipelago has long been a
ci Spain—not a colony, as was
and other western possessions;
I did the Norman baron, Jean

II.

*<?Kots,

few vegetables, or a load of
besides the precious shoes. Ti e use of
the shawl, or square of cloth, is t0 Protect the wearer’s neck from the pest of
stinging dies, and also to shade the
spine from the sun, which is believed to

'“A New WOHMl”

—Bangor Daily News.

RELIEVES AND CURES

iOUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

REPUBLICAN
Cor.

PER

DOTTLE

AT THE DRUG

WHY DO YOU

SUFFER

The question, “What was the general
character of Moses ?” drew from one child
in a Sunday School the reply: “A gentleman.” The inspector asked why. “Please,
sir, when the daughters of Jethro went to
the well to draw water, the shepherds were
in the way; but Moses helped them, and
said to the shepherds, ‘Ladies first, please.”

JOURNAL.

STORES.

FRED ATWOOD'Winterport.lVe.

?

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

A Profitable Investment.

“I was troubled for about seven years
witli my stomach and in bed half my time,”
says E. Demick, Somerville, Ind. “I spent
about ®1,000 and never could get anything
to help me until I tried Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure. I have taken a few bottles and am
entirely well.” You don’t live by what you
eat, but by what you digest and assimilate.
If your stomach doesn't digest your food
you are really starving. Kodol Dyspepia
Cure does the stomach’s work by digesting
the food. You don’t have to diet. Eat all
you want. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cures all
stomach troubles. It. 11. Moody.

IN Ihfc

CROUP and all LUNG 1 ROUBLES.

“QUICK RELIEF”

Representing

HEADACHE.

LEWIS’

Perfectly harmless.
Never fails.
PER BOX OF
TWENTY DOSES

Million Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

INHALANT

lOCa

Twenty

WSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. Security Bonds tor
Cashiers, Contr.
tor*. Administrator* and Trustees |
Correspondence solicited | Real estate bought and sold

IS A SURE CURE FOR

*ysn

Over

lOCa

POOR & SON, Druggists.

FOR

FHTHISIC

The only patent medicine in the world that gives
universal satisfaction. It never fails to give immediate relief; it never fails to greatly lessen the
severity of attacks. Many distressing cases of
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault found
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years.
Sent by mail. Price $1.00.
Iy4»
Patented.
J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor,
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville, Mass
A. A. Howes & Co., Agents Belfast, Me,

c

TAXES FOR 1901.
COLLECTOR’S

NOTICE.

A discount of two per cent, will be allowed
on all taxes paid on or before
January l, 1902. I
shall be in my office in Memorial Building daily
from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m., and Saturdays horn 1.30 to
.4.30 P. M.
M. C.

HILL, Golleector.

TflE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL!
BELt

AST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1902.
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When at last

KING EDWARD'S DOMAIN.

we

filed out, struggling

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

to suppress our amusement, we were
confident that, from lowest to highest,

Mrs. Martha E. Luce is spending this
week at the home of her brother, Charles
the retainers of Bertini’s Restaurant
E. Labe.
XT.
would devoutly pray that they be subErnest Stimpson recently cut his foot
Leaving the historic Abbey behind jected to no more American invasions. quite badly with an axe and has been conthe
A few steps in the direction of Nelson’s fined
us we sauntered
slowly across
to the house for some time.
square and onto Westminster Bridge, Monument brought us very near the enThe snow-fall Saturday night and Sunday
where for some time we gazed with trance to the National Gallery, and was a
great boon to those who have busiinterest at the never-ceasing trallic, the such an exceptional
opportunity was not ness which they want to do on runners.
parliament house on our right, and on | to be lost. So, mounting the flight of
Edwin Walker and family, who were here
the opposite bank of the river a long stone steps, we found ourselves inside to
spend Christmas, have returned 10
row of imposing buildings which in- this building, rich in the works of artists Pittsfield where Mr. Walker has employcluded some of the principal hospitals, of all schools. “A man who cannot spare 1 ment.
etc.
The scene is finely described time,” wrote Charles Kingsley, “for a
F. J. and F. P. Webb have a very handby .T. S. Crawford in an article entitled daily country walk, may well step into some monument nearly completed for
“Two Days in Two Parliaments” in the the National Gallery orother collection Almon S. Forbes, who will have it set on
his lot in the village cemetery.
November Gunton’s:
of pictures.
That garden flowers as
Foster Small, who is spending the winter
The liver Thames Hows through ttie gaily in winter as in summer. Those
City of Loudon from west to east. noble faces on the wall are never dis- with his grandfather in Swanville, spent
After it has gone aoout one-third of its
several days recently visiting his old friends
general course through the city it figured by grief or passion. There, inf and schoolmates iu this village.
makes a bold sweep to the north. the space of a single room, the townsDr. A. W. Rich is still quite ill and conAbutting on the west bank of this man may take a walk beneath mountain
fined to his room most of the time. He has
curve in the river is the borough of
Westminster. This borough contains a peaks, through green meadows, and by always been a hustler and ready to take
population of perhaps 00,000. Its most rushing brooks, where he lingers till he hold of any business enterprise.
St. almost seems to hear the ripple of the
historic, building is the Abbey.
Fred Brown of Jackson and Charles H.
Paul’s Cathedral is further to the east. stream and to see the fishes
leap.”
Forbes of Brooks have engaged to travel for
To distinguish these two great churches
We
wandered
tire
rooms
at a
through
in a geograptiic way, one is called
manufacturing concern as general agents
East- our
other
the
Westminster and
leisure, recognizing many old with New England as their territory.
minster. Not far from Westminster friends in the
masterpieces on the
Miss Sarah Haskell, who for several years
Abbey is Buckingham Palace, which walls. Who would not feel a pleasant has resided in Knox with the
family of
belongs to the crown. Nearby is Marlborough House, in which lived the sensation to be greeted suddenly by a Daniel Wentworth, will spend the winter
Prince of Wales until he ascended the Rosa Bonheur’s “Horse Fair” or her with Mrs. Mary Staples in this village.
throne as Edward VII. Close by, too, lions, or to have Dandseer’s
Miss Hazel Gilbert is the proud possessor
“Dignity
is the mansion of the Duke of York
of a nice little boys suit that her friend
and the homes of other princes of the and Impudence” calmly regarding one
blood. Besides this crown property from the corner. The originals- of Jonathan Irving presented her with. She
delights to wear it and makes a handsome
there are the mansions of many English many
family favorites, however, were
nobles in Westminster, and among not
boy.
the only pictures to claim ourattenthem is the house of the Duke of MarlJIrs. Fanny K. Merritt has returned from
borough, who married Cousuelo Van- tion, and many new friends w-ere made. Boston, where she took a regular course of
St.
is
Breen Park,
Some time was spent in the Turner
derbilt. Then there
study in Sweedish massage of Prof. Ilart.James Park, Charing Cross, Summerset room, where we
particularly admired wig Nissen. She lias received a diploma, is
Scotland
Barracks,
House, Wellington
two little Flemish scenes, but as to recommended
as
a
good and careful
Yard, the Whitehall banqueting house,
in which Charles the First was be- some of the larger canvasses we could messeuse, and is now ready for practice.
headed, and Trafalgar Square, in which readily see how Mark Twain’s descrip.Next week Rev. F. W. Barker is to be as|
stands a noble monument to a noble tion of
“The slave Ship” would be ap- I sisted by Rev. Parris Miller in some special
man, the one-armed Nelson.
Along
This picture, which by the meetings for a deeper spiritual developthe tidal river is the Thames embank- plicable.
ment, that finest driveway of all way, is not included in the collection in ment. The first three days of the week,
England, and here too may he seen the National Gallery, was described by beginning with Monday, they will beat the
The I
another of Cleopatra’s needles.
Congregational church in Jackson. Jan.
our American humorist
Notes of

a

Six Weeks’

Trip to England and

Scotland

Every Thursday Morning by the

Published

Republican tournal Pub. Co.
I’ll-SBltliY, <

t'H AKI.ES A.

J^anager.

Si Kscuu’TKin Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Ahverti.sim; Terms: For one square, one
inch length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 emits lor each subsequent insertion.
corn canning factory would help
farmers, and what benefits the
farmers benefits the community.

A

the

Ai.ii.vNY, N. Y., Jan. 7. Assemblyman
Bennett introduced a bill in the lower
branch of the Legislature yesterday

making it a misdemeanor
public thoroughfare.
to define

Who is

flirting

to flirt in a

what

Bennett’s measure should

panied by

be

Mr

accom-

bill of particulars.

a

Vickery

lion. P. (i.

Augusta,
California,

of

returned from

recently

constitutes

public thoroughfare?

in a

the Kennebec Journal:

“There is

who
tells
one

1 found in my travels and that is
the Maine Central Kaiiroad, in

thing
that

ice, time and everything else,

cars, sei

favorably

compares

with any of

the

roads on which 1 travelled. There is
better managed railroad in the
country than the Maine Central."
no

The

plea

for the feeble-minded of our

■state, on the 2nd page, merits attenThe Journal is not in favor of
iion.

establishing

every large town, and

in

> smaller ones, public institutions
onekindoranotherto.be supported
loily or in part by the State, out there

■nai
1
v
1

"ertain duties which devolve upon
state, and it seems to us that one

vi

1

e

make

i.$ to

iie'u

t

for the

provision

■-minded.

el

■irint in another column a letter

-V.

iliil in which he sugm'st.- the observance of Jan. 2'ath as

,r

ilovenior

..

McKinley day. The daily press has
■1 i-uDt
approved of the idea, and
y report good progress in securing
u
ariptions for the McKinley Na..

si Memorial.

already
■m.
not
■.a.
a

j

>

Some of the counties

raised the amount allotted

but there are others which
yet completed t l.e work which
.>signed them. The Governor

that

by

the iirst of

February

the

a;aired amount will he raised.
1

-.is is a
i old

V
o

in Maine.

hi. nnial election next SepIn tin.es past the members of

our

er.

•••■iig partus have begun making
at each other as early as this, and

•|
Ja.

“political year"

es

grind out campaign tunes,
political pot is not even
simmering. The reports of the State
>lt errs show that Maine has gained in
population and wealth during the past
vans to

n. w

the

y eai: that the finances of the State are
excellent condition, with the promise
continued

improvement in this diis general prosperity

and there
aid
!'■

:

ill

within our borders.

contentnient

these
ear

reasons

wOi is

politically.

likely

to be an

as resembling
of this borough is indeed
beautiful. The soil is rich and the “a tortoise-shell cat having a lit in a
grass grows .uxuriantly, while lawn- platter of tomatoes.’’ But the majority
trees looking dark and green, perhaps a |
of the pictures were not nearly so
little somber, hut making a regional j
“lurid” as we had been led to believe,
aspect in perfect keeping with this i
and some of the coloring was superb.
serene and sober part of Loudon.
Parliament meets in wliat is called In the Dutch school, the
Rembrandts,
This
of
Westminster.
the
Palace
of which there are a number, particuwide
feet
300
is
a
by
rectangle
palace
It stands on that section larly attracted us, and we devoted a
000 feet long.
of the" river which flows to the north good deal of time to them.
Among
and one side wall appears to rise out of the
familiar names represented in the
the water. IIowever.it does not, for here
is where members of parliament give various rooms were Gainsborough Hotheir celebrated teas on the terrace, garth, Landseer,
Reynolds, Bellini.
and from which they must make the
Botticelli, Correggio, Lely, Titian,
run in two minutes to their chamber I
Michael Angelo, Murillo, Vandvck,
when electrical hells all ovei the palace
The corner i Raphael, Rubens and countless others
announce a call to vote.
stone was laid in isio, and the structure of equal or less note. When all the
Il
contains
cost $20,000.*
1,000 rooms had been visited and we had deapartments, loo stairways and two scended to
return to the Russell we asAt the south end is
miles of hallv a>.
the royal entrance surmounted by a sembled on the steps, and Mr. Elwell
broad squaie tower 340 feet high; at the counted noses to find that the
party
north end is the clock tower, in which
was minus Joy.
Scouting parties were
is Big Ben, a clock which strikes the
hours on a bell weighing eight tons, sent out to discover his whereabouts,
and 1 was told that the dials are thirty but in vain, and we were obliged to refeet across. There is a tower at each turn to the
Russell, Jov-less and forcorner, a central tower and a large
number of spires rising from the side- lorn.
Xat Goodwin and Maxine Elliott,
walls. The roof is so nearly Mat that it
can hardly he seen from the ground.
whom Rockland proudly claims as a
This building appears to he three stories
daughter, were playing “When We
high and its general aspect is simple, Were
Twenty-one” in one of the large
massive, noble a id majestic. 1 was
told that the stone was brought from London theatres, and a few of us reYorkshire, and much to the regret of solved, if possible, to attend the play
Englishmen is decaying, so that the that
evening. While the remainder of
outer decoration is losing Us sharp and
Westminster the party rested, two or three of the
weli-delincd character.
Abbey stands to the west, a few : tireless people started out to see about
hundred yards from the liver. Its; tickets for the
evening. They returned
elevations harmonize with that of the;
witli the unwelcome news that the
parliament house though its lougitudinal line runs in the opposite direction. ! best seats were all taken, and the few
remaining inferior ones were ills. Gil.,
After gazing our fill at the
or about *2.02.
This was rather
ing scene we crossed the street and
made our way to the Thames embank i couragiug, anti it was decided to give
the idea of going out that evening,
incut, down whose smooth and level up
as we were all tired and we were to
we walked as far as

topography

23d the services will be held at the church
in this place, and Mr. Miller will remain
over Sunday.
It is hoped the meetings
may result in some special awakening of
the people of this place to the need of a
deeper consecration to the cause of Christ
and the church.

We have learned something about chimneys this week that we want all our friends
to know.
The stoves in one of our chimneys refused to draw and the smoke drove
out into the rooms. We removed the hue
cover, put straw and kerosened paper into
the chimney and added a shovelful of burning coals on top. Then fora time it was a
circus with the fun left out. The doors and
windows were opened, and then there did
not seem to be open space enough to let the
smoke out. We groped our way to the open
air and then started in search of knowledge. We soon met a wise man who told us
what to do. In a little while Capt. Stanley
Perkins, the Brooks steeple clunber, was at
the top of the chimney calling for a pole.
Instead, a heavy team chain fastened to a
long rope was produced, and with this the
soot was removed.
This chimney, by the
way, was lined with tile pipe as a preventive of tire and the aperture wa> entirely
clogged up. After this operation the chimney was ready to draw in a way that would
do credit to Solon Chase’s steers, and we
were so happy that we did not scold our
wife for the rest of the day.

j

j

interest-}
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j
j
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HAVE SET THE TOWN IN A FURORE.
DON’T SKIP A WORD OF THIS.
No doubt you have read our large advertisement below, quoting such low prices on Men's and Boys’ Clothing,
that one would be led, either to believe we stole the goods, or were telling a down-right falsehood. Now' the
facts "f the case are these: We bought a great many more goods than usual, expecting a bigger trade, but as
you well know, the loss of shoe factory made sad havoc of this fall’s business, and we find ourselves writb lots
of goods that ought to have been turned into money long ago at a profit. Bills that must be paid. Hence our
(foods are all marked in plain figures with a Red Tag
desire to clean these goods out, regardless of profit,
giving the former price as well as the Red Tag price, which will enable you to see just how much you are
saving by purchasing at this time. Sale lasts until February 1st, when prices will go back to our regular low
price. :F“MAIL ORDERS FILLED CAREFULLY.

CHILDREN’S REEFERS

; MEN'S SUITS.
We have limited number of Men's Suits
!
which have been selling at *6.00 and *7.00.

at

«

,
►

Tlie Ked Tag says.

phenomenally

low

10c. Pearl Back Collar
Buttons now

prices.

MEN’S MACKINTOSHES.

*•

I
Its practically

►

\ 31
I

$3.89

gift to you.

a

nobby patu’ins;

Buy

one now even if the
until next winter.

$5.95
45

Mackintoshes,

at cheaper than cheap prices.
made up both short amt long,
yokes. Red Tag price.

our regular ST. $8 and
value. The Red Tag groans at the
price marked "" it.

In
$i>

►

$5 grade now.

BOYS’ OVERCOATS
MEN'S 2UITS

$10. Sir ,!oil 8't
says.

values,

'i>

Red

now

Kiel

for next to nothing.
25 ami 35 cent pants now..
50 and oo
7">

m-'
hi
mi

price.j

YOUTHS’ SUITS,

$5

styles that
Red Tag

ceht and $l

and

>7 and

now

SUITS,
iust

i j
Y d 1

...

price

T;,«

now.

21c.

ytlen’s Braces

9:t.H9

r» 1)5
Hed lag says 8.80
.11.81).

,4

13c)

now

aiul
Imv
vi^H Red Tag

“

Boys’

“

11c

Klen’s Winter Underwear.
and 75c. !!• ‘t*im‘ lin- d

S13.89.

25c. and

;i5c.

goods

42c

got >d s.

19 C,

1''!i'* $1 and $1.'
K> l1 T

v.

•'»!

underwent

i,vice.73

•swilz

FINE W3&L SWEATERS.

nndr wo •! mderwear
7-V. and $i goods now..

(

regular

i

^

Tag price.

...

79c.

17 SUITS

>

Shirts, Ties, Caps,

tans, Gloves. Ties, Caps

OUR RED TAG PRICES

SI STEEL ROD UMBRELLAS
-.

19c

Gloves, Hats, 42c.

BOYS’ and MEN’S

sold for

that

••nis

$u
$S

Overcoats

$1.23

(T all womI
tures. Th.
mg for $:;.ou and

<3li 53c.

i*>e
4‘5<*

Kcgiihir §12. $15 and $IS values.

left at.

>w

98c.
20 Suits of
$1.50 and $1.7

now..

All 25c, and 35c. Hose, flUil

COATS, 59 89,

FUR

41< 1C year.s

Heavy fleoee lined

...

.n‘Jc

§10 and §12
$15 and §10

$3.89
GMILORFN’S

42c., 89c. and $1.29

..

ive a few
-r, and $0.

\Y
im

$1.29

Regular .$50c., Si Si.5ft and sj values.

We haven't space to expatiate
»n the
merits of our Overcoats, saltier a to say
we have had the best lim*. the lowest
prices, and have sold more than any two
son-*clothing stores in the city. We ha
left, however, and ha\< put the knife into
this department

$11 89

14 to la yeai
have been se

CoatsJ

I MEN’S OVERCOATS.

ml velour cassimere.
v best goods,
lmjuire I
the best sir, suit you I
Red Tag

;teil-

Tag price.

Men’s Soft Hats.

CHILDREN’S KNEE PANTS

27 SUMS

price

1

$3.89 BOYS’ UNDER
WEAR.

a

In I'm
w,
The above
for tb« si- if
ever hud in

MEN’S $2 STIFF HATS,
$3.89

boy don't need

$8.89
'ii'emen's suit, made by
makers as Uhodes,
such wi-i; km.
<
mii, and Plack & M ycr
Ripl«*> \ ii.,
of Kochc-i. i.’ \ V.. both of whom make
using the best of rrim
,tn
only tiiii
miiig, am! i;tim u the best of work.
ar.

$3.89
$2.89

with

some

14 to 19 years. Five and six dollat
Red Tag price.

Tag

great value.

Coats,

YOUTHS’ ULSTERS,

SUMS,

These

$5

Sc.

....

$2 and $2.80 Coats now.Hi 69
2.29
$3 and $3.50
$5.00 Coats now
3.79

Smv.

hi:

>:i

69c.

$2 and

w

price,

Men’s 51 White and

$2.29 Shiris

Your money back if
lower than you

ever

O

Fancy

>

goods

are

bought

ip

;

and

§2.50 Pants
.50

>

Pants

$) and $5 Pam

69c.

now

M--n's;Trouscr>

arc

interesting reading. |
$| 29

$1.5i) and si.75 I’,ini'now

>

now.

...

.00

now.

§2 69
$3 ?g

now

J

1

not 25 per cent,

them before.

THE NEW STORE,
Clothiers Tailors and Outfitters,
83 Main Street,Belfast.

!

The usual crowd of over one hundred
i-ast season Church and High streets
people attended the regular meeting of the
Good Templars lodge last Saturday evening.
weie given a
I
heavy coating of gravel*
The entertainment was under the general
and tnundtd so that the water
readily
direction of II. II. Rich, and was as follows:
duds its way to the gutters instead of
i Reading, C. E. Lane; reading and remarks
i.niiing pools in the traveled way as
! by Rev. F. W. Barker: dialogue, The Cost
lorioeriy. The subsequent rains left
of a Dress”—characters, Mrs. A. K. Chase,
ii*u.. mi tiiese streets, and when the
Mrs. W. O. Estes, Arlene Estes, Charles
nd became frozen there were no
! Varney, M. J. Dow, Sidney Tibbetts. James
:c
in vehicles to jolt over.
|j F. Jewell was then introduced and in female
Under
I attire personified the strong-minded female
: c
ciiangiiig conditions of thawing and
with a speech and song.
His costume was
rain
and
snow
zing,
Cleopatra’s
storm.-,, Church length
well gotten up. Special attention had been
High streets have remained hard Needle. Here a halt was called to in- see Gillette in "Sherlock Holmes” the
.'given to the millinery display and powder
M. I). P.
cal smooth, when ruts and mud were spect that mammoth monolith, which following evening.
and paint were applied fur artistic effect. As
old
before
the
mle elsewhere.
was
time
of
CleoIt is as good an
long
a burlesque it was the hit of the season.
Transfers in Real Estate.
c-u-vt lesson in
road-making as one patra. After a while we began to real-;
An original farce, “The Visit to Grandpa,”
■•mi d wish, and it is to be
hoped that it ize that the lunch hour was last passing, j The following transfers in real estate was then presented with the following
be regarded by the public, and that and retracing our steps for some dis-'
characters: Grandpa, M. J. Dow;grandma,
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
succeeding city governments will profit tauce we turned up a street leading to of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 15, 1902: Abbie E. l)ovv; Mehitable, Emma Iluxford;
by it.
Trafalgar square.
By this time we Helen E. Butler, Lineolnville, to Sidney J. Judith, Martha E. Luce; Josiak, II. II.
were all ravenously hungry, and hailed
Moody, do.; land in Lineolnville. Cora E. Rich; organist, May Iluxford; grand11! addition to its usual
quota of local with delight an attractive looking res- Bartlett, Rockland, to Benj. F. Eaton, children and female quartett, Lizzie and
news The Journal
Marie Chase, Muriel Barker and Inez
presents its readers taurant on the
opposite side of the Winterport; land in Winterport. Keziah Hutchinson, who, to please
c-r.-s week with more than the
grandpa, beauusual street. It was voted to w'aste no time 11. Croxford, Winterport,to Benj. F. Eaton:
;
rendered the lovely old song of
aiici nit of
correspondence and other in unnecessary ceremony, and crossing land in Winterport. Frank M. Fairbanks, tifully
“Home Sweet Home.”
nigina! matter. A former pastor of the street in a
Unity, to Edwin Rand, do.; land in Unity.
body we must have A.
P. Mansfield et als., to Calvin 0. Page,
Ui" Belfast M
E. church tells of his struck terror to the heart of the
McKinley Day.
proBucksport, land and buildings in Xorthport.
""i*; ex a ten-acre farm in
Missouri; prietor, for it was only after a good Win. C. Bowdoin,
to Frank L. Appeal of Governor >1 oh it p. Hill to the
Prospect,
•■Co. M. ( ole, a Waldo
People ot iVlaiue.
County man, deal of shuttling about among them- Goodwin, Bangor; land and buildings in
"l ites of bis
A national memorial association lias been
new home on tiie Pacific
selves that one of the very evidently Prospect. Chas. 11. Morrison, Searsmont,
organized for the purpose of collecting the
•oast; a graduate of the Belfast High French waiters stepped forward and ! to Chas. L. Brown, do., land in Searsmont. funds necessary for the erection of a suitable
monument at the grave of William Mcschool gives an interesting description ushered us up stairs with a great deal Williston Grinnell, Camden, to Geo. B.
land and buildings in Kinley. Auxiliary associations have been
if Christmas in Virginia; Mrs. Ward of
Searsmont;
Dyer,
found
ourselves
We
in
a
ceremony.
appointed by the governors of the various
Searsmont. Lizzie M. Parker, Frankfort, States to co-operate with the national
w rites of "Affairs of Today in the Cagood sized room, unoccupied, save by !
association in this noble work. The Maine
to
land
in
FrankBolan,
Henry
Winterport;
naries;" a correspondent presents a two Englishmen in a corner, just fin- [
association consists of 18 members,
fort.
Joseph O. Moody, Winterport, to auxiliary
plea for the feeble-minded of our State; ishing their mid-day glass of ale. AVe !
representing all of the 1ft counties of the
Henry A. Bolan, Winterport; land iu State, and is made up as follows;
there is another letter of the series “In were seated at one long table, and after
j Winterport. A. E. Nickerson, Swanville,
Androscoggin, Setli M. Carter, Auburn;
King Edward’s Domain”; the editor giving our orders waited, and waited to Herbert G. Maddocks, do.; land and Aroostook, R. W. Shaw, iloulton; Cumberland, Wm. 11. llow, User R. Wish,
writes of "Men and Things Abroad”; and waited, and still no sign of any
buildings in Swanville. Mary S. Ames et Portland; Franklin, .). M. S. Hunter,
■here is a review of “Songs of Eastern edibles
In
to
Lillias
N.
Air.
El-1
Stockton
Farmington; Hancock, R. L. Grindle, Mt.
al.,
Springs,
Staples,
appeared.
despair
C. II. liurleigh, Augusta,
r-.leges” and other literary matter, well at last called one of the waiters do.; land in Stockton Springs. Ernest L. llesert; Kennebec,
Charles F. Johnson, Waterville; Knox, K.
Blanchard et al., Stockton Springs, to K. Gould,
a New York fashion letter.
This who was Hying about, apparently
Rockland; Lincoln, A. R. Nickervery ;
Lillias X. Staples; land and buildings in son, lioothbay Harbor; Oxford, Waldo
erns to us quite an extended and
busy, and in reality doing absolutely Stockton
Arthur
Springs (2 deeds). Bills Blaisdell, Pettingiil,. Rumford; Penobscot,
* a lied bill of
fare for a country weekly nothing, and told him that unless
Chapin, liangor ; Piscataquis, A. W. Gilman,
some-1
C. B. Thompson, Searsmont;
to
Bristol,
'I. set before its readers.
Foxcroft; Sagadahoc, F. li. Nichols, Hath;
thing appeared soon we should leave. and in Morrill. .J. F. Sheldon, Belfast, to A. Somerset,
Joseph ft. Smith, Nkowhegan;
With a cheerful smile the waiter assur- E.
Waldo, A. I. Grow n, Gell'ast; Washington,
in
land
Belfast.
Elville
Jackson, do.;
\Y. 11. \V
gives agiowing account
A.
il..
Curran, Calais; York,
ed us, in very poor English, that our ! Parmenter, Palermo, to Ernest .T. Parmen- George
; farming in Missouri, and Ins many
Prescott, Giddeford.
meal was on the way.
It is extremely ; ter, do.; land and buildings in Palermo.
The work of raising funds in each county
;! iends in this State will be glad to
doubtful what would have happened to Carrie E. Woodbury, Morrill, to A. J. Wood- is under the immediate direction of the
know that his lot is so pleasant, and,
member or members representing it on the
the salt and butter had not our orders bury, do.; land in Morrill. James H. Whit- above State committee. It is
expected tin t
we should judge, so profitable.
Hut
to
J.
land
in
A.
comb,
Morrill,
Woodbury;
active co-operation will be given in the
appeared soon, and they disappeared
1 aiming in Maine has also its attrac.
Morrill.
Livonia S. Abbott et als., Nortli- work by leading citizens in all the towns of
with much greater rapidity. At this
The adto J. G. Lambert, Stockton Springs- the State.
'■■ins and its compensations.
the climax was reached. Alost of port,
Wednesday, the 29th day of January,
point
land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
vent of labor-saving machinery lias
will be tile Kith anniversary of the birth of
the party had taken the regular table
William McKinley. During ids eventful
lifted a heavy load from the shoulders
and useful life lie was very fond of and
d’hote luncheon, while a few had chosen
Belfast Weather Report.
of the Maine farmer. By its aid hay- to order a la
took a wonderful interest in children. 1
and
there
came
the
carte,
the liberty of suggesting that this day
Following is a summary of the weather; take
ing is no longer the serious undertaking rub. To tell who had
be known as “McKinley day” and that at
which, and which
record of the Belfast station of the IT. S. least some portion of it be set aside by all
it was in earlier days, and the quality
had taken who, was a greater task than
Weather Bureau for the week ending Jan. the schools of Maine, as will he done in
of the crop is better. The coming of
the brains of those benumbed Frenchother States of tire union, for special exer14, 1902:
the creamery has not only lightened
cises appropriate to the occasion, also that
men were equal to, and after each of us
each pupil who desires to do so lie given an
the
farmers’
wives
the labors of
but
s s
had personally taken an affidavit as to
opportunity to contribute his or her mite to
Wind, Sky, etc.
%
promotes an increase of stock which
§?
<g.
the McKinley memorial fund. 1 also sugexactly what lie or she had eaten, the be- £ * r
for
our
farms.
««
promises greater fertility
gest that on the Sunday next preceding the
r*
wildered corps of waiters returned to a 8 28
2»tli of January, the churches pay approSnow
in
15
N.
Fart
1
morning;
cloudy.
The season for active work on the
inch; precipitation .lot an inc
priate tribute to the memory of our late
rear room to figure the thing out ac9 32 22 N. Fart cloudy.
farm is shorter than in the south and
President and those who wish it may be
cording to their own system. After 10 30 11 W. Clear.
an opportunity to help on with their
given
the
wife
and
farmer
and
his
have
west,
11 30
5 W.
one
in
assistance
to
their
contributions
this great work that shall
calling
every
12 28 18 N. Cloudy. Snow; cleared in evensnore time for rest and for social enjoytestify
through the years to come to the love
the establishment, from the scullery boy
ing; snowfall, 10 inches; precipiand esteem in which the American people
tion, .80 of an inch.
ment. As to the profit, we read the
to the proprietor, they succeeded in 13 26 T N. Clear.
cherish the just fame of one of the greatest
of an Aroostook farmer
other day
0 N.
14
21
men our country has ever produced.
producing the necessary number of bills
The people ot Maine should [eel a pride
The snow of Sunday was unusually dry
who had hanked $10,000, the proceeds
within half an hour or so, and came
in having their State take an honorable ami
of crops raised the past season; and we
and light. The depth of snow fall was 10 creditable
with
position in this great work, and
faces
satistheir
beaming
bear ot many whose apples alone will forth,
inches, yet the precipitation was but .89 of should do their full share in making it possibring them from $500 to $3,000. A faction. But discovering that every- an inch. The average of precipitation to ble. Contributions may be sent to the memfarm in Waldo county changed hands a one had not the exact
change ready snowfall is 1 to 10. The ground was in fine bers of the county committee or forwarded
few years ago and ihe purchaser is said
direct to the treasurer, William 11 Dow, at
were all at sea again, and another condition and the snow soon wore down and
John F. Hill,
to have paid for it from the apple crop they
Portland, Maine.
Governor of Maine.
of two seasons. Maine is all right, and session of the “kitchen cabinet” was made good sleighing, though a little gritty
Augusta, Jan. 8, t902.
the Maine farmers are all right.
held.
for heavy teaming.
■

RED TAB PRICES

News of the Grants.
r’io .like, will
Harvest Moon Grange
•:
install its oftieers Satunla.
ist-li.
1

t(«•»■
The installation of tiet'Branch Grange, Pr«*spe i.
neeting, Jan. 4th. A 1:*r._• n
..

of

South

an

open

aber

was

present.
C. E. Howard, \V. 1>. !
Howard were elected tr i-i
!
Harvest Grange, Centre M
>

■«ml M. I..
ITiion
II-. last Sat-

urday evening.
c
nge visBy invitation South Montv
ited Medomac Valley Grange. Burkettville,
Saturday, Jan. 4th. Their oitieers were
installed by Past Master <; > Adams, assisted by Mr. and Mrs. C. M M ove*. They
report a very pleasant time.

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, lias adopted
the following resolutions in memory of
Mrs Mary .1, Nutt:
At the command of the Great Master our
beloved sister. Mary .1. Nutt, has gone to
;
join the grange of the supreme degree and
j there upon its roll hook her naun '.s ill be
in letters of gold.
ItI| found written
members will rejoice in their gain as we
[will mourn our loss. I'ntii prevented b\
ss, she was always in attendance it
j sickm
the grange meetings; therefore, be it.
!1 Resolved, That while we ns members be .'
in hnuible submission to the will of 11 im wk>
all things well; ami while we diop a
j doeth
tear t" her rneuion. our hearts go out in
sympathy to tin* beieaved relatives, and
especially to the lonely companion who has
traveled with her the journey of life >■>

The officers of Harvest Home Orange,
Brooks, were installed last Monday evening
by Charles E. Lane, Past Master, assisted
by M. J. Dow. The officers were as follows: Master, O. W. Lane; Overseer. Junes
F. Jewell; Lecturer, Abbie K. Dow Chaplain, Hattie Jenkins; Secretary, Atlie Bud-

I

Pension Legislation.

W hiinmiiv, dan. s.
:oii l>\ the >enat'to-daj

i- -PPation

In the eon baa
of private pemso:

important statements ue;
*»\
-;ilIinger. chairman of r i
1 ommittee on
1'ensioii", in respect to
i*ris adopted b\ t lie rommittee t,, uIIVt
it in oiiMderation of
private pension billlosome
Mr. <

announced that none but absolute!
:'ori"lts eases \\ nll-ld be plt-St ; led to lie
and the ee.sest scrittii
would b
•*-1 t‘" hy the committee to
every in!. !iitr<
'l'1'
b
lie said that nn
pension exca-din
>•'0 a month wouid be
recommended by tie
"‘-iiiiittee lor tin w blow of a general ott c*al!
Ibat pe'i"i‘.!is for the widows of otic
otheei
would be sealed down proportion
III' I

eniie.

Cl.VII KKS <•«>!;

many years.

Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning and a copy of this be spread upm
^ur records; also a copy be sent to the
bereaved husband and' to the Belfast
Harvest Orange, I Journal and Bangor Commercial.
The officers of Union
Myra F. Brown,
Com.
Centre Montville, were installed Saturday
Susan J. Flyk,
on
Klzarktu McGray,' lies
evening, Jan. 4th, by Deputy Rolloff of
Freedom, Jan. 7,1902.
Knox. A supper was served by the members of the grange. At the meeting Jan.
11th Dudley Tasker, Mark Howard and
Charles Howard were chosen trustees for
this year, and Wm. Sheldon, W. s Mahuren
and Everett Howes were appointed tinajicial
committee.

Concerning

!

\ I-

|{

|

Seiden Clarke will move into his new
home in the early spring
.<;. (). Clark*
will return from Limlen, Mass., in tin
spring and go on his old farm again.
\\ illard Lane and o. H. Gray are harvestiiu
their ice, which is about ir» inches thick..
Charles Grant is now cutting wood for M
Kastman Clarke for $1 per cord_Les!
■

This

signature is

Laxative
tlie

remedy

on

every box of t*ie gen nine
Tablets

BronuMjuinine
that
cuH
cures

Newspaper

a

hi

one

duv

Notes.

The 39th annual meeting of the Maine
Press association will be held in the common council room, city
building, Portland,
on Wednesday and
Thursday, Jan. 29 and

ding; Treasurer, A. W. Rich; Steward,
Wm. C. Rowe; Assistant Steward, ilutus
Lancaster; Lady Assistant steward, Mis 30, 1902, commencing at 7.30 o’clock, WedFred W. Rrown; Hate Keeper, Petrie B. nesday evening.
Clifford; Ceres, Mrs. A. W. Rich I "inoiia,
In his invocation in the United States
Mrs. 0. W. Lane; Flora, May Mv'la.gart. Senate Jan. 7th the
chaplain referred to
was
After business a typical grange supp<
“that body of able and accomplished men

Grant has returned home from Stockto
Springs, where lie had employment.
James Clarke and Charles Grant attended a
Spiritual circle at Stockton Springs last Sat
urday evening and report a very pleasant
time. Many good tests were given... ..Mis
Obediah George, who has been very sick,
somewhat better at this writing.Gabrie
Grown has begun to cut kiln wood _\j
bert Larrabee has plenty of horses to sin-

just

now
Willie Jellison has a new let11 ;
box with his name engraved thereon..
Mrs. Ida Ode is housekeeper for Mr. Oscai
..

(
TO (TRK

A

COLD

IN

ONE

DAY

Take laxative Gmmo Quinine Tablets. \
druggists refund the money if it fails t*
K W Grove’s signature on each bo*.
cure.

served.

I who send forth
reports of the proceedings.”
At a regular meeting of Granite gi w i Among the oldest Senators and officials of
oi. the body it was noted that this was the first
No. Ill1’, North Searsport, tin* follow
V\. time in the history of the Senate that refleers were elected: M., A. Stinson >
1 .n'l
ESTABLISHED IN I 836
porters and correspondents were prayed tur
S. York ; Lect., Fred I hack ; Steward.
1
imp., >n the United States Senate.
capital stock, $150,000,
Robertson; A. S., Joseph Green;
Mary Downs; Areas., F. L. Trundy >fjc., ! The annual meeting of the Maine N'ews- surplus,
33,000.
Lester Dow; G. K., W. S. Garter; 1 '-res, ’ paper Publishers’ association was held in
* it"
IS SOLICITED
DEPOSI
s.
\V.
Mrs.
A.
MrsStinson; Pomona,
Augusta Jan. 8th. Officers for the ensiling
n ia
Safe Deposit Boxes for Pent at $3.00.
year were elected as follows: President,
ter; Flora, Mrs. Fred Black; L. A. s..
$5.00, $6.50 and $8.00 a year.
Robertson; Organist, Hattie May Nicker- Aorman Towle of the Bangor News; vice
son; Librarian, Mrs. F. J. Dow. Janu.oy president, ('. F. Flynt, Kennebec Journal ; n <>ur vault is
unequalled in Eastern Maine
n
Ttli the brothers gave the sisters a supper
•secretary, Win. 11. Dow, Portland Express; rNKX('KLLKi) in security against lire ;a
honor of their victory over them in the hue treasurer, Oscar K. Wish, Portland Argus. burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
*he next annual meeting will probably be
contest, and all pronounced it a linetim
lie Md in Waterville.
privilege of taking their boxes to and from tin
January 21st the officers-elect will
bank.
installed, for which purpose Northern Light
Editor Evans of the Piscataquis Observer
IS|i’t fully satisfied with tlie way tlie new
Grange has been invited.
used him.
On going to the oltice on
Victor Grange, Searsmont, has adopted Ole morning of January 1st the wind blew
i’1' his hat and it struck a sharp piece of ice,
the following resolutions of respect:
I
a hole in the crown.
Hut does he TO DO GENERAL HOUSEWORK.
Whereas, God has again permitted tie tearing
MISS A. V. FIELD,
stoj, t0 rpneet that the incident was probaApply to
death angel to enter the gates of \ ictm
meant to rebuke hi.s pride for wearing
3
Primrose Hill.
Grange, No. 24b, and taken from us Brothci
do best hat on a
working day ?—Richmond
Frank Proctor; therefore, be it
Resolved, that while we bow in submi"ho told our Richmond contemporary
sion to llis will, we deplore the loss of our
young brother, taken so early in life from | that it was Editor Evans' best hat ? Our
our ranks.
ISice cottage, eight rooms, city ami
"upression is that country editors have only
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt '"'f
is to say one hat at a time; and well water Ao. 138 Main St. Enquire of
the
that
of
to
bereaved
hat;
the
family
sympathy
GEORGE W. BURKETT.
deceased and would point to the Allwise for this is an off season for election bets.
consolation in this sad hour of bereavement.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
Card of Thanks.
Stops the Cough
be spread upon our records, a copy sent to
the Belfast Journal, a copy sent to the BanWe
wish
to express thanks to our friends and
aud work" oft the Cold.
gor Weekly Commercial for publication
neighbors for kindnesses shown us in oui be
and a copy sent to the bereaved family.
reavement
in the death of our mother.
laxative
Tablets
cure a cold
Bromo-Quinine
I Com.
MRS. GEO. A. BLODGETT,
S. S. Bean,
in one
EUGENE SWIFT.
day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25
John Lane, > on
cents.
Belfast,
January is, 1902.—lw3*
J. F. Paine, 1 Res.

GIRL WANTED

I {hy

FOR

RENT.

[

v

Secret Societies.

NEWS OF BELFAST.

THE

The Citizens of

ihk.

Belfast and

The annual meeting of Phoenix Lodge, F.
and A. SI., will be held Slonday evening,
Jan. 20th.

minding towns are requested to meet
(irange Hall, .Ian. 18th,at2o’clock
;n see what action they will take
establishing a corn factory in llelirder.

vr

T 7QU can't make

Y
^

nl; of our acquisition of Porto
Son are able to sell for
;,.,t Poor
.in imported cigar worth ten cents.
I’resident sent to the Senate Jan.
mi i nation of J. S. Harrimin, tube
of Customs for the district of
Hie nomination was e mtirmed

D
.'11i

r.

\s

or

world.

the Front street sewer extenlaid and the work of tilling in
It was expectg nearly finished.
'd
the work Monday night, but
in

high grade

& Sanborn's Tea.
“original

idvortised letters in the Belfast
1 ad'u-s- Mrs. Kuth A. Seekens,
Gentlemen—K. C.
Whittier.
<dairies Nelson, Albert W.
i.
B.
Montgomery, Mr. Ernest

Pensions have been granted
Lyman A. Sawyer, Orland, 810.

as

follows:

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
L. (I. Clark this, Thursday, afternoon at
j J.30 o’clock.
Thomas II. Marshall Relief Corps will
have a supper at Memorial Hall next Tuesday at op. m. All interested are requested
to furnish food. The public are cordially
invited. Admission 10 cents.

of the t'nitariaii parish will
liev. and Mrs. Harr)

Yon to

il Hall this, Thursday, evenuntil ten o'clock. A cordial
xt* mled t<» all tlie members of
be present.
n

Portraits of Hon. John A. Peters, former
Hospital chief justice of the Supreme Court of
a
earnestly requested to Maine, and of Hon. John Wilson of Belfast,
K-t mg to-morrow, Friday, after
member of Congress in ISBblo and 1S17-10,
.: da
home of Mrs. Eugene L. have been hung in tin* Law Library room
f theJWomems

■

>treet,
up

as matters of imfor discussion,

in the court house.

The first lecture in the course of live b>
a rural free deli very service in
the Murray Club of the t niversalist church
Mon:ue. Lx-Gov. Burleigh has will be given Thursday evening, Jan. doth,
j
B-partment several times lately by Rev. Frank O. Hall, J). J)., of Cambridge,
this
iiutliorization of
route, Mass. The subject of this illustrated
!: thoroughly inspected, and
lecture will be: “<>ver the Alps and Down
.cl definite assurance that the
the Rhine."
established at an early day.
will cut no ice this winter -tlia
■

1

■

Bangor

t. grand chief templar of
That was settled
; is, no ice for shipment.
iiid Lodge of Good Templars, I last
Friday by supt. Lawrence of the
v
lodges are soon to be
■\ armoi'tti. South Gardiner American Ice Co., and the four tugs engagTiie Yarmouth lodge ed in breaking out the river were ordered to
•dngton
iiicd dan 22, and the others in discontinue
operations. The company will
Mr. New"d of that date.
cut on the Kennebec and on the Hudson.
g his customary zeal into his
d there is a very noticeable
Advertisements
Y.>d Templarisni.—Kockland
J he annual stockholders meeting of the
a/ette.
Belfast National Bank was held Tuesday
•Mice department announces
forenoon, January 14th. The old board of
t-e
delivery service will be directors and officers were
re-elected, as
a route 2lA miles long out of
follows: Directors, J. (4. Brooks, A. A.
b.-gin Feb. 1st, with Charles S.
Howes, W. B. Swan, C. B. Hazeltiue, T.
•a:'. ier.
The number of people
W. Pitcher; president, ,1. <J. Brooks : cashier,
?> “25, living in 125 houses,
(
\\ \Y escott.
<>f
an area
15* square miles.
'•
The town of Tremont lias brought a suit
<•
at Winnecook is to be dis: man instead will go to Burnagainst the city of Belfast for the support
of one Hem s A. Dyer for
The municipal officers have engaged James P. Wight to
! .ii tment was called out by au
to Ellsworth to employ counsel to defend
4 p. in, last Thursday.
The go
the case in the Supreme Court, which opens
baggage room of the Maine
Persons here who know
and was well undei way. A next Tuesday.
Dyer say he has not lived here for 20 years.
1 he
soon

[

■

hydrant

■

rags”

Or i.off (Formosa Ool<»ng).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Pn akfast).
Okange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

imission 10 cents,

tome

pa-

TEAS.

A. S., will hold a
of Veterans* Hall
noon at 2 o'clock.
Supper will
The public are init ti o’clock.

■

A public installation of the officers of
Waldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., was held in Odd
Fellows’ Hall Friday evening, Jan. 10th.
There was a large attendance of Odd
Fellows and invited guests. The installing
officers were A. K. Ilraley, District Deputy
Grand Master; Samuel Adams, Grand
Marshal; N. G. Pettingill, Grand Warden;
W. K. Keene, Grand Secretary; B. B.
Greenlaw, Grand Treasurer. The officers
installed were as follows: Noble Grand, E.
S. Pitcher; Vice Grand, Chas. R. Harrison;

Ask your grocer, then, for Chase

Sons

‘."is

the

extinguished

There is nothing new in the -hoe factory
situation. E. II. Welch was in Boston last
week consulting with manufacturers and

the room w as con>iderab!y
a li '!e burned through the roof,
baggage was injured. The lire
an overheated stove.
ut

expects to have a proposition to lay before
the assignees in a few days.
Elmer A.

NYm>.

The Florence arrived
Sherman was in Boston for the citizens’
i'ir*da\ on her return trip from
committee last week, to learn about parHer injuries in the ice Jan. 7th
and were easily repaired, but ties who talk of coming here.
The annual stockholders’ meeting of the
n
withdrawn from the route
iaoger from ice is past
The ; Peoples National Bank was held Tuesday
delayed by storms last week, afternoon and the old board «,f directors
herefrom Boston Wednesilay, was re-elected, as follows: K. F. Bunton,
Janies I’attee, C. N. Black, ( E. Knowlton,
a did not arrive until Monday
('has. P. liazeltine, F. R. Wiggin and Tilesho 13th.
—

!

recently presented to Freey an enlarged portrait of Prof,
s
Leander J ackson made the
on behalf of the students, and
"mall, president of the Academy
;
received the gift and, in a few
words, thanked the students
interest in the academy, and for
ait. Prof. Perkins also thanked
its for the exhibition of their
mi of his services and
promised
Hi* in in the future to the best of
its

Wadlin. The meeting of the directors
for choice of officers, etc., was held Wednesday afternoon at 4 o’clock.
ton

Postmaster A. I. Brown of Belfast, who
has the management of the McKinley
Memorial fund collections in Waldo County,
says that so far as the towns have reported all have contributed the full amount
assigned them, and many individuals are
anxious to give more than the maximum
amount asked for. As Jan. 29th is McKinley day in Maine Mr. Brown urges all
who are making collections to close them as
soon as possible and report.

able

excitement was created
a report that Wellington
: "f Fast Belfast was drowned in
He went out on the fiats w ith
to load a scow with mussels
Hie tide came up the other man
Mime dripping wet.
He said he
i" skiff in coming ashore from
it he did not know where DunA search was at once commenced
nn got over to the
city, but
linally found asleep in the

"ght by

Shipping Items. Soli. Minnie Cliace
went to Sandypoint Monday to load hay for
Rockland. Capt. I laugh remained ashore
and Capt. Fitz W'. Patterson, Jr., had command— Sell Carrie C. Mills arrived Tuesday from Barren Island. N. Y., with phosphate for L. A. Kuowltou... Sell. Viola
Reppard, which has been thoroughly overhauled on Gilchrest’s marine railway, is to
load hay at Winterport for Brunswick or
Charleston.
She will be commanded by
Capt. Barter, her former commander, Capt.
Williams, having taken sell. Senator Sullivan-A. M. Carter is loading seh. Commerce with hay for Tremont.

m scow.

Club will present Fraser’s
“A Daughter’s Devotion” in
Sear sport, Tuesday evening,
New Ahvehtisements.
The big lire
J lie club met with very
gratifylast year and has been in re- sale at George W. Burkett’s is drawing to a
ial weeks on this drama. The close, and extra inducements are offered in
‘•I
this company is nearly the the line of still lower prices to close out the
t season,
except that Mrs. Made- stock before the work of repairing and
Ford is leading lady. A dance, renovating the store begins. The situation
buy to reserved seat holders, is the same w ith A. A. Howes & Co., w hose
"A the
play. Tickets will be on tire sale still goes on and is making great
H xer’s in Belfast and Clement & inroads in their large stock.
It is a great
j
ui
Searsport, Jan. 20th. It is ex- opportunity to buy dry goods and groceries.
it a large number from Belfast
Fred A. Johnson is the Waldo County
"b-nd.
agent for Warner’s Rust Proof Corsets_
See Carle A Jones offer of tree glass ware.
^■ildo County Bar Association held
Agents for Alfred Peats prize wall paper.
il meeting Jan. 7th, and elected the
—Single man or man and wife wanted on
mg
officers:
President,
Joseph! a farm
See advt. of Angora cats wanted.
i,lson; Clerk, James S. Ilarriman; ...The
Red Tag Sale of Harry W. Clark
Geo.
L1I>r>
E. Johnson. The Waldo
& Co., 83 Main stseet, has proved a great
•brary Association met immediately success, both to the firm and
the public.
Bar Association and chose the
The firm is disposing of its large stock of
officers; also a library committee men’s and
boy’s clothing, and the public is
ting of J. R. Dunton, F. W. Brown
getting the benefit of the low prices_Mrs.
A 'freer. The
reports showed $054 George A. Blodgett and
Eugene Swift
‘‘
library treasury, and 2.200 volumes j publish a card of thanks.Ward
&
library. The library contains the re- Wadsworth, successors to E. A.
Wads•t ail the
States in the Union, of the 1
worth, want 1,000 men and women to buy
ourts, many English reports, digests I
meats and vegetables at their market_
important catfes and is a very valuable Girl wanted to do
general housework.
1
> lor the legal
fraternity. The cost of Apply to Miss A. V. Field, Primrose Hill
—See
the
card of Hon. T. R. Simonton,
lining it is about $500 per year, which
"
lawyer and real estate agent. Within the
ived from a percentage of the
liquor j past year $50,000 worth of land
l!,eH paid.
properties
were sold in Camden through his agency.

Rec. Sec., John S. Davidson; Treas., R. U.
Howes; Fin. Sec., Chas. 11. Sargent; WarTHE CHURCHES.
den, 11. D. Clough; Con., N. G. Pettingill;
R. S. N. G., A. E. Hutchins; L. S. N. G.,
There will be religious services at the Ezra L. Talbot; Chap., E. A. Nickerson;
City point schoolhouse iv\t Sunday at 1.30 It. s. V. G., Herbert A. Wiley; L. S. v. G.,
John A. Briggs: R. S. S., M. C. Hill; L. S.
and t;.30 p. in.
At tlie Unitarian chuivh next Sunday Mr. S. M. A. Stephenson; 1. G., John G. A born ;
Edward Thorndike will repeat the solo he O. G., E. E. Pillsbury. The installation ode
was sung by a quartette consisting of Mrs.
gave last Sunday, “Dawn of Redemption.”
R. II. Howes, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mr. C. E.
We shall print next w eek, by request, a
White, Mr. E. s. Pitcher, with Miss Carrie
sermon by Rev. Harry Lutz, pastor of the i
Miss Marion
Unitarian church in tli city, on “The Nine- ! Kingsbury, accompanist.
Wells sang a solo, “Dainty Dorothea,” by
teentht entury's Request to the Twentieth.”
>

Anniversary servic in memory of tin1
late Wm. s. Rrannagan will be held in St.
Francis Catholic chins !i to-morrow, Friday,
morning at n o’clock.
Following are the services for next Sunday at the Unitarian Church, Rev. llarry
Lutz, pastor: Regula: morning service at
10.40 o'clock; preaching by the pastor;
Sunday School at 1. o’clock. All are invited.
The meeting in tin week of prayer series
tly^^^^salist church Wednesday evening,was lurj^ly attended, including 4‘J members of ti ♦kiptist young men’s
society, the Rrothcrliood of Andrew and
Pliil.p, who came in a body. The meeting
was led by the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith,
an 1 brief remarks were made by the local
clergy and members of the congregation.
at

Special music

was

given, including a solo by

The Ep worth League <*f tlie Methodist
church has elected the following officers:
President, F. P. Blodgett. Vice Presidents,
Miss Sabina Morey, Miss Lana Pendleton,
Miss Lillian Spinney, Miss Nettie Follett;
Secretary, Mrs. M. A. Wadlin; Treasurer,
Clare nee Read.
The topic for tlie prayer meeting at the
North Church, tins, Thursday, evening, y\ ill
he “A year for Cud.” Rev. A. A. Smith will
occupy tlie pulpii next Sunday forenoon in
The Sunday
exchange with the pastor.
school will heal 12 o’clock.
The Christian
Endeavor topic, it u .son. m. .will be, “Caleb:
choosing a hard thing." The pastor's .subject for the 7.* e. m. meeting will he A

The program of the Eulalian Society was
follows: Scripture reading, president;

reading

of

secretary; prayer,
Ramsdell; select
reading, Alice Haskell; essay, Gertrude
Perkins; question for discussion, Resolved
That the children of the Indians should be
allowed to attend the public, school; aff..
Ethel Chase; neg., Guida Homer; optional,
Nettie Murphy; recitation, Mary DelanO;
quotations, “Sir Walter Scott” ; miscellaneous business; music, Beatrice Heath.
Ad-

journment.

;

j

Belfast Artists

1

A Denver, Colorado, subscriber says in a
j
personal letter to The Journal: “I have j
i noted from time to time some justly deserved j
j compliments of llart Woodcock’s paintings.
I Are you aware that the paintings of Percy
Sanborn are also receiving compliments and
praise wherever they are seen? There are
a number of his water colors in some of the
finest residences in Denver, including that
! of Hon. Frank C. Goudy, the Republican
: candidate for Governor of Colorado in the
last election. Their fidelity to nature and
the fact that they depict subjects that cannot be obtained by Colorado artists make
them more attractive than the pictures on
I cannot understand why
; exhibition here.
| more of the people who have moved away
from Belfast do not decorate their homes
! with the old familiar scenes painted by
| Percy and show their new friends what

»

Res

Whereas, rl he hand of death has again
entered the ranks of our order, and taken
from our midst our brother llenry Crehore;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That we, members of King
David’s Lodge of Lincolnville, will ever
cherish a remembrance of our brother, and
Anregret his removal from our number.
other link is broken in the fraternal chain,
reminding us,that we,too, old or young, must
answer the summons when the Supreme

Rev. B. M. Edwards of Brunswick was in
this place last Saturday and Sunday, but
owing to the storm had no meeting. He
left for his home Monday, and will return
later-W. A. Hall of Belfast was here a
j
i fewr days last week on business_Herbert
III. Know'les has been sick with tonsilitis.
Miss llittie Hall is on the sick list
Mr.
W. L. Knowlton of Rockland visited at J.
E. Hall’s last week
Mrs. B. F. Stevens
has been quite sick with rheumatism_
! Eph. Thompson is at work for C. A. Hall.
—

—

and

Sunday

alternoon at 3.30 o’clock.

ceiling and renovating
during t.iese repairs, but under unfavorable conditions. Consequently we wish to CLOSE OUT as near as
possible the balance of this big stock before the work begins.
We offer

EXTRA INDUCEfTENT

a> an

»wmitmp——KMuuam

Positively

no

charges made.

goods during this big

opportunity
County should

«S“An
ot Waldo

take

rarely happens, and the people
advantage of obtaining nice goods

at 25 per cent, reduction in

price,

GEORGE W. BURKETT,
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK.

The Fire Sale Is Still On

JUST ARRIVED

Ordered

Block, Belfast

Furnishings,

'Valuing, Kinnan
s

directly

200

| TIN

for

WARE

nickel

! WOODEN
I

2 Gold Fish
and Globe 50c.

LAMPS

Al 1

11

,>khks'

Or will sell fish without globe.
Gold

Fred A. Johnson,

Chimneys,

Hsh are attractive and

inte'esting and
care

for.

no

Shades,

trouble to

Call and see them at

Burners and

CIU DRUG STORE

AGENT FOR

Wicks.

BELFAST, MAINE,

The

WALDO

1

COUNTY.

TEXTILE PUB CO.
N Y-

EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED

Opp.

Beliast

National Bank.

Oil and Gas Stoves.
A Full Line of

WANTED
1.000
HEATS

M^eirANI>

TO

BUY

mtchell &Trussell

VEGETABLES

and

Cutlery.

of

Free! Free!

GLASS,
GLASS,
GLASS.

FOR 10 DAYS- .January

16 to Saturday night,
we will give 1-2 dozen
(50c. per

January 25,
dozen) tumbiers with each CASH purchase of

Druggists,
Toledo, O.

GlaSS Ware amounting

& Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting

to

$1.00.

We are agents for ALFRED HEAT’S PRIZE WALL
PAPERS.
Don’t forget our remnant room papers, 2C. and 3c.
per roll.
Borders lc. and 2c. per yard.

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
4w3

the

yours truly,

Howard Libby of Burnham has a crew of
about 15 men at work getting out cord and

!

pulp

|

wood.

We have them in all lines
and at the lowest possible
prices

!

Christmas trade
and delayed by big
storm.
Will sell low.

How’s This I

we,.

CO.'S,

....

200

Universalist?

Hall

cash for

like this

F-I=S=H.

The

preaching by Rev. Geo. S. Mills, in
exchange with the pastor; at 12 in., Sunday
school; at (i.15 p. in., young people’s meeting, P pie, “Wrong doing always brings its
punishment;” at 7.30 the pastor, Rev. A. A.
Smith, will give the first lecture in a series
of fix.on alternate Sunday eveni ngs. There
will lie vocal and instrumental solos and
special music by the choir. The subject
next Sunday evening will
be “What a
Universalist has to say about the Bible.”

a

Strictly

cut down sale.

GOLD

socially.

dial invitation is extended to all.

the trade for im-

D E PA RTM E NTS.

n.,

,oi

to

mediate purchases still lower prices in

Kitchen

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
a.

will be at work putrhe store generally. Business

will continue

Odd Fellows’

present. After the usual business session
a musical and literary program will be
presented and the remainder of the evening

spent

joiners

A, A. HOWES &

ff,illfu“P4®rsl8ned,

I

ting

and

more

up steel

j

girls and young ladies will meet Monday
eveuing at 7.30. The Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip will hold an open meeting
Wednesday evening, Jan. 22nd, and extend
an invitation to their lady friends to be

(alprrh Cure.
F J. CHEEKY &
CO., Props., Toledo, O.
have known F’. J. Cheney
j tne last 15
and believe him perfectly
years,
11 3,1 outness transactions and
ftnan*£1?
11
miiy able to carryout any obligations made by
1 Heir nrm.
Wk8’i Si Truax, V\ holesale

j

Complimented.

TWO WEEKS

day morning on the Universality of the Gospel. The evening topic will be the Forgive,
ness of Sins. The usual meetings for men
will be held Saturday evening at !! o'clock

,

j

Grace

hi

\fe offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any
ist of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s

j

records,

society; music,

-he services at the Baptist church for
the week will be as follows: The pastor,
Rev. E. S. I’hilbrook, will speak next Sun-

am

—

on

DRAWING TO A CLOSE.

as

The niornin service- were omitted at the
Methodist church last Sunday on account of
the illness of I. he pastor. The services next
Sunday will he as follows: Preaching at
30.4.7 A. M.; Sunday school at 12 M. ; Epworth
League at «.. o i>. m. : at 7.30 the pastor will
preach a sermon to girls and young women :
subject, “A Noting Woman’s Will.” The
singing will he by the young people. All
are invited

tin- other leetures will be as follows: Feb.
2, What a 1 niversalist has to say about
Salvation. Feb. 10, What a Universalist
has to say about Hell. March 2, What a
Universalist has to say about Christ.
March 10, \\ hat a Universalist has to say
about God. March 30, Easter Concert
by
tl e children of
Sunday school, assisted by
choir and other singers. April 13, Why 1

—

) Com.

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S

The Calorhetorians have greatly increased their numbers this fall. The initiation of
several new members brought out a large
attendance. After the initiation oyster
stew was served, which was, of course, enjoyed by all.

H ALLDALE.

L. D. Ames,
R. W. Fekry,
R. 1). Sherman,

-at-

Seminary, Bucksport.

Rejected King."

A

1

C.

!
King David Lodge, No. b‘J, F. *Sc A. M., has beautiful and attractive spots abound
around the old Maine home, instead of
adopted the following resolutions of res
I covering their walls w ith expensive pictures
p,H-t to deceased members:
Whereas, Our Divine Master in liis infi- that mean nothing to themselves or anynite wisdom and power has seen lit to sum- body else, simply because they are painted
mon our brother Horace N. Monroe to meet
by some man who has w orked up a great
in the Celestial Lodge above; therefore, be it
Resolved, that by his death King David name. One party here sent a number of
Lodge mourns for a worthy and respected Percy’s water colors to Indiana for Christbrother and the town a good citizen.
mas presents, claiming they
were better
Resol veil that this lodge extend to his
tlttin anything he could procure there; so
its
heartfelt
in
their
t
family
sympathy
gre
bereavement and commend them to our you see our Belfast artists are appreciated,
Heavenly Father for consolation.
and they ought to be patronized more
Resolved, that a copy of these revolutions
be sent to his family, a copj be spread upon liberally by their old friends who have
moved away.’’
our records and
a page inscribed to his
memory, also that copies be sent to The Republican Journal and Camden Herald for ]

publication.

C. L. White.

ushers will conduct visitors and strangers
to good seats. The dates and
subjects of

■

Koven and Mrs.
Pitcher sang “A
Dream,” by Bartlett. There was a dance
after the entertainment, with music by the
Bohemian Club, assisted by C. II. Crosby,
flute.
De

j

M.

Friday was a night of special interest
among the societies. The Chrestomatheans
and Achylians had a mock trial.
One
Charles Lord was found guilty of attempting to poison Alice Johnson, his erstwhile
sweetheart.

grand chapters is exceeded only by the
following States: Illinois, Indianna, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. O. 0. F., elected the following officers Tuesday evening:
N. G., Mrs. Ina Fogg; V. G., Miss Nettie
Follett; R. S., Miss Hattie A. Furbish;
F. S., Mrs. Fffie M. Harrison; Treas., Mrs.
Vannie H. Cunningham; Trustees, John
A. Fogg, Mrs. Abbie E. Cook, Mrs. Florence
A. Clough.

largest
in

tea

delayed it.

in

E.

to

Europe, and

BIG FIRE Sill

[•

Commandery,

Maine Chapter Masons have every reason
feel,proud of their numerical standing, as
their membership of 6,715 in a list of 50

store

that the American

you

Palestine

Eminent Grand Standard Hearer of the
Grand Commandery of Slaine, assisted by"
Past Commander C. H. Hall. Refresh

merchant in

tea

Camp, L.

ik

!i■

any-

Every

any tea house in

distributor of

225.

The officers of

Knights Templar, were installed Wednesday evening, Jan. 7th, by James H. Ilowes,

But who

firm of Chase & Sanborn is the

return of the Belfast Cnsshows 120 vessels and 15 pleasure
•tameuted in the Belfast district.
,ge of the vessels is 21,402, and of

a

ments were served.

?

tea

from

tea

tea.

Ask any

they will tell

.rterly

dorm

of

cup

The officers of Enterprise Lodge, A. 0.
U. VV., will be installed Thursday evening,
Jan. 23d, by J. "G. Aborn, jl>. D. G. M. W.
The installation will be private, but a supper will be served to which members of the
Order and ladies are invited.

of

out

You can't make

doth.

high-grade

China

i.«ide Chautauqua circle will meet
Win. A. McKenzie, High street,
day afternoon. Lesson, chapter 8
an Diplomat) : author, Win. Dean

s

dh

claims tol

ember has built a yawl boat for
& Co., Kockland, and will
He
up another naphtha launch.
die Palmer engines in his shop.

.der

1,

silk dress

a

thing but high-grade

ill receive this
74 against .>.1,5 >55 >.74 last year,
Burnham road

cotton

f'-'D'h nourishing

readjustment of rates of pay
tor transporting the mails the

du

ruler says, "uome, take your place in that
building not made with hands, eternal in
the heavens.”
Resolved, that in the death of our brother
his family has lost a devoted husband and
father, and our fraternity a worthy member. [
Resolved, That in remembrance of our
deceased brother our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family; one entered
upon our records; one sent to The Republican Journal for publication.
Joseph Gould,
) Com.
on
Fred E. French,
A. E. Andrews, ) Res.

us.
Our stock of meats and vegetables
are new and fresh.
Come and try our

COOKED

T.

BEEF,

HEAD CHEESE
AND SAUSAGE.
Our sausage we make and fill here in the
market, and nothing but nice, fresh pork is
used. We make a specialty of Corned Beef.
jgr’Come and try our goods.

WARD &

WADSWORTH,

Succcessors to E. A. Wadsworth,
Hayford Block, Belfast, Me.

4wl

□well European Tours.

CARLE & JONES.

ITALIAN

For

SUMMER TOUR, JULY 5.
particulars, address

2w3

F. A.

ELWELL, Portland,

LAWYER

And Real Estate

Me.

Agent.

Offices, Chestnut St., opp. Bay View,
CAMDEN, MAINE.
Will attend to any collecting or other law business you may have in Knox or Waldo
counties,
i and buying, selling or leasing real estate, renting
cottages, looking up titles of real estate, making
wills or conveyances, negotiating loans, etc.
3ni3

I

TOUR, APRIL 1.

R.SIMONTON,

19 LOGS PICKED BP
BELFAST bay by the undersigned, of various marks, will be delivered to the owner or owners on payment of charges.
C. Y. COTTRELL,
3wl*
East Belfast.
IN

Wi$ier of Deep Water Vessels.
LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
Gen. \V. .s. Choate, Augusta; Hon. J. THE CHANGES OF EIGHTY YEARS.
F. Sprague, Monson; lion. V. M. McI .■
SHIPS.
The members of Farlane. Greenville; G. G. Welti. M. [A. W. Cbeever in New England Farmer.]
Maim-: Matters.
The January Atlantic opens with a
Coburn, arrived at Cape Town
of
the
the
on
State,
Old
Town;
part
tbe University of Maine chapter of the ]>.,
Four-fifths of the most vvohderful preamble On Reading the Atlantic C. ill. Dec. 5, from Port Townsend.
I). Rivers, sailed from San
Beta Theta l’i fraternity have presented Hon. Win. T. Haines, councillor.
century in the history of the human Cheerfully; a delightful invocation, the I A W Ropes,
Dec 0 for Queenstown.
of
l)r. and Mrs. A. \Y. Harris, formerly
race has passed since the first issue of sense and humor of which will com- j Frunilseo
sailed
form Newcastle, N. S.
.if
Fuller,
with
a
,\
of
the University
Maine,
loving
THE SEVEN-MAST. R.
What mend themselves to all readers.
the “New England Farmer.”
\Y. D»*c 11 for Honolulu.
cup. The cup was delayed in getting to
changes have occurred during those 80
A.
S.
Pendleton, sailed from San
Beginning with the January number! Ai \aii,
Orono, hut on arrival was immediately
now living can reOn the shores of the southernmost years! Not many
The National Magazine is produced en-, Franeisco Dec 27 for Queenstown.
There is no honor or profit in
expressed to I)r. and Mrs. Harris at inlet of
the
conditions
of
about
jjjmgalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port
Boston Harbor, at the new member much
tirely on a new $125,000 plant just in-j Tow
their new home in Port Deposit, Mil.
the country at that time. To New Eng- stalled at
n-viid Dot 29 from Nagaski.
are
Fore
ltiver
First
Boston,
laying
41
West
they
Shipyard,
street,
j K I'.Mitton,.1 P Butman,sailed from IIiogo fooling people—especially the
The cup is of solid silver with gold lining,
the land people the “West” was somewhere The
January number is made notable Dec. 50 for New York.
and stands about eight inches in height. the keel for a seven-masted craft,
in Ohio, beyond which was supposed to
our Vinol guarantee is
ever built,
schooner
of
lirst
seven-masted
Senator
the
M.
A.
by
appearance
It has three handles and on one side is
Foil George, Chas. C. McClure, sailed sick;
if he principally forest and Indians. The Hanna as the eulogist and biographer from 1’ni t Townsend Oct 7from Chemainus,
the coat of arms of the fraternity, while the largest "fore-aiid-al'ter,” almost,
safe
to
made
not
travel
in
a
was
South
country
good faith. Those who
quite, the largest sailing vessel in in uuless one left his Puritan notions of his friend, the late President William : fur Port Pirie.
opposite is the inscription reading: not
Gov liobie, sailed from Everett, Wash.
As I /
William
McKinley
McKinley.
it
and
“Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Harris, from the the world. At the end of the graveled and ideas behind. Steam
buy
get no benefit from
appliances for Knew Him is the first of a series of pa- Sept 1 for Sydney, N.S. W.
lies the black and red Des Moines,
j
University of Maine chapter of Beta abeach
were
and
\ B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
manufacturing
Hem
transportation
which
is
of
the
Denver
cruiser
It may have their money back.
class,
pers to run during the year 1902.
Theta Pi.At a meeting of the stockJune l 'lrom Baltimore.
while irn- among the things yet to be, not to menholders of the Maine Condensed Milk to be launched next month;
Luzon Park, sailed from Manila Oct. 7
In
tion the harnessing of electricity.
The
New
the
soon
rise
England
will
Magazine
Every sick person should be
mediatelv
January
N.
S.
W.
adjoining
Co. at Portland, .Ian. :>d. it was voted to
food was as has a long and most interesting article ! for Newcastle,
j| Man L Cushing, arrived at Newcastle,
hulls of the New Jersey and favorable seasons plain
accept the offer of the Gail Bolden great
at
tables
as
farmers’
on
abundant
pres- on “The Lumber Industry of Maine” by I X. s. \V Nov. 25 from Cape Town.
willing to try it on such terms.
battleCondensed Milk Co. of 81(10,1X10 and the llhode Island, the two largest
it was not to be com- Lawrence T. Smyth, city editor of the
i) C Nichols, sailed from
Llaguno,
Mamn
our navy and the two ent, but in variety
for
ordered
ships
transfer ot the property will he made
frosts or droughts cut Bangor News. It is profusely illustrat- 1 Hong K ng Oct 25 for New York; passed
People who are all run down—have no
sea lighters pared, and when
without delay. It was also voted to re- most efficient heavy-weight
20.
were no great stores ed with halftone views of
camps, crews, I Anjer N1
appetite—pale women and children—
But the new seven-mas- off the crops there
serve 8100,00(1 to pay the bonded debt of | ever planned.
N
from
V
sailed
San
Blanchard,
Puritan.
those who want to gain ilesh—should
the cruiser and 1,000 miles away that could be called by yards and drives and is one of the best i
2 for Hull.
the company, the interest on the bonds ter will be larger than
or less.
Agri- summaries of Maine’s lumber history Fraucisc Nov
It, is just
almost as large as the battleships. She wire at a week’s notice
arrived at Honolulu May 50 from try Vinol on our guarantee.
Reapei.
having been paid in advance. '1 lie Maine
the medicine for old people and
feet cultural and other newspapers were few and of the conditions and methods iii \ New cast If. N.S. \\
nursing
Condensed Milk Co. lias factories at will be 40:5 feet long over all, or 480
much
more
and
cost
our deep woods that has ever appeared, i
S J) < u
from tip of her bowsprit to the and far between
ton,rVmsbury, sailed from Ta- mothers and all persons who have a
Newport. Me., and Whitetield. N. II. I long
than now. The laws of plant growth
on
Nov 1 for Honolulu.
or have
throat and
\\ khanging
aftermost
of
her
cough
extreme
end
boom;
coma,
any
During lhui about 100 dwellings were
W Treat, sailed from Manila lung disease.
Mrs. Laura E. Richards’ name is sure
were but poorly understood even by the
St Fau!
erected in Milliuocket, and also the and she will be built of steel through- wisest. Chemistry was a comparatively to make a welcome for her latest book, ; Nov. is fo; "'‘attle.
who
B.
out.
Bowdoin
Crowinshield,
state oi
sine, LA Colcord, sailed from
splendid big hotel, the G reat N iirthern, modeled the lines of I.awsou’s Inde- new science, especially as applied to “Geoffrey Strong,” handsomely publishEverything that is in Vinol Is plainly
a veritable palace in the woods. One
K..j. Nov 10 for New York
Questions discussed in ed by Dana Estes & Co.; Boston: but if Hong
her: Captain J. agriculture.
Lben Curtis, sailed printed on the label of each
'I iijje j
larbuck,
church was built and two more will be pendence, has designed
of it were not on the title page, the charm- i
influence
to
the
package. Rerelated
those
days
will
Taunton
manage
from ^an i nciseo Dec 29 for Honolulu.
built this year. Only one other town in G. Crowley of
!
Arthur L. the moon; the “signs” in the almanac ing story would attract thousands, so
Win H
y, sailed from Port Gamble member that we guarantee Vinol and reMaine has kept this pace in mm. and her: his brother, Captain
«*a Bay.
lor
who lias been sailing the governed the destiny of pigs, calves and simple, so vivacious and so delightful is i Dec.
fund the purchase money If you are not
that was the great paper town of the J Crowley,
were based the style.
L F Colcord, at Hong
It is a tale far above the
iiei.
Win ili
the lirst six-master, will com- babies; weather predictions
\
Androscoggin, Kuinforil Palls, in which I Wells,
or
Baltimore and New York. satisfied.
and
the
corn
husks
has
a
serious
.v
average, and it
purpose, i Kong
will be on the thickness of
and
her
first
maud
i
her,
voyage
town 1 Bo new houses were built in moi,
BARKS.
shape of a goose-bone. There was no not too deeply hidden. Its size makes j
to the Philippines with coal.
representing an investment of *125.000. j It was
A Unison Ford, sailed from
Alice i;(.
lsiiOwheu sailing vessels settled conviction us to whether manure it handy to slip into the average pocket, I
about
The Oxford Paper Company’s plant
< 25 for Barbados.
four-mast- Just its value most by washing down and its binding is one of which no Montevideo
arch began to have three masts:
was completed, a 817,000 stone
arrived at San Francisco
Edward .V
soil or evaporating up library shelf need be ashamed.
ers appeared in l*s.l: live-masters only through the
a
-lo-room
built
the
across
canal,
DRUCCISTS.
bridge
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WHAT WE SAY

FOR SALE.

Is What We Mean.

To close tiie estate of the late

A. C. SIBLEY.
the

following real

estate is ottered for sale.

HOMESTEAD OIN^HIOH STREET.
best places in Belfast. The build;:,

One of the

are a large two story
new and commodious
and a smaller stable;

brink residence with
stable and carriage lm
all modern eonvenien
The grounds extend from High to Cnion >ti
and contains about one acre. Tennis court. V
orchard.
Within a few rods of Belfast B.i.
which it commands a line view. Especially ad,',
ed for summer home or fashionable board •,
bouse. Six thousand dollars buys it this fall, f
will be worth more in the spring. A portion
the purchase money can remain on mortgag.
desired.

j

<

FOOLER HOUSE, HIGrl STREET
Five thousand square ieet of land and ;i
convenient brick house. Formerly owned
occupied. during his residence in i.elfast, bv
tiee William 11. Foglei of the Maine Supr•ludieal Court.
Modern conveniences.
I’;
subject to mortgage of $1,500 to elfast >.
Bank. *."*<>0.

MAIN AM) FEDERAL STRE :TS.
Corner lot in the {business heart of the
1,159 feet. Level and good building -not
be worth $l,ooo inside oi five year-.

Price $300.

I HARM ON

1

MILLER

STREEI.

Nine acres under good cultivation,
Miller Street and lancolnville avenue.
from post office..

A. A. HOWE & 00,

&

coni'
< ):,•

Price, $675.
PLEASANT! STREET

rJiulivided half of two houses .md ltd
u

■

with Hon. \V.

common

swan.

it.

wm

;t

rent

—

Price, $1500

VIEW

BAY

STREET.

About one hall acre of level land adjo
tide water, about one-* mditli mile below ste.-'im
wharf, suitable rot cottage. The best
foi a wharf south of Commercial street.
..

Price,
NORTH JjCHL'RC 1.

Every Horseman Knows

No.

pews

30

and

Price, #50 each.

r,*;.

BROOKS.

v

One fourth
&

grist mill, etc., occupied b\
Sibley Company.
Price, $250.

PERSONAL

>

*

PROP* RTY

Seven hundred shares of stock in M in
facturing Peal Estate ompauy. Pur vain*
These shares are on*' third of all the stock ;«•The corporation ov us tlv building ami real
connected with the shoe factory, is nut of
and in no way involved m the emharasMt.of the Critehctt. Siblev Company
When
shoe factory starts ;ts rental will pay a good
dend on this stock and it will be worth pa;
present it is for sale in blocks of koii«*
ji;*!
more at

$5.00 per share.
shares stock Maine Condensed .Milk
Price, $1.50 per share.

Ten

CATARRH

<

Seven one hundred and twenty-eigbrl
schooner Charlotte T. Sibley, price will:
in.'s from late of sale oni>. #500.
One top carriage. pric* >1'..

^Y-fEVE»J|^f

For further

particulars all

on

EDWARD SIBLEY,
or

Belfast, Man:
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Administrator, Augusta, Man
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special Army |
ing policy. January
Navy number, containing some of
Frederic Remington’s most effective
work, and several articles dealing with
athletics in Hie Army and Navy.
But
the regular interests are not forgotten.
There is plenty of stirring adventure:
ter

Together.

Constipation and health never go together.
De Witt's Little Early Kisers promote easy
aetion of the bowels without distress. “I
have been troubled with costiveness nine
years,” says J. O. Greene, Depauw, lnd.
“I have tried many remedies but Little
Early Risers give best results.” R. if.
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P M
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Ivers & Pond p^°
Boylston St., Boston

,

mmokb

leceipts and expenditures for the

Harvard-Yale football game were as
Gross receipts, $61,859; expenses, including extra seats, $13,340.54;
net receipts, $48,518.46.
The net receipts were shared with Yale.

Boston Terrier

follows:

So.

(

rate

tro::

fail

to take ad', image o'
tor never before w.t
small a sum
Rt-mernb.
full year, inr'uding the
dar as above des> rihed, all postpai.i. at the ve-A ddress all orders »•>
price stated

Steamers leave Belfast, (weather permitting)
For Boston, via. Camden and ltoekland. at
iabout) 2.30 i*. m.. Mondays and Thursdays.
For Searsport. Bueksport and Wiiiterport,
Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) R.oO \. m
or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

"r

great offer,

much offered for so
semi both papers a

REP^JOURNAL

RKTUUNINC

From Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays it vihii'.m.
From Wiiiterport at io.oo a. m., Bueksport at
1-.00 m., Mondays and Thursdays.
Fit ED W. BOTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, IJen’l Manager, Boston
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POEMS,
A $7.00
BOOK
THE Book of the
century Handillussomely
trated by thirty-two of the
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having graduated in 1870.
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right?

monthly payments. If incor
call, write to-day and we \\ ill
to place a value on
your i;
We will put a piano in you;

bas seen a good deal of service in the
army and at Las Guasimas was one of
the first American officers wounded,
being in the very front of the fight
Colonel Brodie Is a West Point man,

How to

ith*r Forecasts p.r evorDailv Memo: mu.i, A:
and 1 n, \\ h
u
\ : Pests of 1..
or

\\

1 ensus Returns, Matin:
Household I!.
The Calendar pronei comprises 2N pi.
and is embellished uy 1 beautiful r-1
.in.-r
all its original colors of a most ch'-ming
mous painting entitled “Writing to 1'■
1.” t!
ture representing a little girl -catc h u 1 t
h
pen in hand and diligently \* citing h. 11 r«=r iett
Her fond papa.
Four additional
masterpiec

Governor.

That Old Piano

The
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Combine* a portfolio reproducing in
d modern paintings
one of the great*--'
four other masterpiece* in single tone,
i*x 13, suitable i'«n framing.

Which has outgrown its uset'
beautiful new I vers & Pond
We will make you a liberal
for your old instrument, balan

A.

15
1 35

4

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Bram h.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Gfokgh
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Booth by. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 10, 1901.

The appointment of Colonel A.
O.,,
Brodie as governor of Arizona was
to
very gratifying
the rough riders, as
he was one of them and a great favorite in tile regiment. The new governor
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Sportsman Viewpoint.
New

M
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there is plenty of shooting; shooting
deer in Colorado; ptarmigan in Canada;
ducks along the Columbia; bob-cats in
Texas, and more likewise. Of animal
stories, “The Taking of the Beaver” is
the first of a series of “The Story of
the Trapper,” by A, T. Laut, which begins with this number. “Do Animals
Think” and “Collectors and Collections
of Pistols” are both absorbingly interesting, and the latter is illustrated with
six full pages of striking plates. Caspar
Whitney, as usual, lias ids say in the

Arizona’s

l 1 05

7 00

+0

Watervilie.
9 52
Bangor. 7 15

Horse Drive in the Australian Bush,”
and so on. For the man with the •gun

pression, culminating July 1,1807, there

Live

\TAhlIll.

Brooks.
Waldo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

prices of all commodities, when
multiplied by the amount annually consumed per capita, aggregated $ioi.r>8,
surpassing all recent records by a large
The gain during the year
margin.
amounted to (1.2 per cent., while comwith
the times of severest depared

Don’t

*>

“On the Frontier with the Indians,”
illustrated by Frederic Remington: “Af-

Index Number on January 1,1002, shows

Dun’s Review.

MUN l’ON’8 INHALKli U

and

that the

lias been an advance of 40 per cent.
Notwithstanding the greatly increased
demand, all manufactured articles rose
only about 20 per cent., and wearing apparel alone but 11 percent. Improved
methods of manufacture and wise management have been effective in holding
these products well within reach of the
The most striking gains
consumer.
over the lowest point on record were 00
per cent, in breadstuff's, 75 per cent, in
dairy and garden products, and 30 percent. in meats. 'Weather influences were
in great measure responsible for these
changes, drouth injuring corn, oats and
many other farm products, but it Is sale
to say that it would not be possible to
secure present high prices if general
business conditions were not sound.—
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financial and commercial progress of this
during nun. Despite the ele
1 nation
i merits, strikes, speculative panics, forI eigu disasters and the assassination of
j President McKinley, the lirst year of
the new century was productive of many
new records of prices,
output and disIt was in this last respect
; trihution.
that results were most satisfactory, for
prices have often been inflated beyond
reason, and heavy production exceeded
needs until accumulated stocks caused
disastrous reactions. In the year just
ended, however, the unparalleled output of manufactured goods did not result disastrously, consumptive demand
not only keeping pace with, but often
running far ahead of available supplies.
Phenomenal shipments brought the
greatest railway earnings ever attained, yet the year closed with congestion
at many points because transporting
facilities were utterly inadequate. Hank
exchanges, the best measure of trade
after making due allowance for speculative activity, far surpassed all previous records.
Labor disputes were
numerous and stubborn, vet all reached
amicable conclusion with less bloodshed
and destruction of property than in
earlier years, while the formation of a
committee of conciliation promises fewer prolonged controversies hereafter.
I The new year opens most auspiciously,
and the rising tide of prosperity should
bring many new high water marks.
With labor well employed at the highest wages ever paid, the cost of living
logically moved to a higher level. Dun's
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delineating the
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her at twelve knots an hour. A craft
A\ A S1II N ( TON fl'mM'KIllNliS.
Tilt- like
this never lias to be reefed. They
Stale Department lias received from
take in one or two of her sails.
Consul Monahan at Chemnitz, under simply
She can |never, however, sail directly
date of Nov. 27, a report on the world’s
before the wind witli advantage, for
shipbuilding for moo. The total number the two after-sails then becalm all the
of vessels of 100 registered tons and
others, but must make long zigzags to
over, built during that year, according
leeward. All vessels witli more than
to German returns, was :;m sailing and
i three masts have the same fault.
But
000 steam vessels, with a total
tonnage it is not a serious fault, except in the
01 2,20s,oils. England and her colonies j
“trades”—for elsewhere there are few
head the list of ship building countries
at the close ol' moo with ons ships. The ! long-continued following winds,
So has grown and prospered our YanUnited states ranks next with 107 and
kee invention, the schooner, from a
then follow Germany with 00, France
I small wooden hull with two masts to
with 0f> and Italy with 2,7.Miss Alice
the steel seven-master, and so doubtless
lloosevelt will christen the German will
she continue to grow. Some have
Kaiser’s new yacht now building at
I said she would go when the pine forests
Staten Island. X. V. This announceI
hut scarcity of pine will not prement was made at the White House went,
vent her being builtjof steel
Some say
Jan. ;id. The Kaiser’s invitation toMiss
site
cannot
grow because larger sails
lloosevelt was extended through Dr. |
I could not be made to hold together in
Von Ilollebeu, the German ambassador
one piece; some because she cannot be
to the United States.The
per capita
in harbors; some because she
supply ol money on Dec. 1 was £28.70, a managed
will not handle under sail, lint they
gain in the past four years of £5.51).. have
reckoned, one guesses, without an
The preliminary estimates of Mr. Hubof all the ways and means
erts, the director of the mint, on the appreciation
that enter into modern ship construcproduction of gold and silver in the tion.
However that may be, suffice it
United states during the calendar year
that we may conscientiously say, so far
moi, indicates only a slight gain over I so
that in 1001 w e built schooners
good;
the production of the preceding year.
400 feet long and
gave them seven masts;
The yield of Alaska fell off by about
that in lhog we shall endeavor to sail
£1,000,000. Colorado made a slight gain them in a
“true blue” fashion, and
in gold, and the other producers were
make them
Brooks, in
nearly stationary. The yield of silver Savannah pay.—Benjamin
Sunday News.
exceeded that of the previous year by
about 2,000,000 line ounces.
The total
number of ounces of line gold produced
Child Worth Million?.
is shown to have been 11,880,578, of the
“My child is worth millions to me,” says
value of £80,218,800. The number of
Mrs. Mary liird of Harrisburg, l!a., “yet I
tine ounces of silver produced was 50,would have lost her by croup had 1 not
0511,788, having a commercial value of purchased a bottle of One Minute Cough
The coinage value of the Cure.” One Minute Cough ('ure is sure
£iS5,702,200.
silver is approximately £77,000,000.
cure for coughs, croup and throat anil
lung
troubles. An absolutely safe cough cure
which acts immediately.
The youngest
Fish ani> G amf.. While hauling in a child can take it with entire safety. The
Seine off Fort Hamilton, New York bay, little ones like the taste and remember how
Jan. :Sd, a fisherman captured and killed often it helped them. Every family should
have a bottle of One Minute Cough Cure
a full-grown female fur seal. It is said
handy. At this season especially it may be
to be the first fur seal ever caught in needed
suddenly. K. II. Moody.
these waters...An increase of over fi,000,000 in the fisheries eggs distributed by
the government througout the country !
The Peruna Almanac.
and a marked decline in lobster fishing, |
The druggists have already beeu supplied
annual report of 1
are shown in the
with Peruna almanacs. There is sure to be
United States commissioner of fisheries i a great demand for these almanacs on
Bowers, for the last fiscial year...At the ! account of the articles on astrology which
annual meeting in Bangor last week of they contain. The subject of astrology is
the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game j a very attractive one to most people. The
Association Hon. P. O. Vickery of articles on astrology in the Peruna almanac
have been furnished by a very competent
Augusta was re-elected president, and astrologist, and the mental
characteristics
Col. E. 0. Farrington as secretary and of each
sign is given, constituting almost a
treasurer. The other officers are: Firstcomplete horoscope. A list of lucky and
vice president, Hon. A. M. Spear, Gar- unlucky days for each month is given.
diner; second vice president, Hon. C. There will be a great rush for these books.
A. Marston, Skowhegan; third vice Ask your druggist for one early before they
president, C. A. Judkins, Kineo; fourth are all gone.
vice president, Hon. Wm. P. Frye,
Lewiston; fifth vice president, A. It.
This is “Ned” Callender’s latest: Two
Nickerson, Boothbay Harbor; sixth Irishmen were standing in front of the Sam.
vice president, Col. Isaiah K. Stetson, Adams statue, reading the inscription,
.Bangor; seventh vice president, Hon. “Incorruptible and Fearless.”
“And what does it mean, Pat?” says one.
Hannibal E. Hamlin, Ellsworth; secrePat thought a minute.
tary and treasurer, E. C. Farrington,
“He can’t be bought, and he doesn’t care
Augusta; directors, Hon. P. O. Vickery, a damn!" was his
interpretation.
A Hon. John Fremont Hill, Augusta;
The street gets a pretty fair idea of what
officio E. C. Farrington, Augusta; long words mean.
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and is ready for delivery.
But for the noble contribution of the world’s
greatest artists this book
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not have been
World’s Great- manufactured for less
est Artists.
than $7.00.
The Fund created is divided equally between the family of the late Eugene Field
and the Fund for the building of a monument
to the memory of the beloved poet of childhood. Address
Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
(Also at Book Stores)
194 Clinton St., Chicago
If you also wish to send postage, enclose 10c.
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CHRISTMAS IN VIRGINIA.
Miration of Christmas in \rirmore especially in Norfolk, Va.,
•uiteworthy event. I am sure it
viewed by many of my lielmls 111 open-mouthed astonisli1. providing they had no sensifs to lie racked by the unex
i-
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Sarah—I think this custom of hanging
mistletoe on tne chandelier 1- -mini', idiotic!
Tom—So ,|o 1. Why -sin't Him bang it in
the conservatory or in .t wind..w .-eat, or
some place like that ?
Don’t let tin1 little ones -iifi'er
mi eczema, oi other torturing skill disea-".-. No
need for it. I loan'-1 Hutment euro.
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harm the most delicate s ..in.
am drug
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Convinced by Printed restimouy of
the hundreds of the cured, Mrs. Benz, of
its L. sth street, New York, who was for
yeais a great sufferer from Catarrh, procured two bottles of Dr. \gnew's Catarrhal
powder and it effected an absolute cure in a
One puff through tin*
very short while.
blower w ill Hear the head and Hop head
ache. io cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson
and A V. Howes A’ Co.— .17.
“You are front the country, are you not,
sir-.'' said a dandy young bookseller to a
homely-dressed Quaker who had given him
some trouble.
“Yes.” “Here’s an essay
on the rearing of calves.*’
That,’’ said
Aminabad, as he turned to leave the shop,
“thee had better present to thy mother.”

Itching, Hu ruing Skin I>lse«t9es relieva day.
Eczema, Salt Rheum, Barber's
Itch, and all eruptions of the skin quickly
relieved and speedily cured bv Dr. Agnew s
ed in

Ointment. It will give instant comfort in
cases of Itching, Bleeding or Blind
Biles,
and will cure in from three to six nights’
:?.l cents. Sold bj Edmund Wilson ami A.
A. Hows A Co.—<>0.

“Doyou really think it paid to give Josh
all this educationasked Farmer Cornto>sel

“Course I do,” answered the fond mother.
It’s wnth money to know better’ll to say
a re bad iusiid o'
‘crops is bail.’’’
“Well, if you say so, I reckon it’s all
I
But
can’t
see
right.
how it kin maw anj
difference in the crops.
Wasliingtou star.

‘crops

—

ru«,:eV'

The Kind You Have

i.s Hr.

J
I
ley averages about a mile wide, with
i Co.-.lu.
mountains
on
high
each
the
river
A* with many other Women, fortune linside,
Edith—Forgive me, L rtlia, bur vour husgered a long while before coming to Mrs. Mowing swiftly in a canyon far below.
band p!ay> the tluteatrm ions1;.
But dually a trilling occurrence
Know les.
In
these
widen
Bertha—I know, dear: but whit can 1
many
places
canyons
brought it to her. Mrs. (feorge M. Knowles
do” lb* u>ed to serenade me with that
lives at No. 1(1 North street, Portland, Me., out so that people live in them.
Where
flute. If 1 tell him now that lm Is no
and when a
Fortune Would

of the peaches was of the best;
and lmw we did eat and enjoy them!
All the way from the first of July to
the
middle of
October,
peaches,

quality

morning,
died at his residence, ! peaches, peaches! peaches,
Waterville, Dee. I'.tth, noon and night—peaches at meal time
reporter visited her to learn the the Rattlesnake crosses
of only about a week from and peaches between meals.
A neigh- facts of the
my land the
case, she said :
gifts is
r.
pneumonia.
Clement was born in bur of mine told me be was accustomed
"For a year and a half 1 suffered tortures canyon is not a rod wide in some places,
Last, but not least oi tin- Christmas
from rheumatism.
When I arose in the but
Montville ■
r and spent tin* earlier part to
or 4 miles up stream it is wide
eating lot) every day, and lie never morning or when ! got up to walk after
cheer to be mentioned, are the
I
good of his life n: it vicinity. lie conducted a
of
had
been
tired
them.
down
tor a while, my
We
often
enough so that several families live in
sitting
thought
things to eat, and the Southern people very success! -i blacksmithing business in grew
i hen again it is narrow for about a
of our Belfast and other Maine friends, joints became stiff and I could not move it.
well know how to supply that demand. Waterville 1..1 many years, and was
easily as 1 did before the rheumatism set in.
always
and we come to falls 70 feet high.
and
had
it
not
mile,
been
for
the
feet
ached
1
and
could
not
walk
without
magnificent My
'I he turkeys, hams, mince
pies, plum considered ,i very tine workman at his
limping for some minutes after I started There arc two places on my land where
puddings, pound and fruit cakes, bran- trade. During the Civil War he served in distance intervening between Missouri out. It was very painful and interfered a
the water falls s feet, and the tirst
the 1st Maim* Cavalry.
He took great in- and Alaine bow gladly we would have great deal with my household duties.”
died peaches, pickled oysters, wine
jelHow did you succeed in becoming work of tlie summer will he tu harness
in tie- irand Army of the Republic divided a few gathered from our own
lies, etc., are all considered a necessary teu^t
cured?” asked the newspaper man.
aiflEr'was a
and active member. trees with our old friends.
We hope,
“It was one of those apparently little this water power to make it elevate
adjunct to Christmas, and together with He was ab<; prominent
m earnest worker in the Meththings that brought it about,” replied Mrs. water to the level land. 150 orcoo feet
that
the
of
the
World’s
year
the “egg-nog” serve to
keep “Christ odist diui fl'. of which he was a member. however,
Knowles, with a smile. “I had been sufferFair at St. Louis will be a peach year ing in this way for a year and a half w hen above.
mas in our bones”
throughout the day. He was sj>. ally interested in temperance,
We live in a commodious log house
one day I happened to pick up the
in
and
that
of
will
paper |
Missouri,
many
you
and was al ays willing to aid the cause all
ColtA EaMKS.
and to see an advertisement of I)r. Williams’
he could.
opportunity of sampling | Pink Pills for Pale People. I made up my and are now engaged in fencing and
He was always a most excellent have an
mind to try them.
When I had taken one setting out fruit trees, although there
citizen, honest as the sun and a thorough, Missouri peaches on Missouri soil.
! box 1 felt better and after I laid taken the is some snow on
*
The Stoker Mayor.
CONCERNING APPLES.
man.
lie will be sadly
neighboring mountains,
straight-going
for
about
two
months
all the pain was
pills
!
Denis Mulvihlll, the new mayor of missed
in the organizations in which he
The apple crop this year was not as gone. This was a year ago and the rheuma- 1 and Alt. Adams stands in full view to
Bridgeport. Conn., was before his elec- was active and
not
tism
has
troubled
me since.”
cool our minds with frigid thoughts
efficient, and by a very large large as it was a year ago, but owing to j
tion a stoker and for thirty years
The above statement of Mrs. Knowles
circle of inends.
A widow and four sons,
the scarcity of the crop elsewhere, ! was sworn to at the reporter’s request be- while our bodies may lie sweltering with
worked at the furnaces of a manufacAbner B Dana 11. and Albert, all of Wafore Marshall H. Purrington, notary public, heat.
This is emphatically a fruit
prices ranged higher and the profit was at Portland, and published
turing company in the city where he
in the Express,
terville, :iIid Charles W. of Waterboro, Me.,
; country,
though stock does well. Fir
equal to the best. One orchard of 40 a reliable newspaper of that city.
survive ! in.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People i timber is quite heavy on much of the
acres sold on the trees for $3,01)0.
In
a3 funeral was held Sunday afternoon,
will not only cure cases similar to that of
K‘ kli. A short service at his late home other cases the orchard sold for more Airs. Knowles but, containing as they do, land, though some of the mountains
all
the elements necessary to give new life are covered with grass, and much grass
than the estimated value of the entire
a service in the Pleasant
that
and richness to the blood and restore shatfarm
a
few
months
before.
was
well
A
few
atcliure.Ii,which
heaHJthodist
tered nerves, they have proved efficacious grows among the oak trees, where hogs
not u his many f riends in Waterville miles from here a man offered to sell in a wide range of diseases.
They are an fatten on acorns in autumn.
unfailing specific for such diseases as locorelatives from Massachusetts, his farm for $1,500 without
A fter producing thousands of bushels
finding a motor ataxia, partial paralysis, St. Vitus’
and Waldo county, who had
He sold his apple crop for dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, ner- of Dakota wheat at a loss of labor and
Me.,
purchaser.
farir to pay the last sad respects to one
vous headache, the after-effects of
grip, of
and instructing hundreds of pu$1,700.
fevers and of other acute diseases, palpita- money,
A' A Lewis’ Pastor of his
Hut the most uniform, extensive, and tion of tlie heart, pale and sallow complex- pils in the public schools with little
v'as
and
assisted
I!ev.
lifeoiiiciated
by
ions and all forms of weakness, either in
better financial results, I shall now try
unfailing crop of all is
com '- Perry, Secretary of the Christian
male or female.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
to produce the best varieties of winter
THE
for
.MISSOURI
IIEN.
Pale
are
sold
all
0);
dealers
or
Maii e. The floral otferPeople
andPague
by
She is confined to no one section or w ill be sent postpaid on receipt of price, apples. While the apples are growing
vjp're numerous and very handsome.
fifty cents a box ; six boxes, two dollars and 1 shall
without doubt try to get a closer
14a A. P. had arranged to escort the re- season. She ranges all over the State,
fifty cents, by addressing Dr. Williams’ Aledsa’o the tomb, hut the heavy rains
Be sure and ; view of Alt. .Adams and other natural
pre- 44,000,000 strong, an average of over 14 i icine t o., Schenectady, \. V.
the
; get
genuine; substitutes never cured curiosities.
The Post attended tlie services in a
When one once breaks
piece for every man, woman, and !i anybody.
In accompanied by the Relief Corps,
loose from his birthplace lie never i
child in the State.
There are more
fu id their respects to their departed
Geo. P. Field Toots his Horn.
chickens and other poultry in Missouri
again becomes so brinly rooted in any
wlio fought bravely in the tierce
than here are in the States of Maine,
locality.
lor the
Union during the great
TV lien The Insurance Press man called
s,le
During tlm past two years I have
gvar. He has gone, and the Church of Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachu- upon fleorge P. Field of Field & Cowles,
S1 lias lost one of its noblest
members, setts, Connecticut, Rhode Island and Boston, to discuss the compliments of twice washed my feet in the waters of
funperance cause one of its staunchest New York combined, and three times the season he found Mr. Field practic- the Pacific, and have seen the Atlantic
Jents, and Wate. ville one of its most as many as may be found in all the ing on an ancient wind instrument.
but once during the quarter of a cen“Having in mind that beautiful
DENIS MULVIHIED.
uy citizens.
States west of the eastern ridge of the
J spent within a few hours ride of
tury
Scripture quotation, Unless a man
[Mayor of Bridgeport, Conn.]
“After life’s fitful fever
Rockies;.and how persistently they keep bloweth his own horn, verily the same it. It reminds me of rabbits brought
lie sleeps well.”
now holds the highest municipal of
shall not be tooted,’” said Mr. Field, "I
We have left the door
.rewell to thee, dearest uncle, farewell! at their business of egg production is
up in a cage.
Mr. Mulvihill came to this coi1
feel that l have your permission to
hat
evidenced
the
fact
that
distant
and
shore
by
the
Jfrom Ireland when he was ttft
where
open for hours and they would never
they pro- toot.”
|
happy
shines always with summer brightness duced last year 110,204,000 dozens of
years of age.
Thereupon T. I. P. man proceeded to offer to go out, but when once they have
powers never face you have met in glad
eggs, which at only ten cents per dozen to make record of the following toots by been out they seem to enjoy life much
mon loved ones who have gone before.
would bring in the enormous sum of— the New England veteran:
better.
“The sun is but a spark of tire,
Relief in Six Hours.
Toot 1.—“I have kept the other felA transient meteor in the
We have before us a vast panorama
well figure it out for yourselves, for if low
sky—
guessing, whether it was forming
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Dim
The soul, immortal as its sire
I should put the amount on paper I syndicates, New Hampshire boards, or of nature, and to look at it adds much
relieved in six hours by“\EW Great .4
Shall never die!”
F. W. G.
American Kidney Cure." It is
might be exposed to the charge of mak- appointing new special agents. 1 have to our lives. At the close of life it
surprise on account of its exceeding pj#m y
had the
the other mail has
ing figures lie, or firing the minds of walked quiet sleep;
ness in relieving pain in bladder, kl
may afford us as much satisfaction to
the floor.”
and back, in male or female. Rebel p
some
know something of the surroundings
Eastern people with the deToot
2.—“I
have
succeeded
in
observtention of water almost immediateHC'd
termination to make a bee-line for
ing the ‘thousand-and-one’ obligations, amid which we have come into existyou want quick relief and cure this gas
For Infants and Children.
compact agreements, etc., without any ence as to come down to the river which
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,DdTIIK GREAT NORTHWEST.
gists, Belfast Me.
serious, notable fracture, and I have closes
|jg I
Well, there is plenty of room. Thous- been mercifully spared from
eartldy scenes with gold and
entering silver coin
ands of acres are lying waste, and the into any new agreements.”
jingling in our pockets.
A Card.
Toot 3—“I have kept the premium inGeo. Af. Cole.
occupied acres are capable of doing
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to !
double or treble duty under intelli- come sufl'icent so that my legitimate
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Takeoff’ has paid the most of my exThe Bath Board of Tiade lias adoptgent and intensive culture. The drouth penses and left a little
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails !
something sub- ed a resolution commendatory of the
The census bureau has issued a re- this
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarto the ‘touch’ of the impecunious
year has emphasized some lessons
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove
I
port
that
the
satisfactory
announcing
insurance man, whom we have always Frye shipping bill. There was considerpopulation of
or money refunded.
the entire United States, including all which we have been loath to learn. with us. If
anybody else has done any able enthusiasm shown in its passage.
A. A. Howes & Co.,
1 outlying
possessions, was 84,233,009 in We have learned the value of straw as better I am glad of it.”—The Insurance A resolution opposing ship subsidies
Cm45
W. 0. Pook iti Son.
I lie

Saver

pain, pleasure in every dn>.*— little, but awfully good. Cure Sick Ileada -lie, Cun>P|ut.
lion. Nausea, Sallowness
The quurtei size
L b""> per «"U»f cheaper t b in oi her p:!l>. Sold
b\ 1' djipiik( \\ ijson -pH
\ ]]lnV,-»v it

snake Mows near our house in a canyon
lf>o feet deep. The White Salmon \ al-

Long Time it Seemed That tiood

Life

Lady of the 1 louse— Mridget, didn't vou
tell me when you came here that you would
have no male friends coming around the
house, and now 1 find a man in the kitchen
almost even evening ;'
I budget-Shun*. mum, thot ain't no male
friend of moine at all—he's me husband.—
Town and Country.

do not feel the cold,

us

>1agiral

a\

ture tor the Heart.
Alter \.\u\s of pain
ami agon; with distressing Heart Disease,
it gives relief in ::•> minutes, d ims ivtrv,
of Alymer, Que., writes ; *•) had smi'ered
for five years with a severe form ot Heart
Disease.
1 he slightest exertion produced
fatigue. Dr. Agnew's Cure for tin Heart
gave me instant relief, four bottles entirely
cured me.” Sold b> Edmund Wilson and
A. A. 11 owes iV Co. -r>.x.

rained nearly every day the first three
weeks, and we have an occasional rainy
now

.■

A visito; to a .‘arm w.n
a.-,;
bv the
great ruggednes.- and streugih of
ie.il ;he
harvest hands, and said to the farmer,
rhat fe low ou rht to be ch
work." “lie is." i.-ptiei the farmer. *(»r
he ought t<- be, because 1 haiu’i never !>--eu
able to get none out of him." ->ncee.ss.

\\

and wild strawberries were in bloom
when 1 came here in November. It

day

1

•,

Columbia, in the White Salmon valley.
Though we are considerably elevated
above sea level we are so protected by

,

what’s the first

sumption.

White S.\i.'mon. Wash., I)ec. ::i. mol.
Alter several years of wanderings I
have started a home ten miles from the

we

Rule—“Pa,

patriot?’’ “That he belong
party.”—Chicago Record-Herald.
a

“Cure the cough and save the life.” Dr.
Wood's Norway Pin. Syrup cures coughs
and colds, down to tne very verge ot con-

NEW HOME IN THE WEST.

mountains that

our

“Did you divide your bonbons with your
little sister, Johnnie?”
“Yes, ma, I’ ate
the candy and gave her the mottos. You
know she is awfully fond of reading.”

Mada by STANDARD Oil
A

Non-Resiient Hunters.

Monarch over pain.
Burns, outs, sprains,
Instant relief. Dr. Thomas' Dielectric Oil. At any drug store.

Sold everywhere
in cans—-all sizes.

to

SUCCESS.

makes a poor look ini; hnrnes3 like new. Made of
pure, heavy bodied oil.
pecialiy prepared to
Bland tl.o weather.

on

Stings.

I Harness Oil |

inches of
soil will

our

Springfield, Mo.

cessive heat and the terrible drouth the

!

One infallible

requisite of

EUREKA ]

the manufacture of ice, attached to
which will lie a storage capacity into
which we will put our surplus eggs,
fruit and spring chickens until such a
time as they will bring us a portion of

peach crop this
simply immense. The trees
were literally loaded down with fruit
ot the best and richest quality. Nothing equal to it was ever known before.
Often when the crop is large the quality is poor; but this year the rule was
broken, for notwithstanding the ex-

*ity Hank of Lynn, $5000,
find that i! above testimonial letters
obtH.ur: the writer’s special perjfci. PuiUliam Medicine Co., Lynn, M.ass-

In Memoriam.—Albion H.

mark.

few

As stated above the

w

Lydia

a

year was

h" can
published 1 •• t•

person

In

aff'oul to lose and those who have nothto lose and everything to gain.”

deposited with the Nat inn a

hat.

other towns are the centres of in-

ing

■

aud mortifi-

Soft
\
Harness

anything else, except to
carry in the fuel to keep the fires going.
Last Saturday that Dakota blizzard
had the audacity to hurl itself upon
our Italian climate and to run our thermometers down to six below zero; but of
or

Joplin has become a city of 30,- speedily disappear, and sometime near
iioo people, in which many a man has
the first of May we shall be picking desuddenly amassed a fortune, and in licious strawberries again: the ice man
which a few, at least, have become more will resume his visits, and we shall call
sober, if not wiser men, through the for the beverage clear as crystal seasinking of all they had in some promis- soned with a little piece of frozen
|
ing hut unfulfilled mining enterprise. water from the factory, or rather one
It. has been remarked quite often that of the factories, for in addition to
only two classes of persons should in- another iron industry "The Sterling
vest in mining operations: namely,
Iron Works,” we are to have ready for
“those who have enough so they can the summer’s business a new plant for

—

JSSSXS

again, and to their sorrow

^^B

Corn is sell-

jumping

out

of

years

i-.ji'hi

.innation. in order to discation.
I know, for I
1 streets were covered

a

! tense activity in mining.

—

d iu your face. No one
this, for they would call

largely

scene

to the front.

ous

d>ou<W^kr.-,.

'only you would find your j
and wound about with I

1

MRS. & 0. SMITH.
What is left for the women of America after
1 a letter as the
reading
above but to believe.
Don't some of you who are sick an.
scruble feel how
wicked you are to remain
urself and your
making life a burden f.
Irn n ls when a cure is
easily and inexpensively obtained
on’t you think it
Won d
to
drop
some
of
pay
your
d prejudices as Mrs. Sn
savK and
Try
L.Mllu la. 1 Hikliam s \ t'jgoLilile Compound, which
otter than all the
",s
s
lll'OS
iv. tile
of thousands of
expe
"aa^M^^unl'
Women whom the
Compound has cured
women of the wisdo in or talking tne advice that Mrs. Smith
offers in her lett- above published.
Read \\ liat rirs. Burnham
sayDkar Mis. I’ixkham : —Words fail to
nkful T am to you
express how
f r your advme. and 1 cannot
E. Pinkltam’S
speak too highiv of Lyd
\ egotable ( 'impound.
1 was sick for threeV. ars v..
f« male weakness;
1
i dizzy spells, headache, backache, feet and
hands we
old all the time,
would get tired ami faint
1 also had dropsy ai was troubled with
very easy.
leu Mrrh.pa.
I suff.-red for two weeks before each ni'eas -iia.l
period and my
ovaries would swell
1 took lots of mediein s from doctors, but
very badly.
received no benefit.
I’o ideas.liusband
I
tried
my
Lydia E. Pinkliam’8
\ eget.i file C 'impound. ami 1 am now a well woman, nd your
Compound
a. m
..lit.
Ilia. 11. W. KfiiMi am.
Midi.
Russell,
(J.n. 31. 1H0R.
Cm I'- -c-i of this medicine, and rememin-i- tlat these thousands
of cures of women whose letters are
constantly printed ii 11: is paper were not
.-.lH.it
something else.” but by Lydia E. Pink ham's Veget.i fie < o'lipoumt, the great Woman’s
Remedy for Wou.an's liis.
!
"
-1
who refus" to accept anything else ar rewarded a hundred
thousand tn H-s. for
they get what they want
a cure.
Moral
Stick to the
nied.ya t.i.tt you know
Rest. Write to Mrs. Rinkh m for advice.
-•

the air.

0 es

1901

particularly

—

important particulars is com- when our balmy winds from the Gulf
The mining interests assume their ascendency again they
are
a most important feature in the
will hurl the blizzard back and send the
development of the commonwealth. thermometer up to its normal altitude
Aurora, Joplin, Webb City, and numer- in the region of 40 to 50 above the zero

:

then conversation

ven

OF

—

iii some

one

trying

f course

crop was

qucnee

ing

who were not cheer-

ng

oat and

MISSOURI

dragged along on the |
'•ach
step. 11 liman i
ed iio mean part in the !
use

DROUTH

ing at .SO eents per bushel: oats at 55
The general
cents; potatoes, si. m.
prices are 30, 25 and 50 cents, respectively. and sadly enough there is nothing
In conelse excepting wheat to feed.

visions.

e

two to do.

was very light; potatoes very scarce.
The consequence is that people have
been selling their cattle, hogs and even
chickens rather than attempt to keep
them
through the winter months.
Straw is worth about as much this

moment I could

a

r

The

corn

it to its utmost bent.

ng

one or

TERRIBLE

There is no poison so highly contagious,
so deceptive aud so destructive.
Don’t he
too sure you are cured because all external
of
the
disease
have
signs
disappeared, and
the doctor says you are well. Many
persons have been dosed with
Mercury and
Potash for months or years, and proenounced cured to realize when too late
/that the disease was only covered up

taVariy

is often the case

as

Blood Poison

Iflrc «•»•>« "*•-

Proposed Tax

At the recent meeting o the Maine
sportsmen's Fish and Cat le Association in Bangor the
principal topic of
discussion was the proposed licensing of
non.lesident hunters,
it wa., argued
hy a majority of the speakers that
Maine owns its game and has a
right to
protect it any way she sees tit, and as
the State is not willing to
appropriate
more than $25,000
annually, which is insufficient, those who come to Maine
to hunt big game should he
willing to
pay a reasonable tax. sav $10.
In some
Slates this tax is as
high as $25. The
only speaker who opposed the imposition of the tax was Charles E. Oak of
Bangor, formerly a member of the fish
and game commission.
From the
sportsman’s point of view he maintained that many hunters would lie kept
away by a tax. From the land owners’
point of view lie argued that as they
turnished the hunting grounds, they
should receive the revenue if there was
any such from a tax imposed upon the
hunters. Xo definite action was taken
by the association regarding the imposition of a tax.

many impor- cation find those nearest and dearest to
tant changes during the past few
them have been infected by this loathsome disease, for no other
months.
The consolidation of
the
poison is so
surely transmitted from parent to child
Frisco and Memphis railroad system
as this.
Often a bad case of Rheumatism,
has had a tendency to increase the busiCatarrh, Scrofula or severe skin disease,
an
old
sore
or ulcer developing in middle
ness of the road, in consequence of
which new shops and stalls for engines life, can be traced to blood poison conhave been built, two viaducts have
dim of tho Paront.
been constructed, and an iron foot life, for it remains smoldering in the sysbridge is to be erected at once. The tem forever, unless properly treated and
driven out in th« beginning. S. S. S. is
principal offices of the two systems the only antidote for
this peculiar virus,
have been transfered from St. Louis the only
remedy known that can overit
come
and
drive
it
out
and Kansas City to Springfield. The
of the blood, and
it does this so thoroughly and effectually
new Science Ilall and
Drury College, that there is never
a return of the disease
the gift of Dr. Pearsons, is nearing
to embarrass or humiliate you afterwards.
completion; a new club house for the BB 0^ 0^ cures Contagious Blood
v
X
Poison in any and all
Elks has been erected, and plans are
stages ; contains no
under consideration for the erection of
mineral to break down
a Carnagie
Grace M. E.
B^e ^B
B^v ^B
B^v your constitution ; it is
Library.
and
the only blood purichurch dedicated its handsome edifice a
purely vegetable
fier known that cleanses the blood and
week ago, and Benton Avenue M. E.
at the same time builds up the general
church has a new building in process health.
of erection. The Congregationlists of
Our little book on contagious blood
the First church have bought a new
poison is the most complete and instructive ever issued; it not only tells all
site in the vicinity of Drury College
about this disease, but also how to cure
upon which they hope to erect a new
yourself at home. It is free and should
edifice In the near future.
For the Jbemthe hands of everyone seeking a
•cure.
Send for it.
present, however, until our balmy
THE SWiFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
South can thaw out from the Dakota
blizzard and hurl the blasts back into
their own country, we do not propose
to do much in the way of building,

lias passed away, but not so its effects.
These will be felt for months, or possibly
With the exception of
years to come.
a fairly good wheat crop, a bountiful
peach crop and small fruits, and a medium apple crop, very little was raised
throughout this whole southwest re-

n-igned

baby in

Then,

etc.

The

Contagious

SPRINGFIELD

has been the

if you have a few acres of fruit
trees, these have to be looked after. So
that on a ten-acre farm there is always

was

imous

111 i;1111er to the

to some extent in

occupied

crop of wheat, rye, oats, potatoes, is
followed by a crop of cow peas, soy
beans, kaffir corn, millett, cane, tur-

windows

of

are

lasts from about the middle of
March to the middle of October, and
this year the writer gathered turnips
and dug carrots until the 12th of December, and expects to gather more
after the passing away of this snowstorm. Two crops are not unusual. A

gala time
resemble, in

the streets

I

season

a

mi

consequence

business, while every spare day, or
half a day, is spent upon a ten acre
farm. Here there is always something
to do; and the large portion of the time,
opportunity to do it. The growing

here is indeed the

..is

in

in

than closed.

aen

and

Christian work and week days partially

—

and. not knowing the
was asked what

eve.

Addressed to Women by the Treasu
of the W.C.T.U. of Kansas
CifV
Mrs. E. C. Smith.
“My Dear Sisters:
I believe in advocating and nnv,,:tng
everything that wilt lift up and help women, and but little uso -i :lrs
all knowledge and learning if you have not the healtli to
enjoy it*.
“Having found by personal experience that .Lydia E. Pinl,W‘,u’9
is
a
Vegetable Compound
medicine of rare virtue, and' ha vim seen
dozens of cures where my suffering sisters have been
dragged l lc to
life and usefulness from an untimely grave
simply by the use of 1 tew
bottles of that Compound, I must proclaim its virtues, or I should not
be doing my duty to suffering mothers and dragged-out house! !,ersDear Sister, is your health poor, do you feel worn out awl used
up, especially do you have any of the troubles which beset oim w-s, take
my advice; let the doctors alone, try Lydia E. Pinkhaiu,s'Vetf‘,ta^e
Compound; it is better than any and all doctors, for it cujV-s a»d they
do not.”—Mrs. E. C. Smith, 1212 Oak St., Treasurer W. C T l Kansas City, Mo.

Bel faster had been

If a

arrangements,

have a little leisure, something of
which I have bad but little practical
knowledge for more than three years.

even

for every one’s face seems
'kintaji’lairs in its extreme

-.

foolishness of letting it go to waste.
We have learned the comparative merit
of wheat over corn as a farmer’s
crop.
Wheat is a tolerably sure crop, requiring but little labor during the process
of development, and furnishes a rich
food for bird and beast, as well as man.
Another lesson we have learned is the
value of persistent cultivation, especially in times of drouth. Constant stirring of the soil in times of drouth will
bring about results of the most surprising and advantageous character.

A snowstorm lias broken in upon my

their

would witness it with keen

v

AM OPEM LETTS

A CHAPTER FROM THE SOUTHWEST.

|

For Over
An

O

Kit j rears.

WkI.L-TRIKI) Rl-;.\1 !■: > Y.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing N> rap hns bv.-u
used for over til’ty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect snct-fs*. It soothes the ididil,
so!tons the gums, allay s all pain, cures w ;ml
colic, ami is tin* bes; n*mi*d\ I’m- I)ia.rrho*.i.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold bv druggist*
in everv part of the world,
twenty-live
cents a bottle
Its value is iivalculable. I>e
sure and ask
for Mr*. W'inslo.v s Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.
Mi

AN!’

’’W hy is it that so |.*w
people are anxious
to talk to Mr. Carpington
He seem* very
well informed.”
“That's just the < I i Hictilty.” answersed Miss Himpleton. “lie's
one of i hose dreadful nnm who know
enough
to correct your mistakes when
you qmde
the classics, ami who don't know enough
not to do it.”—Washington Star.

$100—Dr. K. Detchon’s \nti -Diuretic
be worth to you more than Slot) if
you
have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
447
wia\

Bishop Stubbs found in his new diocese a
tactless archdeacon, who continually informed him of what his predecessor, under
similar circumstances, would have done.
At last the Bishop said: “Archdeacon, you
remind me of the Witch of Kndor; for you
are not contented unless
you raise the ghost
of Samuel.”
Itch on human cured in do minutes
by
W oolford s Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Dru ggists, Belfast, Me.
Iv47^
At

a

recent examination

a

class of infants

being questioned on natural history.
Wbat bird is it,” asked the
inspector.
that is tound in Africa,
and, although it
has wings, cannot Hy ?”
After a brief hesitation a little girl of four
years put up her
hand. “Well, my little dear,” slid the inspector, “what is it?” “Please, sir, a dead
was

un! —London Answers.

SOUTH MONTVIELLE.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

—

—

pleted

M iss Maud Dutch, who has been spending
several months with her uncle, J. S. Dutch,
in Waltham, Mass., returned home by steamer

Sunday.

|

early spring—The

homestead is for sale by Col. Atwood, to
close an estate. It is one of the finest locations for a summer home on the river.
CENTRE MON1Y1LLE.

Rev. N. LaMarsh of Castine will preach in
the M
E. church next Sunday morning,
.'.ml conduct the evening service. A cordial
in Ration is extended to all.

John Boynton’s youngest child, a hoy
two years of age, got his clothing on (ire
during the absence of liis mother Jan. 9th,
and was burned so badly that he died the
The funeral was held .Saturday,
A movement has been inaugurated to j next day.
raise a fund for extensive repairs on the Rev. E. J. Hatch officiating—Mrs. E. B.
to Portland... R. W.
Congregational church,and the sums already Johnson has gone
sold his farm to J. G. Anderson
pledged indicate that the effort will he very Howard has
M. M.
and Mr. Anderson has moved in
successful.
Wentworth went to Pittsfield Jan. 11th, reThe remains of Frank B. Ross, who died
turning on the 18th....M. C. Gordon owns
were brought
suddenly at Charleston, >.
a
calf which weighed 187 pounds* when
here for interment last Saturday. The fufour hours old.Miss Edna
twenty
neral services were held Sunday at the resiThompson has gone to Meriden, Conn., to
dence of his brother, Capt. A. M. Ross.
visit her sister, Mrs. Lunt...The youngest
The spool company is receiving large child of John
Boynton was so severely
orders for spools. The night crew for saw- burned
Wednesday forenoon Jan. 8th, that it
ing the timber was put on this week. The died the next day. The mother went to a
company expect to receive about 500 cords neighbors, leaving three little children aged
of birch this winter if tlie sledding holds
2, 4 and «>, alone in the house. The child
—

out.

Tlie committee in charge of the supper
and entertainment by tlie Congl. society,
Jan. 28d, are making good progress. Those
in charge of the entertainment have begun
rehearsal, and promise to give something
that will be pleasing to all.
The Rialto Dramatic Club of Belfast wrill
present at Union Hall on Tuesday evening
Jan. 21st, Frasers great 4-act play entitled
“A Daughter’s Devotion.” Following the
entertainment a social dance will be given
complimentary to reserved seat holders.
Give

our

neighbors a full house.

The skating has been splendid this
winter ahd the boys appreciate it—Riley
Hailey and Charles Hustus are eaeh getting
out pulp wood—F. A. Nado has resigned
his place on the section for employment in
Boston and has moved his family back to
Monroe Centre... Irving Johnsonof Thorndike visited friends in town recently. He
has a position in Springfield, Mass.F.
E. Littlefield, our grocery dealer, has lost
I

Getting
Thin
right, if you are too fat;
and all wrong, if too thin already.
Fat, enough for your habit, is

is all

of his team horses—Sadie Cummings,
who has been visiting her brothers in
Massachusetts, arrived home a short time
ago_Our collector, N. E. Clary, has
collected about $1,000 of this year’s tax

one

healthy; little more, or less, is
no
great harm. Too fat, consult
a

committment_The schools in town close
this week.
PROSPECT

doctor; too thin, persistently
thin, no matter what cause, take
a

FERRY.

Charles Hanks returned to Northfield,
Vt., last Thursday....Miss Nettie Murphy
of Bucksport visited Miss Myrtie Holbrook
W. 1>. Hardlast Saturday and Sunday
man had a w ood chooping at his house last
Saturday afternoon and a party in the evening. A goodly number w ere present and all
seemed to have a good time—The Helping
Hand Club will have a pie sociable at the
school house Jan. Kith.' All are cordially
invited, l’ie w ill be live cents per quarter.
A short program will be given—Augustus
Pierce of Stonington, formerly of this place,
visited his sister, Mrs. George Avery, last

Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver

—

Oil.
There

ling
n

held the
following Saturday....Charles Howard set
one of his pumps for J. 0.
Bartlett last
w'eek. Mr. Howard’s pumps work well and
are durable.
The funeral

was

FREEDOM.

Dana B. Carter Relief Corps adopted the
following resolutions of respect on the death
of Mary J. Nutt, who died in Freedom Dec.
29, 1901 :
Whereas the Deatli Angel has again en-

many causes of get-

are

too

thin; they

let these
'id

1

•'.

week_A little boy arrived at the home of
O'Rourke Jan. 4th, John, Jr. The
I Sergeant
Miss
mother and child are doing well
Evely n Avery gave a party to twelve of her
With
young friends last Friday evening.
—

come
over-

under-digestion.

nether

take

Scott’s

Liver

Oil,

you

to

Oil

is

the

You can’t live
you

New York.

50c. and $1.00; all druggists.
tered our midst and severed another link in
the fraternal chain that binds us, by removSANDVPOINT.
ing our beloved sister, Mary J. Nutt; therefore, be it
Ivan Grant left Saturday for Iiangor to
Resolved, That our corps has sustained
attend the Business College_Mr. and
a great
loss, a sister who was always
Mrs. Austin French were called to Boston
genial and pleasant, one who was ever
ready with helpful heart to promote the
last Saturday by the death of their brotherwelfare of our order.
in-law, Dr. Charles Thompson. Mr. and
Resolved, That while we deeply deplore
Mrs. Ernest Blanchard are at the duckery
our loss we extend our heartfelt sympathy
to the husband, also her friends and the
to live during their absence
Mr. Charles
who
her
loving disposition
by
community,
French left Monday for Boston for a week’s
won her many friends w ho will long cherish
vacation to attend the poultry show.... Mr.
We would reher friendship and memory.
mind them that the dear one removed by
Ernest Blanchard has bought the farm of
pain and sickness is not lost but gone before
the late B. G. Blanchard and has sold the
where there is no death, and maj we all LIBERTY.
French farm to E.
F. Staples_Mrs.
meet where there will be no more parting.
Marshall S. Ayer died at his home in this
Harriet Shute is very ill at her home. She
Resolved, That in living remembrance of
!
Jan.
81
village Sunday evening,
utli, aged
out sister the charter be draped in mournis one of the oldest ladies in town, Her
ing thirty days and a copy of these resolu- years and 4 months. Mr. Ayer was born in \
recovery is doubtful
tions be sent to the bereaved husband, a Montville. He learned the trade of
Owing to the illness
carriage |
of the teacher there was no school in this
cop\ be spread upon our records and one maker at China
village in the early forties, i
sent to the Bangor Commercial and Belfast j
district .Ian. 8th and 9th
The necktie ball
and while there married Miss Hannah
Journal for publication.
,Ian, nth was largely attended. Clam stew
A S's IE J. Libuy,
Com.
this
He
came
to
Crowell.
more
!
village
than
j
Myra F. Brown, : on
w as served.
fifty years ago am’ went into business for
Si san J. Ft.ye,
Res.
himself, and from that time to this has
Freedom, .Ian. 9, 1902.
SHIP NEWS.
continued to do business in the same shop,
SEA KSMON T,
He
did
some work up to within a very few ;
a reception was tendered Mrs. Sarah A.
I'OKr OF BELFAST.
weeks of his death, building a new wheel;
Farrar Saturday afternoon, Jan. 11th, on the
ARRIVED.
for the writer last July. He was a good
occasion of her 71st birthday, when about
workman at wood work, a good painter, and
14.
E. Mills, Swett, BarJan.
Sell.
Carrie
her
of
her
friends
her
at
surprised
forty
had few equals, as very ren Island.
Letters of as a sign painter
home with happy greetings.
SAILED.
of his handiwork in this
congratulation were read from her grand- many specimens
Sell. Minnie Cliaee, Patterson>
Jan. 18
vicinity testify. He was a quiet, unassumson, William F. Dunton of Belfast, her
Sandypoint.
man whom every one respected
sister, Mrs. K. II. Bradbury of Worcester, ing, honest
AMERICAN FORTS.
Mrs. A. T. Muzzy of Somerville, Mass., and and was always ready to do a kind art*
New York, Jan. 8. Ar, sehs. Charles L.
a member of tire Baptist church and
her life-long friend, Mrs. Martha Muzzy ; lie was
Perth Amboy,
Jeffrey, Frankfort for
lived up to his belief in a quiet way. Xo Andrew
Allen of Andover, Mass., and a poem by
Nebinger and Sallie li. Hopone ever heard him speak itt public, but he
Silver
kins,
Heels,
Banger via
Bangor;
Miss Mary McFarland. Mrs. Charles Brown
in every good cause Bridgeport; P, ar, sell. Arthur V. S. Woodthen presented, in behalf of the company, was ever ready to work
sehs.
Win.
E. Downes,
to the extent of Iris ability. Ilis useful life ruff, Bucksport; sld, A.
an elegant silver berry spoon and cut work
Fernandina; Melissa
Wiley, St. Simons;
the fact that it is not so nruclr Edward Smith, Norfolk ;
demonstrated
10, ar, sell. Georgia
table cover.
Other presents were as
what we say or what we do tlrat counts in Gilkey, Brunswick; John 1. Snow, Aquin
follows: vase, Mrs. Flora Dunton; cake
via
sch.
Annie
sld,
Lord, CardeStamford;
the make-up of the truly good man. “He
plate, Mr. O. K. Robbins; handkerchief,
nas; 11, sld, bark Hose Innis, Port Natal;
was a mart to all his country dear.”
He 13; ar, sehs. Sarah D. J. Uawson, GeorgeMrs. Allen; cherry rocker, Mrs. R. F.
Dunton and Miss Sarah Farrar. Mr. John was a very line bass singer and sang in the town, S. C.; Susan N. Pickering, Fernandina; 13, sld, sch. Penobscot, Kings Ferry;
Poor of Belfast sent cut flowers, Miss church choir for nearly fifty years. Ilis cld, sells. A.
Hayford, Wadlin, Porto Padre
Margaret Dunton, carnations, Mrs. Charles remarkably fine voice held out until within and Gibara; Mary A. Hall, Haskell, San
a very few years of his death.
Juan.
The memAssorted cake and
Brown, geraniums.
Boston, Jan. 8. Cld, sell. Lucy E. Friend,
cocoa were served
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. bers of the old choir, who sang with him for
Thomas, Philadelphia; 10, ar, sch. E. L.
Dunton of Belfast were in town last Satur- more than twenty-five years, are Mrs. J. W. Warren, Searsport; 12, sld, bark Thomas A.
day and Sunday....Mr. Charles Moody of Clough, Mrs. G. H. Cargill, Mrs. C. M. Goddard, Buenos Ayres.
Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Cld, sch. Ynung
Franklin, Mass., called upon friends in Hurd and J. 0. Johnson. By his request Brothers,
Snow, Boston.
town last Friday
Mrs. Roxana Fitzgerald | they sang at his funeral, which took place
Baltimore, Jan. 9. Sld, sell. Pendleton
! Brothers, Kneelaud, San Juan; 11, sld, sch.
has bought the S. S. Bean house, now i Wednesday, Jam 15th, at noon.
i Jacob M. Haskell, Boston.
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
occupied by Mrs. Taylor.
I
Stamford, Conn., Jan. 4. Ar, sch. John I.
At the annual meeting ol the stockholders
PROSPECT.
Snow, Aquin.
Block
of
the
Masonic
held
in
Association,
City Point, Va., Jan. 7. Sld, sch. Levi
I. F. Gould is hauling his pressed hay to
New York.
Sandypoint-liert Darby of Belfast called the Masonic lodge room, Jan. 4th, l!KKi, the Hart,
Norfolk, Jan. 8. Sld, sch. Humarock,
following officers were elected: C. C. Park, j Demerara; 9, sld, sch. Henry R. Tilton,
on friends in this section last week_A
Bosfew workers are waiting here for the shoe Bresident: F. H. Cousens, Clerk; A. M. ton ; 10, sld, sch. Flora Rogers, Janies River;
R.
W. Hopkins, Ponce, P. R.
cld,
factory to start again in Belfast_Melvin Ames, Treasurer; Directors, M. E. Colcord 11,San
Francisco, Jan. 7. Ar, ship Roanoke,
Clarke of Stockton Springs called on friends E. H. Lafolley, H. M. Griffin, C. N. Fletcher,
Amsbury, Norfolk, via Honolulu.
in this section last week... Mrs. M. E. F. W. Libbey. A dividend of l> per cent,
Savannah, Jan. 7.Sld, sch. Clifford N. CarClarke is improving in health_Miss was declared, payable Feb. 1st, by the ver, Brunswick.
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 8. Sld, sch. ThenGeorgie Curtis is getting better_The man treasurer—Mrs. Bradford Blanchard has line, Boston;9, sld, sehs. Maud Snare, LowI
with a mule team selling steel ranges ship- sold her house in Sandypoint to Mr. Ernest 1 ell, Havana; Charlotte T. Sibley, (from Saped from the west was in this section last Blanchard of that place.The School l tilla) Annapolis ; 11, cld, sch. Almeda WiNew York.
week. Notwithstanding the high price of Improvement League of the village recently j! ley,
Port Tampa, Jan. 7. Sld, sch. Flditli G.
&7:i he put in some stoves in this section_ bought and hung new curtains throughout Folwell, Kelsey, Baltimore.
Jacksonville, Jan. 8. Cld, sells. A. B. SherFrank Crockett has the largest amount of the school-house, which was a great imJohnson, New York; Lucia Porter,
standing wood in this section and is having provement— Miss Edith Griffin is recover- man,
Farrow, Fort de France, Mart; 9, sld. from
ing from a severe attack of tonsilitis_ F’ort George sch. John C.
some spool wood cut for the market_The
Smith, Point-a
earnest efforts of all in this section to Mrs. I). G. Harris and Mrs. C. S. Rendell Pitre.
Fernandina, Jan. 8. Sld, sch. Senator
make the hens lay on the high price of eggs wenttoSearsport last Friday for the day_
Sullivan, Barter, Boston.
has failed. But almost everybody gets Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Staples have closed
New Bedford, Jan. 9. Sld, sch. Thelma,
a few
eggs, and invariably the smallest their house in the northern part of the town Savannah.
flocks produce the most eggs according to and left Friday for Montpelier, Vt., where I Pensacola, Jan. 10. Cld, sch. Mary L.
Crosby, New York.
numbers. There is something hard to over- Mr. S. will be engaged in the granite busi.
Richmond, Va., Jan. 10. Ar, sch. Annie
ness.
come in keeping hens when jou go above a
They expect to remain at least two R. Lewis, Ilodgdon, Jersey City.
Charleston, S. C., Jail.'13. Ar. sch. R.
small number, w ith the good range on our years—There was a social hop in Colcord’s
Providence.
farms. Only last w eek near by here, with no Hall, Saturday evening... Mr. Bion San- Bowers,
Newport News, Jan. 13. Sld, sell. Henry
who
has
been
a
two
born,
week’s
W.
pretentious henhouse, white-wash, garden
enjoying
Cramp, Portsmouth, N. 11.
Portland, Jan. 13. Cld, sch. Joseph W.
spot or fields, only bushes and a hovel-like vacation at home, left Monday to resume I
Darien.
Hawthorne,
his
as
of
12
business
liens laid in one day 11
shelter,
place
travelling salesman of boots j
FOREIGN
At that rate, with the larger flocks, and shoes for Dinsmore & to., Belfast_
PORTS.
eggs.
nearly every one about here would have Miss Rilla Stowell, who has been seriously
Axim, W. 0. A., Jan. 4. Sl(l, sell. Jessie
from 82 to 85 worth of eggs daily.
About ill for the past three weeks, is now reported Lena, Devereaux, Boston,
Curacoa, Dee. 23. Ar, brig Jennie 11 ulall the kinds of make-hens-lay stuff lias improving....Capt. Melvin Colcord and
bert, Veazie, Fernandina.
been tried in the past and only one kind of son Edgar arrived from New Turk SaturPort Ilawkesbury, C. B., Jan. 4. In port,
meat, scraps chopped fine, sold in bags, day, after an absence of about nine months schs. Ada S. Babson and M. B. Stetson, for
Bueksport.
Both will remain at home during
seems to pay. The best all round shells are at sea.
Sidney, N. S. W., Jan. 2. Ar, (not sld.)
sold here for 81 per barrel, all fined up to the next voyage of the Captain’s vessel, the ship Emily Reed, San Francisco.
feed. They are brought from the islands bark Rose Innes—The installation of the
Barbados, Dec. 23. Sld, bark Glad Tidings, Collier (from Norfolk), Trinidad (part
by Capt. Sanford Libby in the little schooner following officers of the order of the of
inward cargo aboard); Jan. 8, ar. sch.
Poor Jim of Prospect_Crank Grant of Eastern Star took place Tuesday evening, Methebesec, Portland.
Hall’s Quarry, Mt. Desert, visited Mr. Cecil with Mrs. Rose Blanchard, past Worthy
Pernambuco, Dec. 5. In port, bark AuI). Moody of Prospect last week_Cord Matron, as installing officer: Worthy burndale, Dow, from New York for Rosario.
Nov. 13. Sld, bark John S. Emery,
Rosario,
wood has run short among the stone workers Matron, Mrs. Alice Ilichborn; Worthy
Wyman, Boston.
about Mt. Waldo and Mosquito mountain Patron, Capt. Horace Griffin; Associate
St. Croix, Jan. 8. Ar, sch. Herald, Simthis winter.
Dry soft wood is selling for Matron, Mrs. Orilla West; Sec’y., Mrs. mons, Philadelphia.
Black River, Jam., Jan. 9. Ar, sch. Star
83 per cord, and dry hard wood is about all Sarah P. Twiss; Treas., Mrs. Annie Harri- of the Sea,
Fort de France, will load for
gone.The stone workers are pretty well man ; Conductress, Mrs. Marietta Fletcher; New York.
Rio
Janeiro, Jan. 9. Sld, bark Frances,
fixed now.
There are contracts ahead Associate Conductress, Mrs Florie W.
Baltimore.
enough to last five years.... Clifford Staples Ames; Adah, Mrs. Rose Blanchard; Ruth,
Dec. 12. Ar, ship S. D. CarleHonolulu,
has a tame crow, and Herman Partridge an- Mrs. Lena Sanborn; Esther, Mrs. Clara ton, Tacoma.
Eliza
Mrs.
Dec. 20. Ar, sch. D. H. RivEtta
Martha,
Montevideo,
and
Griffin;
Trundy;
both are with the hens and
other,
Tusket Wedge, N. S.
neither of them like snow to walk in,so they Electa, Mrs. Lettie Mixer; Warder, Mrs. ers,
St. Helena, Jan. 13, Passed ship Manuel
Herbert Hopstay in the hen house and get along finely. Ada Hopkins; Sentinel, Mr.Park
Llaguno, Nichols, Hong Kong for N. Y.
:
Mrs. Annie
Marshall,
A crow does not show fight like a hen, but kins; Chaplain,
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Mrs. Mary Harriman; Organist, Miss Clara
keeps walking right up while the hen al- Ames....The Current Events Club met on
Spoken, Jan. 10, off Fowey Rock, sch.
Mrs.
with
Everett
afternoon
Wednesday
wants
to
so
crow
Ebenezer
the
ways
fight by spurts,
Haggett, Warren, Havana Jan. 7
Staples, Sr.
for Brunswick.
comes out best and peace follows.
—

The following officers of Sears Lodge,
No. s_\ l. o. O. F., have been elected for the
ensuing year: N. G., W. S. Carleton;
V. G., T. L. Decrow: Sec., C. A. Rogers;
Treas John P. Putnam. A public installation will take place Friday evening, Jan.
17th. Admission w ill he by tickets. A picnic
supper w ill be served after the installation
exercises, to he followed by a vocal and instrumental program.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Searsport National Bank,
held Tuesday afternoon, the following
were chosen directors for the ensuing year:
James G. Pendleton, Benj. F. Pendleton,
Joshua B. Nichols, Geo. F. Smith, Win. C.
Pendleton. J, G. Pendleton was elected
President, A. 11. Nichols, Cashier and J. A.

Colson,

Asst. Cashier.
The bank has
declared a semi-annual dividend of four per
cent.
Obitvary. Died in Searsport Jan. 14th,
Delia J., wife of Daniel J Mitchell, aged
71 years and 25 days. Mrs. Mitchell was
the daughter of the late William and Nancy
P. Nichols, and was born in Prospect, now
Searsport, Dec. 19,1880. Of her eight brothers and sisters only Benjamin C. of
Key
West, Florida, survives. She married Daniel ;
Y Mitchell in 1800 and resided at the old
homestead during the last years of her life,
her parents making their home with her in
their declining years. Mrs. Mitchell was ail
estimable woman, a member of the M. E.
church, aud lived an exemplary Christian
life.
Though she had no children of her
own she cared for with motherly kindness
several who until they reached mature
years made their home with herself and
husband.
The funeral will take place
Friday at 2 p. m. Rev. II. W. Norton
conducting the services.
NORTH

SEARS PORT ITEMS

Mr. and Mrs. Will George visited friends
in Prospect last Sunday.
Mrs. Rose Sanborn has returned to her
home in Stockton Springs.
Mrs. Geo. Auspland is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eli Colson.
Miss Ada Moody is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Fred Lowe, in Frankfort.

Mr. and Mrs. John Moore of Monroe
in town recently, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. F. Matthews.
were

Notwithstanding the bad traveling Mr.
31. E. Robbins is kept quite busy sawing
the logs hauled to his mill.
COUNTY
SW A

\ VI

CORRESPONDENCE.

LIE.

Mr. an^I Mrs. II. G. Applin have returned
to their home in Somerville, Mass_Mrs.
A. S. Nickerson, who has been for some
time in a hospital in Boston, returned
Tuesday much improved_Hon. A. E.
Nickerson has returned from his visit_
Mrs. H. 1’. White is dangerously ill.
PALERMO.

John Black, one of Palermo’s prosperous
farmers, made during the year lfiol from
nine cows 2,756 pounds of butter_The
stdiools in town will close Friday, Jan.
The snow storm of iast Sunday
17tli
gives us another run of sleighing, and
farmers are making good use of it hauling
wood and timber....Fred Young is preparing to repair his barn in the spring.
—

MONROE.

Mrs. Fred Parker Jhas gone to Philadelphia, Penn., to visit her niece, Hr. Florence
Mayo, and while there will have an operation performed Oil her eyes_Mrs. C. E.
Durham has been suffering from a severe
cold the past week and although better she
is not able to be out_Mrs. Franklin Chase
has been confined to her bed the past week
with neuralgia—Mr. Nelson Curtis still
remains on the sick list.Mr. Wilder Parker is having quite a severe attack of rheumatic trouble.The infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Staples died quite
suddenly last week. It had been a frail
child from birth. Its age was about four
months... Bad colds are prevalent in this

*1Some

member of nearly every
afflicted—Mrs. Geo. Staples of
the Centre is very low with some form of
throat trouble. She has not been able to
swallow any food whatever for a few days.
The Monroe W. C. T. U. met at the
home of its secretary, Miss S. A. Mansur,
Jan. 10th, in observance of “Mother’s Day.”
A goodly number was present and the meeting was one of interest. The ne*t meeting
will be held Jan. 24th at the home of Mrs.
R. N. Colson. The presence of all officers
and members is desired.

vicinity.

family

...

are

—

—

j

j

for it.”

Hon. Rufus B. Merchant.
Superintendent and Disbursing Officer, U. S. Post-

CHIEF JUSTICE

CHAMBERS, OF SAMOA,

1

Washington, D. C., says.

office,

“l can recommend
Peruna as one ot the very
best remedies tor catarrh.
I recommend Peruna to all
sufferers.”

Says:

"1 take pleasure in commending
your tonic, having taken a bottle
of Peruna with very beneficial
It Is recommended to

re-

sults.

a

as

excellent

very

me

catarrh

cure.

Congressman David F.

i< v i. y.

in Nortn i>

We have letters

tr-

Senator John M. Thur-

ston,

°f Omaha,

“Peruna

entirely

relieved

me

of

For book of testimonials address

j

The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus, O.

-—-----

j

Perfumes, etc.
All the goods 111 our store in Odd Fellows' block
must be sold •u,h
l'riees have been reduced on everything in stock We are offering
great bargains in staple and fancy groceries and in our drug denari
nient.

ksport, Januarv
|„ Harvey, botii

"

At our.

\\ e have a hi LI. and I II LSI I sto< k <>t
groceries,Tall bou,ri t
since the lire, including fruits, candies, etc.

A.. A.. Howes
BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT

Co.

STATE OF MAINE.

[Corrected Weekly for Tin* Journal.[
Produce Market.
Prices\Pa id Producer.

Dixmont, Miss Annette M. Alden
of Dixmont, aged 62 years, 8 mouth* and 24 days.
Baker. In Belfast, January l. Isaac L. Baker,
aged 74 years.
hartuktt. In Ainesbury, Mass .January 5
Sarah (Day) Bartlett, formerly
Belfast, aged’
78 years lo months and 20 days.
i-ossuER.
In Bangor, January 8, at the residence «>f her daughter, Mrs. Edo mi r. Flye. at
13 Patten street, Mrs. Amanda 1. Bossier.
Re-

••

Dean. In North Haven, December
Warren Dean, aged 78 years and H
Everett. In Oakland. Cal..
:|.
ward Everett, a native of .vlontvill*-.
years.
Nutt. In Freedom, December :«*.
y
A. Nutt, aged 58 years, 4 months and
Nutt. In Rockport, January 5, J- ■—t,
aged 63 years and 1 month.
Knight. I11 Stonington,
n
Knight, aged 82 years, 4 months and 22
McKinnon. In Castine, December 3:
x'
H. McKinnon, aged 25 years.
Perkins. In Castine, December 80, !V
lie N. Perkins, aged 14 years and 7 days
,
Patterson. I11 Hurricane, January 8,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1. 1*. I’attersi
j
mouths.
!
Qi imbv. In East■ Bucksport., January
S. Quimby, aged 48 years, 8 months ami
j
Savage. In Union, January 6, Josetd
age, aged 6!) years, 5 months and 22 da*
at Washington.
*:•
Stetson.
In Winthrop, Mass., Js«v
Martin Y. B. Stetson, fornieily «*f Bellas'
Swift. I11 Belfast, January 11,|R<UX
Swift, aged 50 years, 4 mouths and 7 da).-.
Wood. I11 Belfast, January !», Miss
Wood, aged 65 years and 3 months.

^^B^~
Januan£C^B
^^B

^^B

j

j

^^Bj

Take Advantage 01 a Belfast Citiz*H
Experience Before its too 2

execution

ll
I)

i«

..

I*1-11'!

i

WE WANT AGENTS

agents.
4w2*

PITTSFIELD SPECIALTY C<>..
Pittsfield, Me.

Wanted a woman for meat and pastry cook
wages, £4 per week during the winter. Apply at
the Commonwealth Hotel, corner of Main and
Pleasant streets, Belfast.
2w2
E. II. KNOW LTD V

When the back begins to ache
Don’t wait ’till backache becomes chronic,
’Tilt serious kidney troubles develop,
'Till urinary troubles destroy night’s rest.
Profit by a Belfast citizen’s experience.
Mr. Ralph Shute of Searsport avenue, shv'fl
road, says: “I was taken with a stitch inj V
back and side, I was so bad that I was laid
for six weeks, my back aching constantly, a J
along with it I had another weakness which w

|

January Ml). A
January. A.

of

'lay

dated .January nth, i:h> i>s
a, Mi'lK'iu-m ri-iiilncl by tfi,. Siinivni.- .1
... for ill.' County of
Waldo, at a b rtu
mrt I .'Klin ami bolllon at
Hollas, within
said ( ounty of Waldo, on* the
first T:
A.
I>.
toon to wit on the its’
.Jannary.
.!i

.Joseph

aU.,H

very annoying. I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills
vertised and got a box at Edmund Wilson's dm I
store. I found mfter using them that the pai I
was lessened, in fact they helped my kidm\J
trouble in every way. 1 will always speak wd
of Doan’s Kidney Pills to my friends.”
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no

! lx - ss
1:<k''u H"" !*th

Jannai N, A. 1) woo, in favor of Harrx
|
fa;, run, m said «
ounty of Waldo, and
.Josfo,. u , iiapman of
in .aid ,
l.iberty,
VN a.do, for t\\enf\ two dollars and
twee
iMit'. ilel>t or
damage, and eleven doll.
••it veu cents,.. of
suit, uhereof ex, ,■
mams to he done m
part, to wit tintu, -,iy four dollars and
thirty-nim e. m
wdi he sold it
public auction at the
Arthm Kitehie. in
in said .
l.iberty,
Waldo, t,
tin highest bidder, on the
Retail Price.
Ret ail Market.
fourth day of February. A. I). uxc at ten
\
90a l.no m the forenoon, the following described
Beef, corned, ^p lb, S'alO Lime p bbl.,
Butter Salt, 14 lb, I8to20 Oat Meal p tb,
4.«r. tate, and all the right, title and inten t
\N Chapman has m ana
Corn IP bu.,
8l> Onions p tb,
3(o4 tin-said
same, or had on the i*th day of.lnnuaix
Cracked Corn tp bu., 81 Oil, Kerosene, gal..13a 11
at tnree o’clock and
Corn Meal Ip bu.,
81 Pollock p tb,
4a4i |
thirty minuter
Cheese p lb,
12 ! afternoon, the tune when the same was se
l5tol6| Pork p lb,
Cotton Seed IP cwt., 1.65 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13! said execution, to w it: A certain lot or oa
in said l iberty, in tin- <
3
Codfish, dry, lp lb. 5as Rye Meal p tb,
) Waldo'dilated
aforesaid, hounded and described
Cranberries ^ qt., stoio Shorts pcwt.,
1.30
Clover Seed,
13a 15 Sugar p tb,
Bt«»r» lows, \iz: Beginning at a point on >mithm
Flour IP bbl.,
33 1 of road leading from Liberty Village t
4.76to5.25 Salt, T. I., p bu.,
eorn.M, sixty-two feet
H.G.Seed fc>bu.,
2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
easterly from B. ts.
don house, so
Lard p lb,
13 Wheat Meal.
called; thence running so
a right angles with said
road to the i\m
along the bank of said ri\er (<• the !m,
> ant o| the Berry stave mill. hence a long
>ard line to above mentioned road thenc.
criy along said road to the plan .»i |,.Men with energy ami push, and who are mu
together with the buildings tin
on
afraid to hustle, to take orders for our Patent
Ihited this 9th day of .Januarx
\.i>
Luminous Gold Glass Signs, Name Plates and
M. <;. NORTON. I>• puty
Street Numbers. Readable during darkest nicht-N.
No competition and easy to sell.
four
Enclose
cents in stamps for full particulars and terms t*>

Cook Wanted.

ubstitute.

1

NEW STORE IN JOHNSON BLOCK

In

l’(^H

I

—

Patent Medicines,
Toilet Soaps,

40 to 75 Hay p ton,
lo.Ooa.12.i O
Apples-IP bu.,
dried,
lb, 5at; Hides p tb.
2.00to2.25 Lamb p tb.
Beans, pea,
12
2.25 Lambskins.
50ai.oo
medium,
7
Yel’eyes, 2.35t,o2.50 Mutton p tb.
Blitter IP tb,
18to20 Oats p bn., 32 tb.
r>o
0a7 Potatoes p.bu.,
so
Beef, sides, p ft1.,
mains taken to Burnham for buria
Beef fore quarters,
:
<;£ Hound Hog,
Carver. In Rockland, .Jamiai
r>. Mrs. Julia Barley IP bu.,
40a45 Straw p ton,
10.00
Carver, aged 76 years.
Cheese IP lb,
12| Turkey p tb
18&19
Coburn. In Rockland, January 4. <t the home of Chicken IP lb,
10t<*12. Tallow p tb.
iJ-«3
her sister, Mrs. Arthur Shea, Mary shea Coburn
Calf Skins, per lb. Daioi Veal p tb,
tia7
i a native of Belfast. Remains taken to Thomas- Duck
14a 15 Wool, unwashed.
lb.
is
ton for interment.
m
l Kggs^doz.,
28 Wood, hard,
3.005)4.no
!
Chase. In elfast, .January 8, Oliver P.Mh
Fowl IP tb,
k^l5 Wood, soft.
3.60@4.oo
aged 80 years and 5 months.
Geese p lb,
14a 15j

I
I

a

Fire Sale of Groceries,

I)IKL>.

;

as

family medicine.

Davis.iipth

Auden.

com

mon

a

such trouble.”

GBAv-Ci.<)ss<>n. In Scars;mii. January 11. at
the home of Mr William K !.. i,v liev. H. \V.
Norton, Irvin W Cray of liin -vilh and Miss
Charlotte K. Closson of Searsp-rt.
Lufkin-Dodoe. In Buck -emt, December 23. •
Florence C. i.ufkin of (iouldsh »r</, and Miss Hat"
tie Merrill Dodge of Bueksport.
Patkick-Ci juris. In Kasi Belfast, January
14, at the residence of the luid* s mother, by Kev.
G. E. Edgett, Howard P. Patrick of Everett
Mass., and Miss Cas*ie vl. ('nr»is of Belfast.
I
Wf.aveh Davis. In Washington, December !
25, Wilson h. Weavei and Clara M.
of Washington.
I

—

thirty

Thousands of people in the
walks of life use it

Neb., writes:

very irritating cough. I am a firm
believer in Its efficacy for any

Coocku-Amks. In North 1 e.-n, December31,
\>llie Augusta

—

from

eight members of Congress at.esting to the virtues of Peruna

Edgar Parker Cooper and A
Ames, both of North Haven.

|

in

down by catarrhai troubles.

run

MAKKiH).
-11 a

fully

join with my many
recommending your
invaluable remedy Peruna to anyone in need of an
Invigorating
spring tonic, or whose system is

—

hk y

Y.

convinced

"I desire to

friends

.,

A

N.

Oneonta,

am

Congressman Irvine
Dungan, of Jackson, O., writes:

In Belfast, Ja wry 11. to Mr. and
Mrs. Selwin l. Bowen, a s.
Sidney li.
Cot sin*. In Ellswoi !i. January (5, to Mr. and
Mrs. John \V. Cousins, a drughtcV.
Dyek. In Montvillc. Januaiy —. to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen 1 )yer, a son.
trUiNDi.E. In peiiobsr a, inuaryn, to >lr. and
Mrs. N. L. Griiidle, a sou.
(iitiFri.N. In I.ieeoliiv ilie December 2d, to Mr.
and Airs. Marcellas drill n.
daughter.
c
Pmi.Lies. In Brooksv
December 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. John K. Phillip*, a son, Albert Hartwell.
>
Bobbins. in Surry. 1 < mber -j9, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Bobbins, a dam liter.
Schi.jwi,. In .Montvillc, .January
to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Sprovvl. a son.
Tavloii. In Hast Ci on, .January <;, to Mr.
|
and Mrs. Charles Taylor..
i.
W kkiht.
In Bella*!, Jan nv 7. to Mr. and
Mrs. Constantine L. Wriglit, a son.

9, Henry B. An y and MS*
ot Bueksport.

l

that Peruna is all you claim for it
after the use of a few bottles.”

Bowen.

1

°f

Wilber,
writes:

KUll.V

—

—

HOARSE
k NESS

1

Chemists,
,409 Pearl Street,

home the past week.Edison Webster,
who has been quite ill at his home with the
mumps, is improving_Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
ClarJaynes passed Sunday in Belfast
ence Johnson of Waterville was the guest
of his sister, Mrs. F. X. Vose, Saturday
night and Sunday_Mrs. V. X. Higgins is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Stephen Files,
in Bangor.... Miss Edith Lawrence of Freedom is the guest of her friend Mrs. Flora
Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Harding
of Knox were guests the past week of their
children, Mr and Mrs. Frank Harding.
Eben Gordon ol Clinton visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gordon, the past week.

CROUP

THROAT#

Bark Auburndale, Dow,
from New i uri.
Rosario (before reported
: aground at Kilom Nov.
waterlogged),
liltli in the sr ;b channel. She entered
Buenos Ayres limn tile roads Nov. 25th to
ir.. Tile Am. sch. Lillian
discharge ami
Woodruff, ( ii|
Faruhain, from Boston
\V. V. A., has put into
pec. 2nd for An
St. Vincent,
V. L, witli loss of some
spars and with sails and rigging damaged.
She is having temporary repairs made,
which will ocelli' a week.Sell. Cactus,
from Philadelphia lor Key West, before rethe Florida coast, was
ported wrecked
sold as she lay lor $175, and cargo $110.
The vessel was v
led at $15,000and partly
insured... Ship $ D. Carleton, at Honolulu
Dec. 22nd, from To mnt, reports having met
very heavy weather, was thrown on beam
ends, rigging strained and sails carried
away ; decks were full of water for much of
the time.
bniPiiriLDiNo. The three-master building at the Cobb-llntlor yard, Rockland, for
Capt. Saunders of Orland will not go overboard this month as announced on account
of a delay occasioned by the weather. She
will probably be launched about the middle
of February.There is a rumor that some
vessels will be built at the Birch Point yard
in Wiscasset, Me., next summer_Charles
Y. Minott of Phippshurg, Me., is to get out
the frame for anotln
big sen.; this will
make % vessels constructed by him in that
town ; he also built tic* last wooden
ship
constructed in America, the Aryan in
|
....The ( amden Ancle.!-Rockland Machine i
t
ompany is making a ten hers^ ?v>■
gine for the tender of the
“master, which is under construction by the !
Fore River Ship A Engine
company of j
II M. Prince of Camden is !
Quincy, Mass.
building the tender, wli ch is to be delivered
in Boston, and will go
that port under its
own power.

The genuine has
this picture on it,
take no other.
!f you have not
tried it, send for
free sample, its agreeable taste will
surprise you.
SCOTT & BOWNE

at

Washington, D. C., to
Hartman, Columbus, O., as
follows: "I’ve often heard of your
great medicine and have persuaded my wife, who has been much
of a sufferer from catarrh, to try
Pqruna, and after using one bottle
she has wonderfully improved. It
has proved all you have claimed

Disastkos,

doing no work--vou can’t
long be well and strong, without
some sort of
activity.

—

writes from

GRIPPE

COLDS
COUGHS
SORE-i

Young-

Dr.

$1.25.

cure

your

11th and 12th of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Coffin.
Peter Ilarmon attended the banquet
and reception of the Maine Democratic
club in Auburn Jan. 8th— Mrs. J. C. Whitney, who iias been visiting her daughter,
Mrs. B. F. Stantial, in Brooks, spent Thursday writh her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Keene, while on her way to her home at
Embden_B. W. Downes spent a few days

blood,

IOMARRH

William

Auditor of the Interior,

■

for
“can’t eat,” unless it comes of
readiest

Hon.

scli. J. Manchester Haynes,
Boston, lumber, $7. .Ship
Apalachicola
Susquehanna. Baltimore to San Francisco,
I’uOO tons of
i1. $£, Ship it. F. Babcock,
Baltimore to Ni Francisco. illOOtons of coal,
$7. Bark (
bikton, Turk's Island to
Baltimore, sir tic. Selir. Edward Stewart,
New York
ouanica, rails and general
cargo, $1,000. >i-li. Ed. II. Blake, I'rr 1]aodioa to \.'w Turk, lumber, $5.25. Sell.
Florence l.ciai! Savannah to New York or
r, p. t. Sell. Marie Palmer,
Bridgeport, in
Baltimore to Boston, coal $1.25
Sell. K. F.
Pettigrew, PI, delphia to Portland, coal

There’s a limit, however;
you’ll pay for it
Scott’s Emulsion of Cod Liver

THORNDIKE.

Declare Pe-ru-na to Be the Greatest Catarrh Remedy of The Age.

i nAitTKit.-

can.

his recovery.

NATIONAL CELEBRITIES

possible.

as

yourself

balance

it—true—but, by it,

on

can;

you can or not,
Emulsion of Cod

with your work.

candy-making and games the evening was
spent very pleasantly.... Mr. William
Kenney is still in very poor health and the
doctor thinks there is very little hope for

all

heads:

two

over-work, if

Emery Whitten spent Wednesday and
Thursday with friends in Auburn and
Bath_Jiiss Lizzie Porter of Searsport
was the guest, of
her sister, Mrs. Leslie
Bradford, a few days the past week-Mrs.
Elizabeth Coffin and granddaughter, Miss
pushed a small stick into the stove, setting Ada Stevens of
Pittsfield, were guests Jan.
it on fire, and while playii g with it set fire

to his clothes.

1 ship Sea Witch, which was built
Jackson at East Boston in 1872,
owned by the estate of Richard
r., has been sold to the North
linon company for $2,751'. She is
n Francisco.
Jan. 9. Sch. Melissa Trask,
|cetown,
igor for New York, arrived here
frol
and
crew working hard at
liking
to-i
is; was blown off and lost 2,000 ft
the
lum
pom off deck on athe edge of Georges
I’assed through great mass of lumBank
ber ami logs, probably from a Maine river.
Boston. Jan. 11. Bark Herbert Black,
Capt 1 diehard, arrived yesterday from
Philade phi* with a cargo. She was towed
here by the tug Storm King. The bark was
recently purchased by the Boston towboat
after she discharges her cargo
compari'- and
of coal she will be taken to East Boston and
a Heating elevator for use in
>nt°
I
cnnverte
transport! '-' grain about the harbor. She
will haven capacity of 20,000 bushels.
Roeklaii|li 3an. 8. There were thirty
sclioonei- and three barks in Rockland harbor ycstcT"y> an unusual winter spectacle
and a pretty marine picture. Nearly all ran
in for .shelter from the nor’easter. Early in
the ... : n pretty sight was presented
off Owl's Head when four schooners from
the eastwici. irwk to neck came in through
the snow .i"‘i wiow. A half mile behind
them wen iwoi,Three masters footing it
pretty evenly for the inside of the lire kit was pleasant inside the
water. \\
■! that tliere was a nasty sea
skippers
outside wit! iidicatious of a iteavy storm.
Only a fee ventured out in the afternoon
for nearby ports.
The weather is so
>s month that the
treacherous
captains
are wary of
and ling the coast as much

WALDO STATION.

Miss M. A. Randall has gone to Lewiston
to spend a few weeks with her cousin, Mrs.
I
SI iss Laura M. Carver has gone to Boston
J. W. J ordan... Werner Bennett has moved
fur tlie winter.
into his new house.
Mrs. Warner Hamilton of Minneapolis is
WINTER PORT.
visiting Capt. and Mrs. A. L. Carver.
Mr. Geo. F. West of Portland was in
Capt. C. N. Meyers, wife and daughter, town
Monday— Up-river ice has been quite
left for New York last week.
plentiful in the river for a few days—
The Givers and Gleaners will meet Satur- Mrs. E. D. Johnston is spending the winter
day afternoon with Mrs. James G. Pendle- at Pemaquid... Capt. Benj. Atwood and
ton.
w ife are spending a few months in Boston.
At the annual meeting of the WinterThe Book and Thimble Club will meet
with Mis. Bunnells Tuesday p. m., Jan. port Water Co. the following directors were
elected:
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott, Geo. F.
2ist.
Rev. Tyler Crockett w ill hold meetings in | West, L. W. Meserve, all of Portland,
lion. G. 1*. Wescott will be elected presithe Piper school house, East Belfast, next
dent, Geo. F. West, clerk and treasurer and
Sunday, at 2 and 7 p. m.
A. F. Carleton, supt. It is said that imContribution next Sunday morning at the
provements are to be made.The WinterCongregational Church in behalf of the port creamery has orders for cream to its
Maine Bible Society.
full capacity
The new house of Isaac
The annual meeting of Mariner’s Lodge,
Rankin on Whig street is completed. The
E. & A. M., for the election of officers will Hatch house on Christian Hill will be comtake place Tuesday evening, Jan. 21st.
in the
Dudley

]

STATE OF MAINE.
WAI.lH) SS.
.lanuary lath. .v. I>
Taken this 131 ti day of Januan. Ah
execution dated .lanuary a. tun
i"lent rendered by the Supreme ,1m.i <
*
the
of Penobscot, ai a Hum!
begun and liolden at * angor,
said <
Penobscot, on tin* first T.iMsdav oi <»<*t«»l•1901. to wit: on the >th das \»l Oct..bn
11*01, in favor of Charles T. u'ros> of And.
the County of Essex and Common's e.iltli
chusetts,and against Burton A (h.-ssof l
in said Countv of i’enobseot. foi Mighty :>
lars. debt or damage, and tsveiit four d.»!i
thirteen cents, cost of suit, ami will be
public auction, at my office in '.elfasi.
County of Waldo, to the Ingh -st biddei
day of February, A I*
o'clock in the forenoon, the* following de**'
real estate, and all the right, title and
which the said Burton A. Cross lias in and
same, or had on the 13th day <>t .lanuars
1902, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, tie
when the same was seized on said execut.
wit: A certain lot of land situate in I Inn
In said County of Waldo, and being the san
vised to Sarah M. Gross, by the \s :I1 of .1;n
Gross, and the same conveyed to Burton A
by said Sarah M. Gross, by liei deed dat«
tember 28, 1900, and recorded in Waldo l;
of Deeds, Book
and Page : m. ami km
the James R. Gross homestead.
January 13th. A. D. 190-2.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Si

County

]

i

twenty-first
Parties having nice Angora cats to sell
should write me at once and give full description of your cat’s age and color and
prices for same. Nothing but first class
stock wanted.
S. J. GBIDDEN,
3w3*
F reedom, Me.

WANTED.
VOUNG
*

••

WOMEN to write in publishing house.
own hand writing at once to
SAWYER PUBLISHING CO.,
Waterville, Maine.

Apply in

Iw3*

Logs
The

Picked Up.

undersigned has picked up a number of
logs adrift in the bay, of various marks, which
the owners can have by proving property and
R. E. COTTRELL,
paying charges.
3w2*
Northport Avenue, Belfast

WANTED
Help

with
lw'2*

on the farm.
a small family.

A.

B.*,

A single man
Apply to
at Tlie Journal Ofli

I

